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NCTCOG INVEST Implementation Project 

Task 1 Report: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 

 

Background: NCTCOG originally scored the region’s long-range transportation plan – Mobility 2035 – using 

the system planning criteria in the INVEST pilot tool in 2012. The results highlighted areas that the 

transportation department has been focusing efforts on in the past and also identified areas that we need 

to focus future efforts. For the INVEST Implementation Project, the first major task was to rescore Mobility 

2035 using the updated INVEST 1.0 tool. The results from the scoring process reinforced the results from 

the pilot test and will serve as a baseline for comparison for scoring Mobility 2040 after it is published.  

 

Process: The project team first identified key department staff that they thought would be appropriate to 

score each of the system planning criteria. Many of the staff had been involved in scoring the plan during 

the pilot study process, so the project team felt that individual interviews were not needed for this round 

of scoring. Instead, staff answered the system planning criteria questions using excel workbooks. The 

project team created a spreadsheet for each criteria that included all of the questions from the online 

tool, as well as space for notes, supporting documents, and recommended next steps. In some cases, 

multiple reviewers answered questions for a single criterion. Figure 1 is an example of the spreadsheets 

that were used.  Generally, staff seemed to like the spreadsheet version because it was easier to add 

examples over time as opposed to an interview setting. In some instances, staff from multiple program 

areas met to discuss a single criterion on their own volition. In total, 19 staff participated in scoring the 17 

criteria. 

Figure 1: Example Scoring Workbook 
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Once all of the staff members inputted their answers into the scoring workbooks, the project team 

compiled the answers and met internally to determine if there were any discrepancies. Then, one staff 

member entered the scores into the online tool and disseminated the draft results to the group.  

There were some criteria that scored significantly higher or lower during the 1.0 scoring process when 

compared to the pilot study. This may be due to changes in the phrasing of questions and/or answers, but 

we wanted to distinguish the textual changes from the substantive/process changes. The project team 

selected criteria that had significant score changes and met with the scorers individually to confirm the 

results and discuss why there was a significant change from one version of the tool to the next. Staff held 

follow-up meetings on six of the system planning criteria.  

The majority of the participants in the follow-up meetings noted the inability to be awarded partial credit 

as the primary reason for the changes in scores. Other staff indicated that they answered no to some 

questions because they are not currently documenting related efforts explicitly in Mobility 2035. After the 

follow-up meetings, staff once again met as a large group to discuss the overall results and significant 

findings.  

 

Results: Using the INVEST 1.0 tool version, the Mobility 2035 system planning process scored at the gold 

level. The plan scored at the platinum level during the pilot study and the difference in points is likely 

due to the fact that partial credit was allowed during the pilot study but not during the 1.0 version. The 

comparison results for both scoring processes are shown in Figure 2.  

Generally, the same criteria that did not score well during the pilot version did not score well in the 1.0 

version either. This reinforced the criteria that we originally chose to be emphasis areas for the other 

tasks in the implementation project. These elements are highlighted in Figure 2. The majority of the 

criteria will be used to develop sustainability-related performance measures, which is incorporated into 

the INVEST Implementation project as Task 2. Some of the discussion among staff during the scoring 

process centered on measuring and tracking progress, so the scoring process served as a good segue 

way into the sustainable performance measure development process.   

It is worth noting that none of the criteria scored the maximum number of points possible. This could be 

due to a number of factors, including staff being more critical, the inability to score partial credit, or the 

difference in question wording since the pilot version.  
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Figure 2: Pilot and 1.0 Results Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggestions for Improving INVEST: There were several suggestions that NCTCOG noted to FHWA during 

the pilot version that were incorporated in the 1.0 tool. These items include the opportunity to add 

notes, supporting documents, and next actions to each criterion. However, staff has noted additional 

items that could be improved upon for additional versions of the tool.  

First, in the pilot version, there was an opportunity for partial credit for some of the questions; this was 

not the case for the 1.0 version. There were many instances when the scorers felt that they met part of 

the criteria in the question, but since there was no option for partial credit, we received no points for 

that question. Maybe a response scale akin to a Likert Scale would be more appropriate for some of the 

questions related to how the department is integrating sustainability into their plans, projects, 

programs, or policies.  

Additionally, the points listed in the criteria page do not necessarily correspond to the available points 

based on the questions in the tool. There was some confusion among the scorers that thought they met 

the requirements for points based on the descriptions given on the criteria page but then they did not 

receive points for that section because the questions in the actual tool were worded differently.  
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While the INVEST tool is a great resource for internal review, it would be helpful to gauge how well our 

agency is doing compared to others. Perhaps FHWA could release an anonymous average score for each 

of the criteria so agencies have a better idea of how they are performing relative to similar agencies. 

This would also be helpful to present to our policy board to show how our transportation investments 

are sustainable compared to other agencies.   

Finally, staff had some comments and suggestions related to specific criteria:  

SP-4, Integrated Planning Bonus: Staff felt as though they could answer yes to some of these questions 

even though we did not meet the point requirements from the first three criteria.  

SP-6, Safety Planning: Although the official ‘Toward Zero Death Vision’ has not been adopted by the 

agency, it is the goal of the safety program to reduce crashes and fatalities annually. This is achieved 

through safety planning and implementation efforts; data analysis and information system 

development; safety education and training efforts; and innovative funding and partnership 

agreements.   

SP-7, Multimodal Planning & Public Health: Need more background or description on what is meant by 

‘public health’ as it relates to transportation.   

SP-8, Freight and Goods Movement: Some of the questions for this criteria assume that freight is a 

mode, but it is what is actually moved. Therefore, the question of whether the agency considers 

multimodal freight mobility needs is confusing and could be re-worded.   

SP-10, Air Quality: Dust control strategies is more of a project management issue so there is not a big 

emphasis placed on it at the MPO level. 

SP-12, Financial Sustainability: The question of whether the agency keeps accurate records of all 

changes to the project scope and documents their impact is not very applicable for the long-range 

transportation plan, since the document is only updated once every few years. This question would be 

more applicable for the programming process, since the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 

includes a more accurate record.  

 

Conclusion: The INVEST System Planning criteria tool was an appropriate method for evaluating 

sustainability in our planning process. Even though INVEST is a self-evaluation tool, we feel as though 

our staff was appropriately critical when answering the questions so a truly reflective score was the 

ultimate product. NCTCOG hopes that the work done during the next four tasks of the INVEST 

Implementation project will ultimately result in an even more sustainable process for Mobility 2040.  
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NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 

Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool Implementation Project 

Task 2 Report: Performance Measure Assessment 

 

Introduction 

In the Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool (INVEST) System Planning module, several 

of the criteria have questions related to performance measures and monitoring progress. While the 

North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) currently reports some performance measures 

related to the INVEST criteria, the progress is typically not monitored to demonstrate the achievement 

of the agency goals and objectives. Table 1 shows the Mobility 2035 INVEST scoring results for questions 

relating to performance measurement.  

Table 1: Mobility 2035 Results 

 Performance Measures? Monitor Progress against the performance measures? 

SP-1 Yes No 

SP-2 No No 

SP-3 No No 

SP-4 N/A N/A 

SP-5 Yes No 

SP-6 Yes N/A 

SP-7 N/A No 

SP-8 No N/A 

SP-9 Yes Yes 

SP-10 N/A N/A 

SP-11 Yes No 

SP-12 N/A N/A 

SP-13 N/A N/A 

SP-14 Yes N/A 

SP-15 N/A N/A 

SP-16 N/A N/A 

SP-17 N/A N/A 

 

The Mobility 2035 INVEST scoring results show that additional work needs to be done to develop a 

performance measurement structure to document progress over time. Based on these results, NCTCOG 

staff chose to focus efforts on performance measure development for the following criteria: SP-1, SP-2, 

SP-3, SP-5, SP-6, SP-7, SP-8, SP-9, SP-10, SP-11, SP-14, and SP-15.  

In addition to developing sustainability-related performance measures, NCTCOG must respond to 

performance measure requirements outlined in the recent transportation authorization bill, Moving 

Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). In the timeframe that Mobility 2040 was developed, 
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official guidance from the federal government on mandated performance measures and targets was not 

released, so these requirements will be incorporated into future plans. However, a more robust 

performance-driven process is incorporated into Mobility 2040. The sustainability-related performance 

measures developed through the INVEST project are included in the plan document and the existing 

measures in the plan were streamlined to show a distinct relationship between goals and measures.  

This report outlines the process staff underwent to develop sustainability-related performance 

measures for several INVEST criteria, how these and other performance measures are incorporated into 

the long-range transportation plan, and ideas for future performance measure tracking over time.   

 

Performance Measures Best Practices  

NCTCOG reviewed peer Metropolitan Planning Organizations’ use of performance measures to evaluate 

best practices and to determine what would be feasible in the Dallas-Fort Worth region.  

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Council (DVRPC) – Philadelphia area MPO  

DVRPC’s Board selected the Regional Indicators the MPO uses to measure progress, therefore lending 

strong support for the measures from stakeholders. DVRPC staff developed Regional Indicators based on 

data sources that reliably produced frequent data across the entire region and into the future. DVRPC 

reviews the Regional Indicators every two to three years and adds or removes measures as appropriate. 

While DVRPC has used its Regional Indicators since 1999, it has not yet indicated desired trends or 

benchmarks for the measures. However, the measures help DVRPC identify policies and objectives for 

future long-term plans. For example, a future plan will call for development to be limited near rural 

areas. The results of DVRPC’s internal tracking of Regional Indicators are available to the public online. 

The results are displayed with user-friendly, colorful graphics. 

Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) – Kansas City area MPO  

MARC first included performance measures in its 2040 long-range plan, which was adopted in 2010. 

MARC staff members seek input on the performance measures from transportation modal committees, 

which include local government, transportation, and citizen stakeholders. Each performance measure 

supports a plan goal. MARC’s long-range plan identifies desired trends for each performance measure. 

The plan quantifies the extent to which the performance measures meet or fail to meet the desired 

trends. For example, the percent of total federal funds invested in environmental justice tracts increased 

by 20 percent over a two-year period, which met the desired trend for the performance measure. MARC 

reviews performance measures yearly and produces an annual update document, which is available to 

the public and displays the data both with user-friendly, colorful graphics and with quantifiable data, 

such as percent change. 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) – San Francisco area MPO  

MTC initiated the use of performance measures in 2001; it later conducted visioning exercises to 

develop measures that could influence policy and investment decisions. The Sustainability Committee 

recommends performance measures to the MTC policy board. Each measure is quantifiable and 

supports a performance objective. MTC’s 2035 long-range plan briefly describes the purpose of 

performance measures. The MTC produced a separate Performance Assessment Report to accompany 
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the 2035 long-range plan. The assessment report is available to the public online and includes charts 

that visualize the objectives and actual trends.  

Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) – Chicago area MPO  

Staff at CMAP developed performance measures with input from working committees, outside 

consultants, and stakeholder groups. The CMAP Board and MPO Policy Committee discussed the 

performance measures, and the Board endorsed the use of indicators. The measures were chosen based 

on whether they measured the objectives of the long-range plan, whether they could be understood by 

the public, and whether data were available, accurate, and easy to acquire. CMAP established 2015 

baseline data for each performance measure, set short-term targets for 2020, and set long-term targets 

for 2040. An appendix to the update of the 2040 plan breaks out each indicator, describing the indicator, 

targets, and methodology with text and illustrating the actual data and targets with line charts. 

 

Analysis of Performance Measures in Mobility 2035  

Mobility 2035 includes 9 goals, 106 policies, and 131 performance measures.  

Some of the items included as performance measures did not measure performance; instead, they 

described tasks (“Develop a listing of transportation critical infrastructure/key resources”) or stated 

facts (“Start-up funding is available for a maximum of two years”). These items were excluded from the 

performance measure count. Additionally, some of the performance measures focused on inputs 

(“Number of growth management strategies researched”) rather than focusing on outputs (“Reduction 

of incidents involving hazardous materials”).  

The following figures graphically depict the current performance measure structure that exists in 

Mobility 2035 and the desired nesting structure for future plans.  

Figure 1: Existing Nesting Structure 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Desired or Potential Nesting Structure 

 

 

 

 

Performance Measurement Structure in Mobility 2040  

In the draft Mobility 2040 document, performance measures are primarily found in the Regional 

Performance chapter and each of the chapter appendices. The draft Regional Performance chapter and 

portions of the appendix are attached. The Regional Performance chapter highlights significant 

performance measures for each of the major goal themes of the plan. These goal themes are mobility, 

quality of life, system sustainability, and implementation. The Regional Performance appendix includes a 
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discussion on INVEST and a catalogue of all performance measures found in the plan. This catalogue 

includes a description of the measure, the related goal and associated goal theme, emphasis area within 

the NCTCOG Transportation Department, location in the plan document, and related INVEST system 

planning criteria, if applicable. It was determined that the desired trend aspect identified in the 

potential nesting structure was more related to performance targets, so staff did not explicitly state 

desired trends in the measures in the Mobility 2040 document.  

In the other plan appendices, additional performance measures are listed in the program charts that 

reference related goals, policies, and performance measures. An example is provided below. The 

purpose of these program charts is to demonstrate the relationship between goals, policies, 

implementation actions, and performance measures of various programs recommended in the plan.  

Table 2: Mobility 2040 Appendix Program Chart Example  

Air Quality Demonstration Program 

Reference 
Reference Program Number 

AQ2-002 

Background 

Brief Description  

Air quality improvements are supported by ongoing investigation into new, innovative 

methods to reduce fuel use and emissions, not only through technology 

improvements, but also through activity and behavior modifications. 

Related Goals 

MTP Broad Goal(s) 

Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and promote 

active lifestyles.  

Policy Position  

Referenced Policy Number(s) 

AQ3-003: Support and implement educational, operational, technological, and other 

innovative strategies that improve air quality in North Central Texas, including 

participation in collaborative efforts with local, regional, state, and federal 

stakeholders.  

AQ3-004: Support and implement strategies that promote energy conservation, 

reduce demand for energy needs, reduce petroleum consumption, and/or decrease 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

Implementation 

Actions to Support Implementation of Program   

 Implement projects to demonstrate the benefit and feasibility of potential 

measures for greater implementation.  

 Example projects include the Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance Pilot Program, Clean 

Construction Demonstration Project, Preferential Parking  

Program, etc. 

Performance 

Measures 

Measurable Indicator(s) 

 Number of participants 

 Number of vehicles/equipment/technologies evaluated 

 Number of studies conducted and/or reports written 

 Tons of pollutants reduced  

 Cost per ton of pollutants reduced  

Cost Estimate 
Approximate cost to implement program  

Approximately $18.4 million 
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During the time Mobility 2040 was developed, staff did not feel comfortable establishing targets without 

official federal guidance. Once official federal guidance related to MAP-21 performance targets is 

released, NCTCOG will work with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) to establish 

coordinated measures and targets. A proposed performance measure framework that demonstrates the 

relationship between the department program areas, MAP-21 mandated targets, and applicable INVEST 

System Planning criteria is attached. This framework will serve as a guide for the different department 

program areas to incorporate performance measures and targets into future long-range plans.  

 

Proposed Sustainability-Related Performance Measures 

The NCTCOG Transportation Department is made up of nearly 150 staff members, all with different 

areas of expertise. Because of the large size, staff from each program area were identified to serve as a 

lead for performance measures in their particular area. These staff members worked to develop 

sustainability-related performance measures for their applicable INVEST system planning criteria. The 

INVEST Project Team led a performance measure training in April 2015; the materials from this meeting 

are attached. For each measure, staff considered what aspects of sustainability the measure related to 

and what the feasibility of tracking the measure would be. The intent is to document the most 

meaningful of these measures in Mobility 2040 and track the results in future plan updates. The System 

Planning for Region (SP-R) criteria associated with INVEST 1.2 were not released until the end of this 

development process, so the performance measures still reference the original INVEST 1.0 system 

planning criteria.  

 

SP-1: Integrated Planning: Land Use and Economic Development  

INVEST Goal: Integrate statewide and metropolitan long-range transportation plans (LRTP) with 

statewide, regional, and/or local land use plans and economic development forecasts and goals. 

Proactively encourage and facilitate sustainability through the coordination of transportation, land use, 

and economic development planning.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Encourage livable communities that support sustainability and economic vitality.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures: 

1. Change in the number of infrastructure and planning projects funded and completed through the 

Sustainable Development Funding Program. 

 Description: The Sustainable Development Funding Program has issued three calls for projects 

which have funded transportation infrastructure, planning, and land-banking projects 

supporting local initiatives for town centers, mixed-use growth centers, transit-oriented 

developments, infill re-developments, and pedestrian-oriented developments. 

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line; selected projects are located within 

the Sustainable Development Areas of Interest to encourage redevelopment and new 

development in historic downtowns, infill areas, and areas near planned and existing rail 

stations. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Funded Project tracking, Transportation Improvement Program, and 

Development Monitoring data.  
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 Feasibility of Update: Project implementation tracking is updated consistently in-house as 

projects funded by the Sustainable Development Funding Program move forward. 

2. Change in the number of transit oriented developments (TODs) around one-half mile of transit 

stations. 

 Description: TOD is a style of planning and development that encourages pedestrian activity 

with a mix of higher density employment, housing, and commercial land uses within one-half 

mile walking distance of a passenger rail station. 

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line; TOD data collection will be conducted 

by NCTCOG staff periodically to create a robust and reliable source of information that 

improves decision making and facilitates TOD.  

 Data Source: NCTCOG TOD data and Development Monitoring data. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data for TOD tracking will be updated by NCTCOG staff as new 

information becomes available.  

3. Change in number of coordination meetings conducted to promote school district and municipality 

coordination. 

 Description: The Community Schools and Transportation Program takes a holistic approach to 

addressing traffic congestion, air pollution, and safety around schools across the region by 

addressing current school siting trends and promoting safe routes to walk and bicycle to 

school.  

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line; a Regional Working Group will be 

created to promote interagency coordination, which will address issues related to school 

siting and active travel to school. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG  

 Feasibility of Update: NCTCOG holds regularly scheduled Regional Working Group meetings to 

promote Independent School District and municipality coordination. 

4. Change in number of cities updating or adopting form-based codes.  

 Description: Land uses, when sustainably integrated, have dynamic effects on trip generation 

and air quality because of the clustering of land uses in close proximity decreases the need for 

an automobile to access the uses. Form-based codes promote this kind of clustering land use 

planning resulting in compact, walkable neighborhood design. 

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line; infrastructure in transportation will be 

prioritized to support sustainable land uses (offering more than one complementary land use 

choice) within the urban core and to support similar nodes of development investment in 

more rural areas. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG 

 Feasibility of Update: Form-based code tracking is updated by NCTCOG staff. 

 

SP-2: Integrated Planning: Natural Environmental 

INVEST Goal: Integrate ecological considerations into the transportation planning process, including the 

development of the long-range transportation plan and Transportation Improvement Program/State 

Transportation Improvement Program. Proactively support and enhance long-term ecological function 

through the coordination of transportation and natural resource planning.  
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NCTCOG Related Goal: Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and 

promote active lifestyles.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures:  

1. Number of permits generated through the Section 214 Program with the US Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE).  

 Description: A USACE staff member in our region works on expediting permits for regionally 

significant transportation projects. This results in cost and time savings, as well as ensuring the 

aquatic environment is protected.  

 Sustainability Component: Environment and economy triple bottom line elements; effort 

ensures that projects are not held up by the process but still considers environmental value. 

 Data Source: USACE Section 214 list (compiled by USACE and NCTCOG).  

 Feasibility of Update: Quarterly list received from the USACE. Will only cover permits 

generated from the Section 214 list.  

2. Change in number of acres determined to have high biodiversity, rarity, or ecosystem sustainability 

based on the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF).  

 Description: These three factors are important in determining the ecological value of land.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental triple bottom line; decrease in acreage exhibiting 

high scores for these factors would indicate development that fails to sustain wildlife habitat 

and natural areas.   

 Data Source: Environmental Protection Agency Region 6 Regional Ecosystem Assessment 

Protocol (REAP) data. 

 Feasibility of Update: Currently unsure of how often this data will be updated.  

 

SP-3: Integrated Planning: Social  

INVEST Goal: The agency’s long-range transportation plan is consistent with and supportive of the 

community’s vision and goals. When considered in an integrated fashion, these plans, goals and visions 

support sustainability principles. The agency applies context-sensitive principles to the planning process 

to achieve solutions that balance multiple objectives to meet stakeholder needs.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Assure all communities are provided access to the regional transportation system 

and planning process.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures:  

1. Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or census tracts scoring high on the Environmental 
Justice Index. 

 Description: Number of contacts in the Outreach database listing an address located in an 

area with an Environmental Justice Index score above 50. 

 Sustainability Component: Social triple bottom line; effort ensures that a diverse array of 

stakeholders, including low-income and minority stakeholders, have the opportunity to be 

involved throughout the transportation planning process. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Public Involvement Team; Outreach database; Environmental Justice 

Index (updated with each new mobility plan). 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 
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2. Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or census tracts located outside the more urban 
counties of Collin, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant. 

 Description: Number of contacts in the Outreach database listing an address located outside 

the more urban counties of Collin, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant; eight counties are located 

outside of the more urban part of the region. 

 Sustainability Component: Social triple bottom line; effort ensures that rural stakeholders 

have the opportunity to be involved throughout the transportation planning process. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Public Involvement Team; Outreach database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

3. Number of outreach opportunities advertised in foreign languages. 
 Description: Number of outreach opportunities advertised in foreign languages through radio, 

print and online media. 

 Sustainability Component: Social triple bottom line; effort ensures that stakeholders with 

Limited English Proficiency have the opportunity to be involved throughout the transportation 

planning process. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Public Involvement Team; list of public input opportunities; 

Transportation Media database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

4. Number of partnerships with organizations that work with Environmental Justice groups. 
 Description: Number of organizations in the Outreach Diversity Communications Database 

that receive regular communication from NCTCOG about public input opportunities. 

 Sustainability Component: Social triple bottom line; effort ensures that a diverse array of 

stakeholders, including low-income, minority, disabled, and linguistically isolated have the 

opportunity to be involved throughout the transportation planning process. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Public Involvement Team; Outreach Diversity Communications 

database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

 
SP-4: Integrated Planning: Bonus  

Performance measures not applicable.  

 

SP-5: Access and Affordability  

INVEST Goal: Enhance accessibility and affordability of the transportation system to all users and by 

multiple modes.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Assure all communities are provided access to the regional transportation system 

and planning process.  
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NCTCOG Performance Measure:  

1. Relative change in Housing + Transportation Affordability Index.  

 Description: Index shows cost of two major household expenditures as a percentage of total 

household income at the block-group level.  

 Sustainability Component: Social and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT); 2009 5-Year American Community 

Survey data. 

 Feasibility of Update: Whenever CNT makes major update to dataset. 

 

SP-6: Safety Planning  

INVEST Goal: Agency integrates quantitative measures of safety into the transportation planning process 

across all modes and jurisdictions.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Ensure adequate maintenance and enhance the safety and reliability of the 

existing transportation system.   

NCTCOG Performance Measure: 

1. Change in the number of crashes and fatalities in the region.  
 Description: Number of total crashes and crash severity to include incapacitating, non-

incapacitating, possible injury, non-injury, and fatal crashes.  

 Sustainability Component: Social triple bottom line. 

 Data Source: TxDOT Crash Records Information System (CRIS); Fatality Analysis Reporting 

System (FARS); NCTCOG Safety Team. 

 Feasibility of Update: Information is added consistently to the Texas Peace Officer’s Crash 

Report. Data is available for the previous five calendar years.  

 

SP-7: Multimodal Planning and Public Health 

INVEST Goal: Expand travel choices and modal options by enhancing the extent and connectivity of 

multimodal infrastructure. Support and enhance public health by investing in active transportation 

modes.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Improve the availability of transportation options for people and goods.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures:  

1. Increase in the mileage of constructed regional and community shared-use paths. 
 Description: Shared-use paths provide non-motorized (bicycle and pedestrian) mobility 

options for people of all ages and abilities, including providing a transportation mode choice 

for short trips in the region that helps improve the efficiency of the existing transportation 

system. 

 Sustainability Component: Social, economy, and environmental triple bottom line elements; a 

policy is in place that promotes the construction of regional Veloweb and community shared-

use paths that provide active transportation connections to regional and local destinations 

including transit services, employment and education centers, and/or other activity centers. 

http://htaindex.cnt.org/map/
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 Data Source: NCTCOG Sustainable Development/Active Transportation Team; Shared Use 

Paths database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new long-range transportation plans. 

2. Increase in the mileage of constructed on-street bikeway facilities. 
 Description: On-street bikeways provide safe and convenient travel for bicyclists on roadways 

and a non-motorized transportation mode choice for short trips in the region. These bikeways 

serve as an extension of the regional and community shared use pathway network and 

provide direct connections to local travel destinations.   

 Sustainability Component: Social, economy, and environmental triple bottom line elements; a 

policy is in place that promotes the construction of on-street bicycle facilities which provide 

non-motorized travel connections between housing, employment, education, major 

destinations, and transit services. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Sustainable Development/Active Transportation Team; On-Street 

Bikeways database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

 

SP-8: Freight and Goods Movement  

INVEST Goal: Implement a transportation system plan that meets freight access and mobility needs 

while also supporting triple bottom line sustainability principles.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Improve the availability of transportation options for people and goods.  

NCTCOG Performance Measure:  

1. Change in the number of incidents involving hazardous materials.  

 Description: The NCTCOG region is a major freight hub; incidents involving hazardous 

materials poses a major safety risk and is a threat to the regional economy.  

 Sustainability Component: Social, environmental, and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: TxDOT.  

 Feasibility of Update: To be determined.  

 

SP-9: Travel Demand Management  

INVEST Goal: Reduce vehicle travel demand throughout the system.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Support travel efficiency measures and system enhancements targeted at 

congestion reduction and management.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures:  

1. Increase in the number of regional commuters participating in alternative commutes. 
 Description: Number of commute modes used as reported through TryParkingIt.com. 

Commute modes include carpools, vanpools, transit, telecommuting, biking, and walking. 

 Sustainability Component: Social, environmental, and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: TryParkingIt.com; NCTCOG Travel Demand Management Team. 
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 Feasibility of Update: Data is self-reported by commuters and updated regularly.  

2. Increase in the number of regionally funded vanpools operating within the region.  
 Description: Number of vans operating under the Dallas Area Rapid Transit, the Denton 

County Transportation Authority, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority Vanpool 

programs. Collected information would include average number of participants; average 

vehicle miles traveled reduced; average vehicle trips reduced; and reduced emissions. 

 Sustainability Component:  Social, environmental, and economic triple bottom line elements. 

 Data Source: Transit agencies and contracted vanpool vendors; NCTCOG Travel Demand 

Management Team. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data is collected monthly by contracted van vendors and provided to 

transit agency staff.  

 
SP-10: Air Quality  
 
INVEST Goal: To plan, implement, and monitor multimodal strategies to reduce emissions and to 

establish a process to document emissions reductions.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and 

promote active lifestyles.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures:  

1. Number and magnitude of ozone exceedance days and when exceedance days occur. 

 Description: The new Environmental Protection Agency ozone standard is 75 ppb (parts per 

billion). NCTCOG tracks the number of days that regional ozone levels exceed this level and 

keeps track of the first and last day of ozone season.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental triple bottom line. 

 Data Source: Ozone monitoring stations; NCTCOG. 

 Feasibility of Update: This data is readily available and is consistently updated.  

2. For all criteria pollutants: change in total emissions, total emissions by sector, and total emissions 
by mode/ton mile. 

 Description: NCTCOG regularly conducts a conformity analysis to ensure that criteria 

pollutants such as nitrous oxide (NOX) and volatile organic compounds (VOC) are within the 

allowable emissions budget for that particular year.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental triple bottom line. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data available continuously. 

3. Change in overall fleet mix by Environmental Protection Agency Tier compliance. 
 Description: As business vehicle fleets turn over, they will most likely be replaced with newer 

vehicles with less emissions.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: Environmental Protection Agency  

 Feasibility of Update: Data available continuously.  
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SP-11: Energy and Fuels  
INVEST Goal: Reduce the energy and fossil fuel consumption from the transportation sector and 
document it in the transportation planning process.  
 
NCTCOG Related Goal: Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and 
promote active lifestyles. 
 
NCTCOG Performance Measures:  
 

1. Change in number of registered alternative fueled vehicles. 
 Description: Effort to track the number of alternative fueled vehicles in the region to better 

inform air quality analyses.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: Department of Energy, TxDOT.  

 Feasibility of Update: Annual TxDOT data program to begin in 2016.  

2. Change in number of alternative refueling stations (both public and private) and fuel consumed. 
 Description: Easy access to alternative refueling stations can help encourage consumers to 

purchase those types of vehicles.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: Department of Energy.  

 Feasibility of Update: Data available continuously.  

3. Change in number of entities that have adopted idling restrictions and/or NCTCOG Clean Fleet 
Policy. 

 Description: The Regional Transportation Council has adopted policies related to reducing 

idling and adopting cleaner vehicle fleets. Local government entities are encouraged to adopt 

these policies.  

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic triple bottom line elements.  

 Data Source: Partner local governments.  

 Feasibility of Update: Continuous. 

 

SP-12: Financial Sustainability  

Performance measures not applicable.  

 

SP-13: Analysis Methods 

Performance measures not applicable.  

 

SP-14: Transportation Systems Management & Operations 

INVEST Goal: Optimize the efficiency of the existing transportation system.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Support travel efficiency measures and system enhancements targeted at 

congestion reduction and management.  

NCTCOG Performance Measures: 
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1. Reduction in the number of regional freeway bottlenecks. 

 Description: Bottlenecks can occur at spots where implemented roadway improvement 

projects and unimproved roadways meet.  

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Congestion Management Team; Congestion Point database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

2. Percentage change in the number of traffic signals retimed located in the nonattainment counties.  
 Description: Number of traffic signals located in Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Johnson, 

Kaufman, Parker, Rockwall, Tarrant, and Wise counties designated in 2012 by the US 

Environmental Protection Agency as nonattainment for the pollutant ozone. 

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic elements; effort to ensure that more 

funds are programmed for regional traffic signal retiming efforts. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Congestion Management Team; Regional Traffic Signals database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

3. Change in percentage of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) deployed and region ITS 
interoperability. 

 Description: Goal is to fill in gaps identified in the existing ITS communications infrastructure; 

ITS interoperability. 

 Sustainability Component: Economic triple bottom line. 

 Data Source: NCTCOG Congestion Management Team; ITS Coverage database. 

 Feasibility of Update: Data stored in-house and updated consistently; latest data easily 

integrated into new metropolitan transportation plans. 

  

SP-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning  

INVEST Goal: Leverage transportation asset management data and methods within the transportation 

planning process to make informed, cost-effective program decisions and better use existing 

transportation assets.  

NCTCOG Related Goal: Ensure adequate maintenance and enhance the safety and reliability of the 

existing transportation system.  

NCTCOG Performance Measure: 

1. Percentage of National Highway System lane miles with pavements and bridges in very good, good, 
or fair condition. 

 Description: Overall coverage of National Highway System facilities recognized in a state of 

good repair with optimized functionality. 

 Sustainability Component: Environmental and economic elements; effort ensures that asset 

lifecycles and benefits are maximized which demonstrates efficient resource 

allocation/utilization and reduced demand for raw materials or new rights-of-way. 

 Data Source: Texas Department of Transportation Pavement Management Information 

System (PMIS) and Bridge Inspection Program (BRINSAP) scores. 
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 Feasibility of Update: Data updated on an annual basis; scoring incorporated into criteria 

measures for revised NCTCOG metropolitan transportation plan-based project planning and 

prioritization process. 

 

SP-16: Infrastructure Resiliency  

Performance measures not applicable.  

 

SP-17: Linking Planning and NEPA  

Performance measures not applicable.  

 

Conclusions  

Performance measurement at NCTCOG has previously just been documented on an as-needed basis, 

such as for projects or programs that require performance documentation. However, since MAP-21 

introduced a focus on performance-based planning, NCTCOG has made a concerted effort to meet the 

spirit of the legislation. Through this assessment, staff found that there needed to be more staff 

education within the department about performance measurement. A review of the performance 

measures in Mobility 2035 found that many of the measures were scattered throughout the plan and 

should not be considered performance measures.  

The INVEST Project Team engaged the rest of the department through a performance measure working 

session and asked staff to develop sustainability-related performance measures to be documented in 

Mobility 2040. The draft plan document incorporates more performance-driven elements and 

streamlines the location of performance measures in the plan.  

Future focus items include creating a stand-alone performance tracking document that could 

accompany a plan update and working with TxDOT to establish performance targets once official federal 

guidance is released.  

 

List of Report Attachments  

Draft Mobility 2040 Regional Performance Chapter 

Draft Mobility 2040 Regional Performance Appendix  

Proposed Performance Measure Framework  

NCTCOG Staff Performance Measure Training  
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REGIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

 

Introduction 

Measuring the performance of the region’s transportation system is an 

important step in reaching the desired outcomes of the Metropolitan 

Transportation Plan. Mobility 2040 was developed around a series of goals that 

are categorized into four overarching themes: mobility, quality of life, system 

sustainability, and implementation. This chapter examines the performance of 

the region’s existing and planned transportation system as it relates to 

addressing the goals outlined for Mobility 2040. 

National Performance Requirements 

Federal legislation passed in 2012 introduced a new requirement to incorporate 

a performance-based approach into the transportation planning process. The 

legislation, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act, known as 

MAP-21, requires state Departments of Transportation, Metropolitan Planning 

Organizations, and transit authorities to prioritize projects based on coordinated 

performance measures and targets. The measures must be related to these 

seven national performance goals: 

• Safety: To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious 

injuries on all public roads.  

• Infrastructure Condition: To maintain the highway infrastructure asset 

system in a state of good repair. 

• Congestion Reduction: To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on 

the National Highway System. 

• System Reliability: To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation 

system.  

• Freight Movement and Economic Vitality: To improve the national freight 

network, strengthen the ability of rural communities to access national and 

international trade markets, and support regional economic development. 

• Environmental Sustainability: To enhance the performance of the 

transportation system while protecting and enhancing the natural 

environment.  

• Reduced Project Delivery Delays: To reduce project costs, promote jobs and 

the economy, and expedite the movement of people and goods by 

accelerating project completion through eliminating delays in the project 

development and delivery process, including reducing regulatory burdens 

and improving agencies’ work practices. 

During the timeframe that Mobility 2040 was developed, official federal 

guidance for establishing performance measures and targets that respond to the 

national goals had not been released. Therefore, coordinated measures and 

targets could not be incorporated into Mobility 2040. However, a more robust 

performance-based planning approach was used throughout the development 

of the plan. Future Metropolitan Transportation Plans will incorporate the 

performance measures and targets that are established with the Texas 

Department of Transportation and other applicable transportation agencies as 

outlined in federal legislation.  

Future Metropolitan Transportation Plans also will take into account new 

planning requirements created by the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 

Mobility Quality of Life

System 
Sustainability 

Implementation 

GOALS 
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2 Mobility 2040 

Act, or the FAST Act. Congress passed this five-year transportation funding bill in 

December 2015. 

Inclusion of National Goals in Project Selection Process  

The seven national performance goals were incorporated into the Mobility 2040 

process to select roadway projects. Criteria used to prioritize the project 

corridors, such as speed for system reliability, were directly responsive to MAP-

21 national goals, such as speed for system reliability. A composite score that 

incorporated each of these factors was used to categorize the needed 

improvements on each of the corridors under review. More discussion is 

included in the Mobility Options chapter.  

Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability 

Tool  

The Federal Highway Administration has developed an Infrastructure Voluntary 

Evaluation Sustainability Tool (INVEST) for transportation agencies to assess the 

sustainability of their system planning process, a specific project, or their 

operation and maintenance strategies. The North Central Texas Council of 

Governments (NCTCOG) utilized the INVEST tool to score a former plan, Mobility 

2035, based on several system planning criteria. The results indicated that 

NCTCOG could improve upon several areas, including asset management, 

infrastructure resiliency, and freight. Mobility 2040 documents how these 

deficiencies have been addressed through the creation of a capital asset 

management program, infrastructure resiliency analysis, and additional freight 

planning. NCTCOG will score the new plan based on the INVEST criteria to see 

whether the development process is now more sustainable.  

Staff also developed several performance measures that demonstrate the 

sustainability of the transportation system. These measures are included in the 

Performance Measure Catalogue in Appendix F. These INVEST performance 

measures will be tracked over time in coordination with plan updates. Additional 

details on INVEST can be found in Appendix F.    

Performance Goal Themes 

The four overarching themes of Mobility 2040 are: 1) mobility, 2) quality of life, 

system 3) sustainability, and 4) implementation. The following sections discuss 

how the goals developed for Mobility 2040 support these themes. The sections 

also highlight key performance measures related to meeting these goals.  

Mobility Theme 

The primary purpose of Mobility 2040 is to accommodate the multimodal 

mobility needs of a growing region. The national performance goals related to 

the theme of mobility include:  

• Congestion reduction  

• System reliability  

The specific goals developed for the plan related to the theme of mobility 

include:  

• Improve the availability of transportation options for people and goods. 

• Support travel efficiency measures and system enhancements targeted at 

congestion reduction and management. 

• Ensure all communities are provided access to the regional transportation 

system and planning process. 

Regional System Performance (Mobility Options Chapter)  

In 2017, travel in the region will take approximately 38 percent longer in the 

congested conditions that occur during peak travel times than in uncongested 

conditions. By 2040, if Mobility 2040 recommendations are implemented, trips 

in congested conditions will take nearly 58 percent longer to complete than in 

uncongested conditions. This indicates that the transportation system’s 

performance will decline even if the plan’s recommendations are implemented; 

however, if no improvements are made, by 2040, the average trip would take 98 

percent longer to complete in congested conditions than in uncongested 

conditions. Exhibit 7-1 briefly summarizes the performance of the regional 

transportation system. Additional details on the system’s performance for each 

of the 12 counties in the Metropolitan Planning Area are found in Appendix F. 
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Mobility 2040 3 

Exhibit 7-1: Regional System Performance  

Regional Performance Measures 2017 2040 No-Build 

Population 7,235,508 10,676,844 10,676,844 

Employment 4,584,235 6,691,449 6,691,449 

Vehicle Miles of Travel (Daily) 206,241,991 319,727,680 320,496,648 

Hourly Capacity (Miles) 44,122,996 52,476,266 43,662,756 

Vehicle Hours Spent in Delay (Daily) 1,520,582 3,588,740 6,230,414 

Increase in Travel Time Due to Congestion 38.1% 58.2% 98.5% 

Annual Cost of Congestion (Billions) $10.7  $25.3  $43.9 

 

Roadway (Mobility Options Chapter)  

Several indicators represent the performance of a specific roadway facility. A 

level of service (LOS) analysis measures the operational performance of a 

roadway during the most congested times of the day. Exhibit 7-2 illustrates the 

percentage of lane miles with LOS conditions categorized as ABC (free flowing), 

DE (slower speeds/difficulty changing lanes), and F (gridlock) for the year 2017, 

2040 Build, and 2040 No-Build scenarios. The charts show that LOS conditions of 

ABC will decrease and LOS conditions of F will increase, while conditions of DE 

will remain relatively constant. An additional LOS analysis was performed on 

each of the region’s major roadway corridors; the results are provided in 

Appendix F. 

Exhibit 7-2: Lane Miles at Level of Service ABC, DE, and F 

Public Transportation (Mobility Options Chapter)  

The recommendations in Mobility 2040 strive to maximize existing public 

transportation options and increase transit access throughout the Metropolitan 

Planning Area. Exhibit 7-3 estimates the number of residents and jobs within and 

outside of the service areas of the region’s current transit providers during the 

timeframe of Mobility 2040. While the absolute number of people living within 

the existing service areas will increase, the total percentage of the population 

that lives within these areas will decline over time as more people live in 

suburban and rural areas not served by fixed-route transit. These figures assume 

that the existing transit service areas would remain static over time, and they do 

not consider the Mobility 2040 public transportation recommendations that fall 

outside of existing transit service areas. Currently, 49 percent of the regional 

working-age population lives within three-fourths of a mile of a rail or bus transit 

stop. As the region’s population continues to grow, urban counties will 

experience greater population density, and public transportation will be an 

increasingly viable travel option.  

Exhibit 7-3: Population and Employment  
within Existing Transit Service Areas  

  

Source: NCTCOG 2040 Demographic Forecasts  
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4 Mobility 2040 

Active Transportation (Mobility Options Chapter)  

Regional mobility is also impacted by the availability of bicycling and walking 

options. The Regional Veloweb is a network of off-street shared-use paths 

designed for use by bicyclists, pedestrians, and other non-motorized forms of 

transportation. The Regional Veloweb currently has 442 miles of existing paths, 

and by 2040, the system is expected to reach approximately 1,876 miles. This 

increases by more than 300 percent the miles of paths available for travel. The 

Regional Veloweb will directly service 10 counties and 107 cities in North Central 

Texas. 

Environmental Justice (Social Considerations Chapter)  

NCTCOG strives to ensure that Environmental Justice populations are not 

disproportionately or adversely impacted by the plans and projects 

recommended in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan. If the Mobility 2040 

roadway and transit recommendations are built, the regional transportation 

system would provide Environmental Justice populations access to 3 percent 

more jobs by car and 78 percent more jobs by transit in the future. These 

accessibility figures are better than the results for non-protected populations.  

Quality of Life Theme 

North Central Texas has experienced considerable growth over the last 45 years; 

since 1970, the region’s population has grown by 172 percent. This growth can 

largely be attributed to the region’s diverse economy, favorable business 

climate, and low cost of living. These elements, among others, factor into the 

region’s high quality of life. Maintaining and improving quality of life for the 

region’s residents is central to Mobility 2040. The national performance goals 

related to the theme of quality of life include:  

• Environmental sustainability  

• Freight movement and economic vitality  

                                                                 

1 North Texas Commission, 2015 Profile of North Texas, http://ntc-dfw.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/09/2015-NTX-Profile-web.pdf 

The specific goals developed for the plan related to the theme of quality of life 

include: 

• Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and 

promote active lifestyles. 

• Encourage livable communities which support sustainability and economic 

vitality. 

Air Quality (Environmental Considerations Chapter)  

NCTCOG participates in a cooperative, collaborative process with local, state, 

and federal agencies to improve air quality across the region. Federal and state 

requirements dictate maximum levels of nitrogen oxides (NOX) and volatile 

organic compounds (VOC) that can be attributed to transportation. Regional 

Transportation Council (RTC) initiatives, including Transportation Control 

Measures and other elements of the RTC Air Quality Program, were instrumental 

in meeting NOX budgets in analysis year 2017. With RTC initiatives, NOX 

emissions for 2017 were reduced by an additional 2.60 tons per day. The 

magnitude of emission reductions from RTC initiatives demonstrates the 

regional commitment to and effectiveness at reducing vehicle emissions.  

Freight (Mobility Options Chapter)  

The economy is a critical component in assessing quality of life. In 2015, the 

region accounted for 30 percent of the Texas gross domestic product.1 To remain 

a key player in the state and national economy, the region must continue to 

provide facilities that allow for the steady flow of people and goods. 

Data collection and monitoring efforts have been established to aid in ensuring 

adequate capacity for the region’s logistical centers. For example, in 2006, the 

region’s major aviation facilities moved more than 832,000 tons of air cargo; by 

2013, this number increased to 941,196 tons.2 Cargo is also transported 

throughout the region on the area’s rail and roadway systems. Current travel 

model data show that nearly 780,000 truck trips are made daily; by 2040, this 

number is expected to increase to almost 1,186,000. It is important that this type 

of data be monitored, evaluated, and considered as the transportation system is 

developed and improved. The continued efficient movement of goods will have 

2 Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Airports Council International  
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Mobility 2040 5 

a positive impact on the region’s economy and the quality of life experienced by 

the region’s residents. 

System Sustainability Theme 

The theme of system sustainability addresses the need to create a transportation 

system that is safe, reliable, and well maintained and has an adequate and stable 

funding source. These elements work in partnership to advance a regional 

transportation system that is sustainable. The national performance goals 

related to the theme of system sustainability include:  

• Infrastructure condition  

• System reliability  

The specific goals developed for the plan related to the theme of system 

sustainability include: 

• Ensure adequate maintenance and enhance the safety and reliability of the 

existing transportation system. 

• Pursue long-term sustainable revenue sources to address regional 

transportation system needs. 

Travel Demand Management (Operational Efficiency Chapter)  

The implementation of vanpools is one way the region will seek to improve the 

efficiency of the transportation system. Vanpools allow people traveling to 

similar destinations to ride together, reducing the number of vehicles on the 

road. Currently there are approximately 530 official vanpools operating in the 

region.  

Capital Asset Management (Mobility Options Chapter)  

Maintenance of the region’s transportation system is also an important factor 

for the theme of system sustainability. Existing improvements must be 

maintained to ensure their reliability and to maximize their useful life.  

Approximately 30 percent of the funding identified in Mobility 2040 is dedicated 

to maintaining the region’s transportation infrastructure. This is an increase in 

funding over the previous Metropolitan Transportation Plan, reflecting the 

critical need to maintain the regional transportation system.  

Implementation Theme 

The ultimate goal of any planning process is for the resulting recommendations 

to be implemented. Mobility 2040 recommendations can be realized through 

the implementation of projects, programs, and policies. The national 

performance goals related to the theme of implementation include reduced 

project delivery delays. 

The specific goals developed for the plan related to the theme of implementation 

include: 

• Provide for timely project planning and implementation. 

• Develop cost-effective projects and programs aimed at reducing the costs 

associated with constructing, operating, and maintaining the regional 

transportation system. 

Transportation Funding (Financial Reality Chapter)   

Over the last 25 years, the cost of building and maintaining the region’s 

transportation system has increased substantially, and existing fuel taxes are no 

longer enough to sufficiently fund the system. Further exacerbating this situation 

is improved fuel efficiency. As vehicles become more fuel efficient, they require 

less fuel to travel the same distance. This relationship is illustrated in  

Exhibit 7-4. For these reasons, a more sustainable revenue stream is required to 

ensure that the region’s transportation system can be maintained and improved. 

Exhibit 7-4: Relationship between Fuel  
Efficiency and Fuel Consumption  
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6 Mobility 2040 

During the past two state legislative sessions, additional revenue sources for 

transportation have been identified. Mobility 2040 incorporates these new 

sources, but unmet transportation needs still exist, totaling $312.6. For more 

information on the financial aspects of Mobility 2040, see the Financial Reality 

chapter. 

Future Considerations Impacting Performance  

The future performance of the regional transportation system will, in part, 

depend on elements beyond the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s control. 

The amount of funding available for infrastructure improvements will impact 

how the transportation system is able to accommodate the expected population 

growth. Technology advancements that may increase or decrease the number of 

cars on the road could also change the regional performance. Finally, potential 

widespread behavioral or cultural shifts in people’s attitudes toward commuting 

may also impact the overall system performance. Performance measures that 

are documented over time can help in understanding the impacts of these 

changes.  

Summary 

The goals identified in Mobility 2040 focus on improving mobility, enhancing 

quality of life, creating a sustainable transportation system, and implementing 

the plan’s recommendations. These major themes are not mutually exclusive; 

they complement each other and together can create a desirable outcome. In 

order to attain these goals, regular evaluation of the region’s transportation 

system and the recommended policies, programs, and projects contained within 

Mobility 2040 is necessary.  

The challenge now, and into the future, will be to implement transportation 

improvements that will have a lasting positive impact for the region while 

working in the face of continued growth and financial resources that are 

insufficient to meet the needs created by that growth. By continuing to evaluate 

and monitor the region’s transportation system, policymakers can ensure that 

the most beneficial and effective projects and programs are implemented. 

Additional information on regional performance is found in Appendix F.  

 



  

APPENDIX F: REGIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

 

Measuring Performance in Mobility 2040  

While federal rulemaking has not yet been released, Mobility 2040 was 

developed to meet the spirit of performance-based planning that was 

introduced by MAP-21. Mobility 2040 incorporates performance measures 

throughout the document and future plans will include performance targets. 

Performance measures are incorporated in the following sections of the plan 

document:   

Regional Performance Chapter: Significant measures from each of the major 

plan sections are highlighted in the Regional Performance Chapter.  

Appendices C-E: The program charts in these appendices include a listing of 

performance measures that would demonstrate program success.   

Appendix F: A catalogue of the performance measures highlighted in the 

Regional Performance chapter and sustainability-related performance measures 

developed through the INVEST effort is included at the end of this appendix. 

More information on INVEST is included in this appendix as well.  

For the performance measures listed in the program charts, an effort was made 

to connect the measures to related Mobility 2040 goals and policies. An example 

of this nesting structure is shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mobility 2040 Goal  

Mobility 2040 Policy  

Program Performance Measure   

Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve 

air quality, and promote active lifestyles.  

Support and implement educational, operational, 

technological, and other innovative strategies 

that improve air quality in North Central Texas 

including participation in collaborative efforts 

with local, regional, state, and federal 

stakeholders. 

 

Air Quality Demonstration Program: 

Tons of pollutants reduced.   
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2 Mobility 2040 

Regional Performance by County 

2017 Performance Measures 

 Population Employment 
Vehicle Miles of Travel 

(Daily) 
Hourly Capacity (Miles) 

Vehicle Hours Spent  
in Delay (Daily) 

Increase in Travel Time 
Due to Congestion* 

Collin 951,795 542,493          22,828,237                  4,815,492             180,990  39.3% 

Dallas 2,600,408 2,147,027          79,026,665                13,045,312             769,177  48.9% 

Denton 804,396 298,071          18,687,724                  3,747,804            126,118  35.3% 

Ellis 163,695 68,913            6,976,300                 2,771,236               13,8081  11.6% 

Hood 55,034 23,703            1,576,047                    571,636                4,513  15.5% 

Hunt 87,279 45,548            4,537,180                 2,115,443                8,733  11.6% 

Johnson 158,683 75,452            4,974,228                 1,954,448              13,886  15.0% 

Kaufman 114,741 46,312            6,003,811                 1,989,174              12,626  12.8% 

Parker 123,181 62,665            4,931,929                 1,804,430              10,391  12.2% 

Rockwall 93,430 39,879            2,475,669                    602,293              10,596  23.5% 

Tarrant 2,020,278 1,196,521          50,787,833                 9,176,544            363,801  36.4% 

Wise 62,588 37,651            3,436,368                 1,529,183                5,943  10.3% 

*Increase in travel time due to congestion refers to the additional time it takes to travel in congested conditions as compared to uncongested or free-flowing conditions.  

 

2040 Performance Measures 

 Population Employment 
Vehicle Miles of Travel 

(Daily) 
Hourly Capacity (Miles) 

Vehicle Hours Spent 
in Delay (Daily) 

Increase in Travel Time 
Due to Congestion* 

Collin 1,560,421 762,920                38,587,269               6,155,321            540,288  70.7% 

Dallas 3,357,469 3,197,475              111,183,368             14,970,566         1,494,320  67.2% 

Denton 1,241,681 445,070                30,483,575               5,540,574            282,544  49.3% 

Ellis 283,898 96,872                13,225,921               3,219,049              69,565  30.4% 

Hood 81,578 29,448                  2,606,556                  662,602                 10,609  22.4% 

Hunt 131,022 70,099                  7,865,845               2,255,221              27,317  20.7% 

Johnson 252,521 105,198                  9,258,838               2,128,317              52,486  30.4% 

Kaufman 210,097 64,040                11,409,907               2,255,820               92,760  48.4% 

Parker 195,286 80,404                  8,046,496               2,009,576              27,448  19.5% 

Rockwall 166,357 53,372                  4,563,700                  816,989              50,219  59.0% 

Tarrant 3,094,649 1,739,327                77,297,808             10,886,419            926,084  60.9% 

Wise 101,865 47,224                  5,198,398               1,575,812               15,102  17.2% 

*Increase in travel time due to congestion refers to the additional time it takes to travel in congested conditions as compared to uncongested or free-flowing conditions.  
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2040 Level of Service Analysis 

Freeway Segment Report – 2040 Peak Hour 

Dallas District  

Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

COLLIN COUNTY LOOP (NORTH) 

110.20.1 Collin County Loop (North) Dallas North Tollway US 75 63,100 2,300 E 4 / 8 6 

110.30.1 Collin County Loop (North) US 75 SRT (SH 121) 40,500 2,300 C+ 6 4 

DALLAS NORTH TOLLWAY 

21.10.2 Dallas North Tollway FM 428 US 380 32,200 2,229 C+ 6 / 8 4 

21.10.3 Dallas North Tollway US 380 SRT (SH 121) 119,000 2,338 F 6 / 10 10 

21.20.1 Dallas North Tollway SH 121 Parker Road 198,200 2,044 F 8 / 10 14 

21.20.2 Dallas North Tollway Parker Road President George Bush Turnpike 174,500 2,350 F 8 / 10 12 

21.20.3 Dallas North Tollway President George Bush Turnpike Beltline Road 190,700 2,300 F 8 12 

21.20.4 Dallas North Tollway Beltline Road Royal Lane 179,000 2,150 F 6 / 8 12 

21.20.5 Dallas North Tollway Royal Lane Mockingbird Lane 142,300 2,300 F 6 10 

21.20.6 Dallas North Tollway Mockingbird Lane IH 35E 118,300 2,300 F 6 10 

IH 20 

30.70.2 IH 20 
Great Southwest Parkway  
(Tarrant County line) 

President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

279,500 2,240 F 8 / 12 18 

30.80.1 IH 20 
President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

Robinson Road 241,400 2,300 F 8 16 

30.80.2 IH 20 Robinson Road FM 1382 285,500 2,145 F 10 / 12 18 

30.80.3 IH 20 FM 1382 Spur 408 294,800 2,380 F 10 / 12 18 

30.80.4 IH 20 Spur 408 Cedar Ridge Drive 207,500 2,289 F 6 / 12 16 

30.80.5 IH 20 Cedar Ridge Drive US 67 207,500 2,333 F 8 / 10 16 

30.80.6 IH 20 US 67 Polk Street 203,100 2,156 F 8 / 10 14 

30.80.7 IH 20 Polk Street IH 35E 205,300 2,050 F 8 / 12 16 

30.80.8 IH 20 IH 35E SH 342 181,100 2,300 F 8 / 10 14 

30.80.9 IH 20 SH 342 Bonnie View Road 191,700 2,300 F 8 / 10 14 

30.80.10 IH 20 Bonnie View Road IH 45 203,900 2,389 F 8 / 10 14 

30.80.11 IH 20 IH 45 Haymarket Road 182,100 2,425 F 8 / 10 12 

30.80.12 IH 20 Haymarket Road US 175 181,500 2,300 F 8 12 

30.90.1 IH 20 US 175 IH 635 227,500 2,389 F 8 / 10 16 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

30.90.2 IH 20 IH 635 SH 190/Loop 9 (Kaufman County line) 118,500 2,200 F 4 / 8 8 

30.100.1 IH 20 SH 190/Loop 9 (Dallas County line) Malloy Bridge Road 107,100 2,300 F 6 8 

30.100.2 IH 20 FM 740 Spur 557 66,500 2,300 F 4 6 

30.110.1 IH 20 Spur 557 SH 34 84,300 2,425 F 4 / 6 6 

30.110.2 IH 20 SH 34 
1 mile east of FM 2965  
(Van Zandt County line) 

97,800 2,300 F 4 6 

IH 30 

28.50.1 IH 30 
President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

Belt Line Road 199,200 2,400 F 6 / 10 12 

28.50.2 IH 30 Belt Line Road Loop 12 212,000 2,256 F 8 / 10 12 

28.50.3 IH 30 Loop 12 Cockrell Hill Avenue 205,300 1,967 F 8 / 10 16 

28.50.4 IH 30 Cockrell Hill Avenue Sylvan Avenue 215,500 2,200 F 8 / 10 12 

28.50.5 IH 30 Sylvan Avenue IH 35E (West) 222,400 2,227 F 10 / 12 14 

28.50.6 IH 30 IH 35E (West) IH 35E (East) 133,300 2,500 F 4 / 10 8 

28.60.1 IH 30 IH 35E (East) Central Expressway 164,800 2,283 F 6 / 8 10 

28.60.2 IH 30 Central Expressway IH 45 219,000 2,300 F 10 14 

28.70.1 IH 30 IH 45 US 80 287,400 2,270 F 10 / 12 18 

28.70.2 IH 30 US 80 IH 635 181,600 2,200 F 6 / 10 12 

28.80.1 IH 30 IH 635 Bobtown Road 241,000 2,111 F 8 / 10 14 

28.80.2 IH 30 Bobtown Road Dalrock Road (Rockwall County line) 227,800 2,300 F 8 / 10 16 

28.90.1 IH 30 Dalrock Road (Dallas County line) SH 205 171,700 2,386 F 6 / 8 14 

28.90.2 IH 30 SH 205 FM 2642 (Hunt County line) 108,000 2,071 F 6 / 8 8 

IH 345 

25.10.1 IH 345 US 75/Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 IH 30/IH 45 177,800 2,286 F 6 / 10 14 

IH 35 

3.10.1 IH 35 Denton County line (North) FM 156 Milam Road 128,000 2,317 F 6 / 8 8 

3.20.1 IH 35 Milam Road Loop 288 (north of Denton) 129,100 2,350 F 6 / 8 8 

3.20.2 IH 35 Loop 288 (north of Denton) US 380 150,200 2,188 F 6 / 8 10 

3.20.3 IH 35 US 380 IH 35W/IH 35E 155,200 2,360 E 10 / 12 10 
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Mobility 2040 13 

Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

IH 35E 

7.30.1 IH 35E President George Bush Turnpike IH 635 215,400 2,156 F 6 / 10 14 

7.40.1 IH 35E IH 635 Loop 12 296,300 2,336 F 10 / 12 22 

7.50.1 IH 35E Loop 12 Spur 482/Storey Lane 166,700 2,350 F 6 / 10 10 

7.50.2 IH 35E Spur 482/Storey Lane SH 183 183,500 2,188 F 6 / 10 12 

7.60.1 IH 35E SH 183 Inwood Blvd. 327,200 2,300 F 12 22 

7.60.2 IH 35E Inwood Blvd. Motor Street 315,900 2,333 F 12 / 14 20 

7.60.3 IH 35E Motor Street Wycliff Avenue 325,300 2,292 F 12 / 14 24 

7.60.4 IH 35E Wycliff Avenue Market Center Blvd. 300,000 2,031 F 12 / 14 24 

7.60.5 IH 35E Market Center Blvd. Dallas North Tollway 293,200 2,238 F 12 / 14 18 

7.60.6 IH 35E Dallas North Tollway Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 288,800 2,218 F 8 / 14 20 

7.70.1 IH 35E Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 IH 30 260,600 2,250 F 6 / 12 18 

7.80.1 IH 35E IH 30 (West) IH 30 (East) 191,300 2,043 F 6 / 8 12 

7.80.2 IH 35E IH 30 (East) Colorado Blvd. 208,600 2,300 F 6 / 10 12 

7.80.3 IH 35E Colorado Blvd. 8th Street 301,500 2,227 F 10 / 12 16 

7.80.4 IH 35E 8th Street Marsalis Avenue 317,000 2,200 F 10 / 12 18 

7.80.5 IH 35E Marsalis Avenue US 67 314,300 2,282 F 10 / 12 18 

7.90.1 IH 35E US 67 Laureland Road 156,200 2,071 F 6 / 8 10 

7.90.2 IH 35E Laureland Road IH 20 167,900 2,200 F 6 / 10 12 

7.100.1 IH 35E IH 20 Wintergreen Road 214,700 2,178 F 8 / 10 16 

7.100.2 IH 35E Wintergreen Road Parkerville Road 171,700 2,200 F 6 / 8 10 

7.100.3 IH 35E Parkerville Road Loop 9 (Ellis County line) 168,900 2,043 F 6 / 8 10 

7.10.1 IH 35E IH 35/IH 35W US 377 (south of Denton) 122,900 2,350 F 6 / 8 8 

7.10.2 IH 35E US 377 (south of Denton) US 77 138,200 2,314 F 6 / 8 12 

7.10.3 IH 35E US 77 Loop 288 160,200 2,333 F 8 / 10 12 

7.10.4 IH 35E Loop 288 Corinth Parkway 159,900 2,189 F 8 / 10 10 

7.10.5 IH 35E Corinth Parkway FM 407 173,700 2,338 F 8 / 10 12 

7.10.6 IH 35E FM 407 SRT (SH 121) 195,600 2,278 F 6 / 12 14 

7.20.1 IH 35E SRT (SH 121) President George Bush Turnpike 141,200 2,300 F 6 10 

7.100.4 IH 35E Loop 9 (Dallas County line) US 77 (north of Waxahachie) 155,400 2,071 F 6 / 8 10 

7.100.5 IH 35E US 77 (north of Waxahachie) Bigham Road (US 77 South) 95,700 2,300 E 6 6 

7.100.6 IH 35E Bigham Road (US 77 South) SH 34 67,100 2,300 C+ 6 4 

7.100.7 IH 35E SH 34 South of FM 566 (Hill County line) 77,300 2,300 D 6 6 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

IH 35W 

5.10.1 IH 35W IH 35W/IH 35E Loop 288 (south of Denton) 112,300 2,367 F 6 / 8 8 

5.10.2 IH 35W Loop 288 (south of Denton) SH 114 118,900 2,450 F 6 / 8 8 

5.20.1 IH 35W SH 114 Eagle Parkway 147,700 2,114 F 6 / 8 10 

IH 45 

27.10.1 IH 45 IH 30/IH 345 SM Wright Parkway 219,200 2,030 F 10 16 

27.10.2 IH 45 SM Wright Parkway Trinity Parkway/US 175 210,700 2,300 F 8 / 10 14 

27.20.1 IH 45 Trinity Parkway/US 175 IH 20 130,500 2,300 F 6 10 

27.30.1 IH 45 IH 20 Pleasant Run Road 135,700 2,300 F 6 10 

27.30.2 IH 45 Pleasant Run Road Loop 9 110,600 2,300 F 6 8 

27.40.1 IH 45 Loop 9 
1.1 miles south of Malloy Bridge Road  
(Ellis County line) 

105,900 2,300 F 6 8 

27.40.2 IH 45 
1.1 miles south of Malloy Bridge Road 
(Dallas County line) 

BU 45 94,100 2,300 F 6 8 

27.40.3 IH 45 BU 45 SH 34 87,000 2,317 E 6 / 8 6 

27.40.4 IH 45 SH 34 US 287 82,200 2,350 D 6 / 8 6 

27.40.5 IH 45 US 287 
0.375 miles south of FM 1182  
(Navarro County line) 

108,200 2,233 E 4 / 6 6 

IH 635 (EAST) 

130.30.4 IH 635 (East) Hillcrest Road US 75 269,200 2,378 F 6 / 12 18 

131.10.1 IH 635 (East) US 75 Royal Lane/Miller Road 237,600 2,170 F 6 / 12 18 

131.10.2 IH 635 (East) Royal Lane/Miller Road SH 78 235,900 2,209 F 10 / 12 18 

131.10.3 IH 635 (East) SH 78 IH 30 236,200 2,320 F 8 / 12 16 

131.20.1 IH 635 (East) IH 30 US 80 252,100 2,330 F 8 / 12 16 

131.20.2 IH 635 (East) US 80 IH 20 180,900 2,175 F 6 / 10 12 

IH 635 (NORTH) 

130.10.1 IH 635 (North) SH 121 Royal Lane 139,400 2,390 E 10 / 12 10 

130.10.2 IH 635 (North) Royal Lane Belt Line Road 125,900 2,433 F 6 / 8 8 

130.10.3 IH 635 (North) Belt Line Road President George Bush Turnpike 130,800 2,333 F 6 / 8 8 

130.20.1 IH 635 (North) President George Bush Turnpike Luna Road 221,000 2,389 F 6 / 12 16 

130.20.2 IH 635 (North) Luna Road IH 35E 218,900 2,300 F 8 / 12 14 

130.30.1 IH 635 (North) IH 35E Webb Chapel Road 217,300 2,144 F 6 / 12 14 

130.30.2 IH 635 (North) Webb Chapel Road Midway Road 250,200 2,300 F 8 / 12 18 

130.30.3 IH 635 (North) Midway Road Hillcrest Road 256,800 2,160 F 8 / 12 18 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

LOOP 12 

17.10.1 Loop 12 IH 35E SH 183 197,800 2,429 F 6 / 8 14 

17.20.1 Loop 12 SH 183 SH 356 227,200 2,263 F 6 / 10 16 

17.20.2 Loop 12 SH 356 IH 30 233,100 2,250 F 6 / 10 16 

17.30.1 Loop 12 IH 30 Spur 408 182,300 2,214 F 4 / 10 10 

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH TURNPIKE (EAST) 

121.10.1 PGBT (East) US 75 SH 78 126,100 2,111 F 8 / 10 12 

121.10.3 PGBT (East) SH 78 IH 30 78,700 2,300 F 6 8 

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH TURNPIKE (NORTH) 

120.20.1 PGBT (North) Dallas North Tollway US 75 143,900 2,144 F 8 / 10 12 

120.10.1 PGBT (North) IH 35E Trinity Mills Blvd. 140,000 2,233 F 8 / 10 14 

120.15.1 PGBT (North) Trinity Mills Blvd. Dallas North Tollway 139,000 1,978 F 8 / 10 12 

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH TURNPIKE (WEST 

123.10.1 PGBT (West) Belt Line Road IH 635 211,500 2,156 F 8 / 10 14 

123.20.1 PGBT (West) IH 635 Belt Line Road (Carrollton) 131,400 2,338 F 6 / 10 10 

123.20.2 PGBT (West) Belt Line Road (Carrollton) IH 35E 87,500 2,413 E 6 / 10 8 

SH 114 

12.50.1 SH 114 SH 121 SH 161 137,300 2,156 F 6 / 12 10 

12.50.2 SH 114 SH 161 Northwest Highway (Spur 348) 127,700 2,300 E 8 / 12 10 

12.50.3 SH 114 Northwest Highway (Spur 348) Rochelle Blvd. 138,500 2,156 F 8 / 10 10 

12.50.4 SH 114 Rochelle Blvd. Loop 12 142,300 2,267 F 8 / 10 10 

12.50.5 SH 114 Loop 12 SH 183 128,800 2,300 F 6 10 

12.30.2 SH 114 West of BS 114 (US 377) Trophy Lake Drive 68,200 2,300 E 4 4 

12.30.3 SH 114 Trophy Lake Drive Kirkwood Blvd. 152,800 2,300 F 6 10 

SH 121 

11.30.1 SH 121 US 75 Hillcrest Road 89,700 2,263 E 4 / 10 8 

11.30.2 SH 121 Hillcrest Road SH 289 143,200 2,300 F 8 12 

11.30.3 SH 121 SH 289 Dallas North Tollway 158,800 2,333 F 8 / 10 14 

11.50.1 SH 121 BU 121 (Denton County line) Stars and Stripes Way (Tarrant County line) 225,700 2,380 F 10 / 12 16 

11.40.1 SH 121 Dallas North Tollway BU 121 (West) 182,400 2,267 F 8 / 12 14 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

SH 161 

15.10.1 SH 161 
President George Bush Turnpike/Belt Line 
Road 

SH 183 218,100 2,200 F 8 / 12 14 

15.20.1 SH 161 SH 183 IH 30 181,400 2,313 F 8 / 10 14 

15.30.1 SH 161 IH 30 IH 20 116,700 2,233 F 8 / 10 10 

SH 183 

22.30.1 SH 183 
President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

Loop 12 192,800 2,267 F 6 / 12 12 

22.40.1 SH 183 Loop 12 SH 114 127,200 2,129 F 6 / 8 12 

22.40.2 SH 183 SH 114 Empire Central 216,500 2,280 F 6 / 12 16 

22.40.3 SH 183 Empire Central IH 35E 161,000 2,300 F 6 12 

SH 190 

39.10.1 SH 190 IH 30/President George Bush Turnpike IH 20 31,300 2,217 C+ 4 / 6 4 

SH 360 

9.40.5 SH 360 Heritage Parkway US 287 25,800 2,143 C+ 6 / 8 4 

9.50.1 SH 360 US 287 US 67 8,400 2,157 C+ 6 / 8 2 

SPUR 366 

44.10.1 Spur 366 US 75 IH 35E 200,100 2,200 F 4 / 10 14 

44.10.2 Spur 366 IH 35E Beckley Avenue 74,400 2,460 E 4 / 6 6 

SPUR 408 

19.10.1 Spur 408 Loop 12 IH 20 163,300 2,300 F 6 10 

SPUR 482 

42.10.1 Spur 482 SH 183 IH 35E 52,300 2,600 D 4 / 6 4 

SPUR 557 

34.10.1 Spur 557 US 80 IH 20 53,000 2,300 D 4 4 

TRINITY PARKWAY 

26.10.1 Trinity Parkway SH 183/IH 35E Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 154,300 2,288 F 6 / 12 12 

26.10.2 Trinity Parkway Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 IH 45/US 175 112,300 2,300 F 2 / 8 8 

26.20.1 Trinity Parkway IH 45/US 175 SH 310 122,400 2,417 F 4 / 8 8 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

US 175 

36.10.1 US 175 SH 310 Lake June Road 162,500 2,171 F 4 / 8 10 

36.20.1 US 175 IH 20 Belt Line Road 137,300 2,150 F 4 / 8 10 

36.20.2 US 175 Belt Line Road Loop 9 (Kaufman County line) 101,400 2,375 F 4 / 6 6 

36.30.1 US 175 Loop 9 (Dallas County line) FM 148 91,400 2,300 F 4 6 

36.30.2 US 175 FM 148 CR 4106 76,900 2,300 F 4 6 

36.30.3 US 175 CR 4106 FM 1390 64,700 2,300 F 4 6 

36.30.4 US 175 FM 1390 SH 34 59,100 2,300 E 4 4 

US 287 

1.100.1 US 287 Old Fort Worth Road/US 67 Midlothian Parkway 59,300 2,475 E 4 / 6 4 

1.100.3 US 287 BU 287 (west of Waxahachie) IH 35E 54,500 2,300 E 4 4 

1.110.1 US 287 IH 35E FM 878/Wyatt Street 53,400 2,300 E 4 4 

1.110.5 US 287 BU 287 (west of Ennis)/Ennis Avenue SH 34 29,800 2,300 C+ 4 2 

1.110.6 US 287 SH 34 IH 45 34,700 2,300 C+ 4 2 

US 67 

38.10.1 US 67 IH 35E Loop 12 183,900 2,113 F 6 / 10 12 

38.20.1 US 67 IH 20 FM 1382 158,800 2,286 F 6 / 10 12 

38.20.3 US 67 FM 1382 Lake Ridge Parkway (Ellis County line) 111,400 2,100 F 4 / 6 6 

38.20.4 US 67 Lake Ridge Parkway (Dallas County line) Loop 9 103,000 2,300 F 4 8 

38.30.1 US 67 Loop 9 US 287 95,800 2,350 F 4 / 6 6 

38.40.1 US 67 US 287 Ward Rd 75,300 2,460 E 4 / 6 6 

38.40.2 US 67 Ward Road SH 360 (Johnson County line) 72,300 2,300 E 6 6 

US 75 

23.10.1 US 75 CR 375 (Grayson County line) Collin County Loop 99,700 2,300 E 6 6 

23.20.1 US 75 Collin County Loop SRT (SH 121) (North) 124,600 2,300 F 6 8 

23.30.1 US 75 SRT (SH 121) (North) US 380 169,800 2,200 F 8 / 10 10 

23.30.2 US 75 US 380 SRT (SH 121) (South) 200,100 2,156 F 6 / 10 12 

23.40.1 US 75 SRT (SH 121) (S) Exchange Parkway 196,900 2,210 F 6 / 12 14 

23.40.2 US 75 Exchange Parkway Bethany Drive 248,100 2,145 F 10 / 12 20 

23.40.3 US 75 Bethany Drive Spring Creek Parkway 270,000 2,360 F 10 / 12 18 

23.40.4 US 75 Spring Creek Parkway 15th Street 287,600 2,300 F 10 / 12 18 

23.40.5 US 75 15th Street President George Bush Turnpike/SH 190 312,200 2,127 F 10 / 12 20 

23.50.1 US 75 PGBT IH 635 304,200 2,182 F 6 / 14 18 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

23.60.1 US 75 IH 635 Loop 12 240,900 2,111 F 6 / 10 16 

23.60.2 US 75 Loop 12 Woodall Rodgers Freeway/Spur 366 253,000 2,133 F 8 / 10 16 

US 80 

32.10.1 US 80 IH 30 Town East Blvd. 130,600 2,114 F 6 / 8 8 

32.10.2 US 80 Town East Blvd. SH 190 (Kaufman County line) 143,000 2,157 F 6 / 10 8 

32.10.3 US 80 SH 190 (Dallas County line) FM 460 167,000 2,300 F 6 12 

32.10.4 US 80 FM 460 FM 548 129,000 2,300 F 6 10 

32.10.5 US 80 FM 548 Spur 557 92,100 2,300 E 6 6 
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Fort Worth District  

Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

CHISHOLM TRAIL PARKWAY 

31.20.3 Chisholm Trail Parkway  FM 1187 US 67 31,800 2,300 D 4 4 

31.10.1 Chisholm Trail Parkway  IH 30 IH 20 54,800 2,300 D 6 6 

31.20.1 Chisholm Trail Parkway  IH 20 Altamesa Blvd./Dirks Road 69,200 2,214 E 6 / 8 6 

31.20.2 Chisholm Trail Parkway  Altamesa Blvd./Dirks Road FM 1187 47,200 2,300 F 4 6 

FM 2499 

54.10.1 FM 2499 SH 121 Grapevine Mills Road 60,600 2,300 E 4 4 

IH 20 

30.10.1 IH 20 
1.65 miles east of Gilbert Pit Road  
(Palo Pinto County line) 

Spur 312 66,500 2,300 D 4 4 

30.10.2 IH 20 Spur 312 Weatherford Loop 51,800 2,300 C+ 4 4 

30.10.3 IH 20 Weatherford Loop SH 171 70,400 2,160 D 4 / 6 4 

30.10.4 IH 20 SH 171 US 180 83,800 2,260 F 4 / 6 8 

30.10.5 IH 20 US 180 IH 30 142,900 2,400 F 6 / 10 10 

30.20.1 IH 20 IH 30 
1.7 miles east of IH 30  
(Tarrant County line) 

66,000 2,475 F 4 / 6 6 

30.20.2 IH 20 1.7 miles east of IH 30 (Parker County line) IH 820 77,400 2,400 F 4 / 6 6 

30.30.1 IH 20 IH 820 SH 183 152,100 2,189 F 6 / 10 10 

30.30.2 IH 20 SH 183 IH 35W 197,200 2,178 F 6 / 12 16 

30.40.1 IH 20 IH 35W Forest Hill Drive 203,200 2,120 F 8 / 12 14 

30.40.2 IH 20 Forest Hill Drive IH 820 252,800 2,300 F 8 / 12 18 

30.50.1 IH 20 IH 820 US 287 301,400 2,300 F 10 / 12 22 

30.60.1 IH 20 US 287 Park Springs Blvd. 207,700 2,244 F 8 / 10 12 

30.60.2 IH 20 Park Springs Blvd. Cooper Street 232,500 2,300 F 8 / 10 16 

30.60.3 IH 20 Cooper Street SH 360 261,200 2,350 F 8 / 12 16 

30.70.1 IH 20 SH 360 
Great Southwest Parkway  
(Dallas County line) 

262,000 2,210 F 8 / 12 18 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

IH 30 

28.10.1 IH 30 IH 20 
1.12 miles east of IH 20  
(Tarrant County line) 

93,400 2,300 E 6 6 

28.10.2 IH 30 
1.12 miles east of IH 20  
(Parker County line) 

Spur 580/Camp Bowie Blvd. 114,900 2,300 F 6 8 

28.10.3 IH 30 Spur 580/Camp Bowie Blvd. IH 820 116,900 2,333 F 6 / 8 8 

28.20.1 IH 30 IH 820 Camp Bowie Blvd. 147,900 2,300 F 6 / 10 10 

28.20.2 IH 30 Camp Bowie Blvd. Chisholm Trail Parkway 182,800 2,133 F 6 / 12 12 

28.20.3 IH 30 Chisholm Trail Parkway Henderson Street 179,900 2,300 F 8 / 10 14 

28.20.4 IH 30 Henderson Street IH 35W 189,200 2,138 F 6 / 10 14 

28.30.1 IH 30 IH 35W US 287 100,800 2,300 F 6 8 

28.30.2 IH 30 US 287 Oakland Blvd. 158,000 2,213 F 6 / 8 12 

28.30.3 IH 30 Oakland Blvd. IH 820 146,600 2,300 F 8 12 

28.40.1 IH 30 IH 820 Cooks Lane 168,800 2,300 F 8 / 12 14 

28.40.2 IH 30 Cooks Lane Cooper Street 214,000 2,260 F 8 / 12 16 

28.40.3 IH 30 Cooper Street Great Southwest Parkway 189,000 2,122 F 6 / 10 12 

28.40.4 IH 30 Great Southwest Parkway 
President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

200,500 2,300 F 6 / 10 14 

IH 35W 

5.90.1 IH 35W SH 174 (Tarrant County line) Hidden Creek Parkway 127,000 2,300 F 6 10 

5.90.2 IH 35W Hidden Creek Parkway FM 917 102,500 2,300 F 6 8 

5.100.1 IH 35W FM 917 US 67 96,100 2,350 F 6 / 8 8 

5.100.2 IH 35W US 67 FM 2258 65,400 2,300 F 4 6 

5.100.3 IH 35W FM 2258 
0.23 miles south of CR 102  
(Hill County line) 

67,800 2,300 E 4 4 

5.20.2 IH 35W Eagle Parkway US 81/287 158,200 2,171 F 6 / 8 10 

5.40.1 IH 35W US 81/287 Basswood Blvd. 259,700 2,300 F 10 18 

5.40.2 IH 35W Basswood Blvd. IH 820 215,000 2,300 F 6 / 10 16 

5.50.1 IH 35W IH 820 SH 183 177,600 2,100 F 4 / 10 14 

5.50.2 IH 35W SH 183 SH 121 218,300 2,367 F 8 / 12 16 

5.60.1 IH 35W SH 121 IH 30 189,500 2,278 F 8 / 12 12 

5.70.1 IH 35W IH 30 Berry Street 237,700 2,111 F 8 / 12 16 

5.70.2 IH 35W Berry Street IH 20 223,000 2,167 F 8 / 10 14 

5.80.1 IH 35W IH 20 FM 1187 216,500 2,240 F 8 / 12 16 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

IH 820 (EAST) 

151.10.1 IH 820 (East) SH 121 (North) Trinity Blvd. 189,500 2,222 F 4 / 14 12 

151.20.1 IH 820 (East) Trinity Blvd. Randol Mill Road 238,100 2,300 F 10 18 

151.20.2 IH 820 (East) Randol Mill Road IH 30 203,200 2,213 F 6 / 10 14 

151.30.1 IH 820 (East) IH 30 Meadowbrook Drive 162,000 2,286 F 6 / 10 12 

151.30.2 IH 820 (East) Meadowbrook Drive US 287 167,500 2,288 F 6 / 10 12 

151.40.1 IH 820 (East) US 287 IH 20 225,900 2,338 F 8 / 10 14 

IH 820 (NORTH) 

150.10.1 IH 820 (North) SH 199 BU 287 147,600 2,157 F 6 / 8 10 

150.10.2 IH 820 (North) BU 287 IH 35W 165,200 2,443 F 6 / 12 12 

150.20.1 IH 820 (North) IH 35W US 377 141,200 2,163 F 6 / 10 10 

150.20.2 IH 820 (North) US 377 SH 121 175,400 2,214 F 4 / 10 10 

IH 820 (WEST) 

153.10.1 IH 820 (West) IH 20 Camp Bowie Blvd. 90,000 2,350 F 6 / 8 8 

153.10.2 IH 820 (West) Camp Bowie Blvd. IH 30 94,300 2,200 F 6 / 8 10 

153.20.1 IH 820 (West) IH 30 Las Vegas Trail 148,400 2,186 F 6 / 8 10 

153.20.2 IH 820 (West) Las Vegas Trail SH 199 161,900 2,338 F 6 / 10 12 

INTERNATIONAL PARKWAY 

13.10.1 International Parkway 
SH 114/SH 121 (north of Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport) 

SH 183 (south of Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport) 

97,400 2,163 E 6 / 12 8 

SH 114 

12.30.4 SH 114 Kirkwood Blvd. Kimball Ave 142,700 2,129 F 6 / 8 10 

12.30.5 SH 114 Kimball Avenue SH 121 139,400 2,338 F 4 / 12 10 

12.40.1 SH 114 SH 121 (West) SH 121 (East) 348,700 2,229 F 12 / 16 22 

SH 121 

11.50.2 SH 121 Stars and Stripes Way (Dallas County line) FM 2499 205,200 2,380 F 8 / 12 14 

11.50.3 SH 121 FM 2499 IH 635 193,300 2,413 F 6 / 12 12 

11.60.1 SH 121 IH 635 SH 114 233,800 2,220 F 6 / 16 16 

11.70.1 SH 121 SH 114 SH 360 161,600 2,286 F 6 / 10 12 

11.80.1 SH 121 SH 360 Hall-Johnson Road 179,000 2,300 F 6 / 10 14 

11.80.2 SH 121 Hall-Johnson Road Mid Cities Blvd. 173,900 2,175 F 6 / 10 14 

11.80.3 SH 121 Mid Cities Blvd. SH 183 140,900 2,229 F 6 / 8 12 

11.90.1 SH 121 SH 183 IH 820 202,800 2,357 F 4 / 10 16 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

11.100.1 SH 121 IH 820 Handley-Ederville Road 129,800 2,157 F 6 / 8 8 

11.100.2 SH 121 Handley-Ederville Road Beach Street 169,500 2,333 F 6 / 8 12 

11.100.3 SH 121 Beach Street IH 35W 167,400 2,200 F 6 / 10 12 

SH 170 

10.20.1 SH 170 IH 35W SH 114 83,900 2,020 F 4 / 6 6 

SH 183 

22.10.1 SH 183 SH 121 SH 360 186,200 2,178 F 6 / 10 12 

22.20.1 SH 183 SH 360 President George Bush Turnpike 216,800 2,233 F 6 / 12 14 

22.50.1 SH 183 IH 20 Vickery Blvd. 54,400 2,375 E 4 / 6 4 

SH 199 

14.20.3 SH 199 FM 730 (North) (Parker County line) Stewart Street 35,100 2,300 C+ 6 4 

14.20.4 SH 199 Stewart Street Denver Trail 66,200 2,086 D 6 / 8 6 

14.20.5 SH 199 Denver Trail Wells Burnett Road 66,400 2,300 D 6 / 8 6 

14.20.6 SH 199 Wells Burnett Road FM 1886 71,900 2,383 E 6 / 8 6 

14.20.7 SH 199 FM 1886 IH 820 84,700 2,171 E 6 / 8 6 

SH 360 

9.10.1 SH 360 SH 121 Stone Myers Parkway 80,000 2,525 F 4 / 6 6 

9.10.2 SH 360 Stone Myers Parkway Mid Cities Blvd. 110,300 2,500 F 4 / 6 8 

9.10.3 SH 360 Mid Cities Blvd. SH 183 127,500 2,163 F 6 / 10 10 

9.20.1 SH 360 SH 183 Post N Paddock Road 173,000 2,300 F 4 / 10 12 

9.20.2 SH 360 Post N Paddock Road Avenue J 70,600 1,360 F 4 / 8 8 

9.20.3 SH 360 Avenue J IH 30 125,900 1,700 F 6 / 8 10 

9.30.1 SH 360 IH 30 IH 20 242,800 2,322 F 8 / 12 16 

9.40.1 SH 360 IH 20 Sublett Road 160,000 2,350 F 6 / 8 10 

9.40.2 SH 360 Sublett Road Debbie Lane 115,500 2,386 F 6 / 10 10 

9.40.3 SH 360 Debbie Lane Broad Street 88,900 2,229 F 6 / 8 8 

9.40.4 SH 360 Broad Street Heritage Parkway 30,900 2,300 C+ 6 4 

SH 360/SH 161 CONNECTOR 

41.10.1 SH 360/SH 161 Connector 
President George Bush Turnpike – Western 
Extension (SH 161) 

SH 360/Sublett Road 23,700 2,300 E 4 4 

SPUR 280/US 287 

52.10.1 Spur 280/US 287 IH 30 IH 35W 101,100 2,083 F 4 / 8 8 

52.10.2 Spur 280/US 287 IH 35W Grove Street 78,000 2,450 D 4 / 8 6 
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Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

US 287 

1.70.1 US 287 
0.92 miles north of CR 52/Lone Star Road 
(Tarrant County line) 

Lone Star Road (Ellis County line) 78,200 2,300 F 4 6 

1.80.1 US 287 Lone Star Road (Johnson County line) SH 360/St. Paul Road 63,100 2,400 E 4 / 6 4 

1.40.1 US 287 
1.46 miles south of Ramhorn Hill Road 
(Wise County line) 

Avondale Haslet Road 63,900 2,300 F 4 6 

1.40.2 US 287 Avondale Haslet Road IH 35W 80,100 2,400 F 4 / 6 6 

1.50.1 US 287 IH 30 Rosedale Street 114,100 2,250 F 4 / 8 8 

1.50.2 US 287 Rosedale Street Berry Street 127,400 2,300 F 6 / 8 10 

1.50.3 US 287 Berry Street Village Creek 122,500 2,450 F 6 / 8 8 

1.50.4 US 287 Village Creek IH 820 (US 287) 105,500 2,360 F 4 / 6 8 

1.60.1 US 287 IH 20 Sublett Road 108,300 2,300 F 4 8 

1.60.2 US 287 Sublett Road Russell Curry Road 95,900 2,300 F 4 8 

1.60.3 US 287 Russell Curry Road FM 157 90,500 2,450 F 4 / 6 6 

1.60.4 US 287 FM 157 Walnut Creek Drive 83,900 2,020 F 4 / 6 6 

1.60.5 US 287 Walnut Creek Drive Broad Street 105,100 2,300 F 4 8 

1.60.6 US 287 Broad Street 
0.92 miles north of CR 52/Lone Star Road 
(Johnson County line) 

79,500 2,020 F 4 / 6 6 

1.10.2 US 287 BU 81 (north of Alvord) BU 81 (south of Alvord) 42,700 2,300 C+ 4 4 

1.20.3 US 287 FM 407 SH 114 54,700 2,300 E 4 4 

1.30.1 US 287 SH 114 Ramhorn Hill Road (north of Avondale) 51,400 2,300 E 4 4 

1.30.2 US 287 Ramhorn Hill Road (north of Avondale) 
1.46 miles south of Ramhorn Hill Road 
(Tarrant County line) 

65,000 2,300 F 4 6 

US 67 

38.60.2 US 67 BU 67/SS 102 SH 174 29,200 2,300 C+ 4 4 

38.60.3 US 67 SH 174 BU 67 26,200 2,300 C+ 4 2 
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24 Mobility 2040 

Paris District 

Segment 
ID 

Facility From To 
Average 

Daily 
Volume 

Average 
Peak Hour 
Cap/Lane 

Peak 
Hour 
LOS 

Lanes 
Lanes 

Warranted 

IH 30  

28.100.1 IH 30 FM 2642 (Rockwall County line) SH 34 84,000 2,300 D 6 6 

28.100.2 IH 30 SH 34 US 380 64,000 2,350 C+ 6 / 8 4 

28.100.3 IH 30 US 380 
0.5 miles east of CR 3203  
(Hopkins County line) 

61,700 2,300 D 4 4 
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Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool  

The Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool is a self-evaluation 

tool that transportation agencies can use to assess the sustainability of their 

planning process. NCTCOG used the following System Planning criteria to 

evaluate Mobility 2035 and to identify emphasis areas to focus on during the 

development of Mobility 2040. NCTCOG will use the same criteria to assess 

Mobility 2040. More information on the INVEST tool can be found at 

www.sustainablehighways.org.  

 

INVEST System Planning Criteria by Sustainability Principle  

System Planning (SP) Criterion Number and Title 
Sustainability Principles Focus Area for 

Mobility 2040 Social Environmental Economic 

SP-1: Integrated Planning: Economic Development and Land Use    X  

SP-2: Integrated Planning: Natural Environment  X  X 

SP-3: Integrated Planning: Social  X    

SP-4: Integrated Planning: Bonus X X X  

SP-5: Access & Affordability  X X X  

SP-6: Safety Planning X  X  

SP-7: Multimodal Transportation and Public Health X  X  

SP-8: Freight and Goods Movement  X X X  

SP-9: Travel Demand Management X X X  

SP-10: Air Quality  X X   

SP-11: Energy and Fuels  X X X  

SP-12: Financial Sustainability    X  

SP-13: Analysis Methods  X X X  

SP-14: Transportation Systems Management & Operations X X X  

SP-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning  X X X 

SP-17: Infrastructure Resiliency  X X X X 

SP-18: Linking Planning and NEPA  X X X X 

Source: Federal Highway Administration. ‘INVEST.’ https://www.sustainablehighways.org/875/how-does-invest-measure-sustainability.html 

 

New elements in Mobility 2040 related to focus areas for the Natural 

Environment (SP-2) and Linking Planning and the National Environmental Policy 

Act (SP-18) are located in the Environmental Considerations chapter and 

appendix. New elements in Mobility 2040 related to the focus area for Linking 

Asset Management and Planning (SP-15) are included in the Mobility Options 

chapter and appendix. New elements in Mobility 2040 related to the focus area 

for Infrastructure Resiliency (SP-17) are included in the Environmental 

Considerations and Mobility Options chapters and appendices.  

 

http://www.sustainablehighways.org/
https://www.sustainablehighways.org/875/how-does-invest-measure-sustainability.html
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Performance Measure Catalogue  

The following chart lists all of the performance measures that are documented 

in the Mobility 2040 chapters and appendices. The measures that have been 

developed in coordination with INVEST are also included. Each measure is nested 

in a related Mobility 2040 goal and goal theme. Future Metropolitan 

Transportation Plans will track the results of the measures that are most 

meaningful to the regional transportation system. Additional program-specific 

performance measures are included in the program charts of each appendix. 

 

Goal Theme Goal Measure Emphasis Area 
Document 
Location 

INVEST 

Mobility 

Improve the availability of 
transportation options for people 
and goods.  

Change in lane miles per county.  Roadway Mobility Options  

Change in vehicle miles of travel per day.  Roadway Mobility Options  

Change in travel time due to congestion.  Roadway 
Regional 
Performance 

 

Change in lane miles at LOS ABC, DE, and F.  Roadway 
Regional 
Performance 

 

Percent of the regional working-age population that lives 
within three-fourths mile of a rail or bus transit stop.  

Public Transportation 
Regional 
Performance 

 

Change in regional population living within existing transit 
service areas.  

Public Transportation 
Regional 
Performance 

 

Change in the number of miles in the Regional Veloweb.  Active Transportation Mobility Options  

Change in air cargo moved by major aviation facilities.  Aviation 
Regional 
Performance 

 

Travel time contours for airport ground transportation 
accessibility. 

Aviation  Appendix E  

Change in number of daily truck trips.  Freight  
Regional 
Performance 

 

Change in wait times at intermodal facilities.  Freight N/A SP-8 

Support travel efficiency measures 
and system enhancements targeted 
at congestion reduction and 
management.  

Increase in the number of regional commuters participating in 
alternative commutes.  

Travel Demand Management N/A SP-9 

Number of vanpools operating within the region.  Travel Demand Management 
Regional 
Performance 

SP-9 

Reduction in the number of freeway bottlenecks.  
Transportation System 
Management and Operations 

N/A SP-14 

Percentage change in the number of traffic signals retimed 
located in the nonattainment counties.  

Transportation System 
Management and Operations 

N/A SP-14 

Change in percentage of Intelligent Transportation Systems 
deployed and region Intelligent Transportation Systems 
interoperability.  

Transportation System 
Management and Operations 

N/A SP-14 

Ensure all communities are 
provided access to the regional 

Change in the number of jobs accessible to Environmental 
Justice populations by car and by transit.  

Environmental Justice 
Social 
Considerations 
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Goal Theme Goal Measure Emphasis Area 
Document 
Location 

INVEST 

transportation system and planning 
process.  

Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or Census 
tracts scoring high on the Environmental Justice index.  

Public Involvement N/A SP-3 

Change in the number of contacts from ZIP codes or Census 
tracts located outside the more urban counties of Collin, 
Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant.  

Public Involvement N/A SP-3 

Number of outreach opportunities advertised in foreign 
languages.  

Public Involvement 
Social 
Considerations 

SP-3 

Number of partnerships with organizations that work with 
Environmental Justice groups.  

Public Involvement N/A SP-3 

Quality of Life 

Preserve and enhance the natural 
environment, improve air quality, 
and promote active lifestyles. 

Reduction in NOX as a result of RTC initiatives.  Air Quality 
Environmental 
Considerations 

 

Number and magnitude of ozone exceedance days and when 
exceedance days occur (i.e. earliest exceedance day and latest 
exceedance day). 

Air Quality N/A SP-10 

Change in total emissions for all applicable pollutants and 
sectors.  

Air Quality 
Social 
Considerations 

SP-10 

Change in total emissions by mode/ton mile for all applicable 
pollutants and sectors.  

Air Quality N/A SP-10 

Change in overall fleet mix by Environmental Protection 
Agency Tier compliance.  

Air Quality N/A SP-10 

Change in number of registered alternative fueled vehicles.  Air Quality N/A SP-11 

Change in number of alternative refueling stations (both public 
and private) and fuel consumed.  

Air Quality N/A SP-11 

Number of entities that have adopted idling restrictions and/or 
NCTCOG Clean Fleet Policy.  

Air Quality Appendix C SP-11 

Change in number of acres determined to have high 
biodiversity, rarity, or ecosystem sustainability based on the 
Regional Ecosystem Framework.  

Natural Environment N/A SP-2 

Increase in the mileage of constructed regional and community 
shared use paths. 

Active Transportation  Mobility Options SP-7 

Increase in the mileage of constructed on-street bikeway 
facilities. 

Active Transportation  Mobility Options SP-7 

Encourage livable communities 
which support sustainability and 
economic vitality. 

Relative change in Housing + Transportation Affordability 
Index.  

Environmental Justice 
Social 
Considerations 

SP-5 

Change in the number of infrastructure and planning projects 
funded and completed through the Sustainable Development 
Funding Program. 

Sustainable Development N/A SP-1 

Change in the number of transit-oriented developments 
around one-half mile of transit stations. 

Sustainable Development N/A SP-1 
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28 Mobility 2040 

Goal Theme Goal Measure Emphasis Area 
Document 
Location 

INVEST 

Change in the number of coordination meetings conducted to 
promote Independent School District and municipality 
coordination. 

Sustainable Development  N/A SP-1 

Change in the number of cities updating or adopting form-
based codes. 

Sustainable Development N/A SP-1 

System Sustainability 

Ensure adequate maintenance and 
enhance the safety and reliability of 
the existing transportation system.  

Change in the number of crashes and fatalities in the region.  Safety 
Operational 
Efficiency 

SP-6 

Change in number of incidents involving hazardous materials.  Freight N/A SP-8 

Pursue long-term sustainable 
revenue sources to address regional 
transportation system needs.  

Change in unmet transportation funding needs.  Financial  
Regional 
Performance 

SP-12 

Implementation 

Provide for timely project planning 
and implementation.  

Number of permits generated through the Section 214 
program with the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

Environmental Streamlining N/A SP-17 

Develop cost-effective projects and 
programs aimed at reducing the 
costs associated with construction, 
operating, and maintaining the 
regional transportation system.  

Percentage of National Highway System lane miles with 
pavements and bridges in very good, good, or fair condition.   

Asset Management N/A SP-15 

 



Department Program Areas

Mandated 
Planning 
Factors 

(MAP-21)

MTP
Regional Transit 
Coordination & 

Operations

Community 
Outreach/
Legislation

Intermodal 
Planning

Environmental 
Streamlining

Sustainable 
Development

Congestion 
Management

Innovative Project 
Delivery

Air Quality

TxDOT
Recommended 
Target Categories 
Based on 
MAP-21

INVEST System 
Planning Criteria

Economic 
Vitality

INVEST Criteria: 
Financial Sustainability 

(SP-12)

TxDOT Category: 
Freight INVEST Criteria: 

Economic
Development 

and Land Use (SP-1)

Safety

Pavement 
Condition

Transit

NHS 
Performance

Freight

CMAQ

Bridges

SP-1: Economic 
Development 
and Land Use

SP-2: Natural 
Environment

SP-3: Social

SP-4: Bonus 
(N/A)

SP-5: Access and 
Affordability

SP-6: Safety 
Planning

SP-7: Multimodal 
Transportation 
and Public Health

SP-8: Freight and 
Goods 
Movement

SP-9: Travel 
Demand 
Management

SP-10 Air Quality

SP-11: Energy 
and Fuels

SP-12: Financial 
Sustainability

SP-13: Analysis 
Methods

SP-14: Trans 
Systems Mgmt
and Ops

SP-15: Linking 
Asset Mgmt and 
Planning

SP-16: 
Infrastructure 
Resiliency

SP-17: Linking 
Planning and 
NEPA

INVEST Criteria: 
Freight and Goods 
Movement (SP-8)

Safety

TxDOT Category: 
Safety

INVEST Criteria:
Safety Planning 

(SP-6)

Security
INVEST Criteria: 
Infrastructure 

Resiliency (SP-16)

Accessibility
INVEST Criteria: Access 

and Affordability 
(SP-5)

INVEST Criteria: 
Access and 

Affordability (SP-5); 
Multimodal 

Transportation and 
Public Health 

(SP-7)

INVEST Criteria: 
Freight and Goods 
Movement (SP-8)

INVEST Criteria: 
Multimodal 

Transportation and 
Public Health 

(SP-7)

Environment
INVEST Criteria: 

Natural Environment 
(SP-2)

INVEST Criteria:
Natural Environment 

(SP-2);
Linking Planning 

and NEPA (SP-17)

TxDOT Category: 
CMAQ

INVEST Criteria: Air 
Quality (SP-10); 

Energy and Fuels 
(SP-11)

Intermodal
Connectivity

INVEST Criteria: 
Multimodal 

Transportation and 
Public Health

(SP-7)

TxDOT Category: 
Transit

TxDOT Category: 
Freight

INVEST Criteria: 
Multimodal 

Transportation and 
Public Health

(SP-7)

INVEST Criteria: 
Freight and Goods 
Movement (SP-8)

Management 
and 

Operations

TxDOT Category: 
NHS Performance

TxDOT Categories: 
Pavement 

Conditions; Bridges

INVEST Criteria: 
Travel Demand 

Management (SP-9); 
Trans Systems Mgmt

and Ops (SP-14)

System 
Preservation

INVEST Criteria:
Financial Sustainability 

(SP-12)

INVEST Criteria: 
Linking Asset Mgmt

and Planning 
(SP-15); 

Infrastructure 
Resiliency (SP-16)

(Social 
Equity)*

INVEST Criteria: Social 
(SP-3)

INVEST Criteria: 
Social (SP-3)

Chart Description: 

MAP-21 mandates a 
performance-driven planning 
process. This chart 
demonstrates the 
responsibilities of each 
department program area to 
develop performance measures 
and targets to meet the 
planning factors mandated by 
MAP-21. The individual cells 
represent overlap between the 
program areas with unofficial 
performance target categories 
recommended by TxDOT and 
with INVEST system planning 
criteria suggested by FHWA.

For Mobility 2040, program 
areas will only need to develop 
measures for the related 
INVEST criteria. Official federal 
guidance has not yet been 
released for targets; guidance 
will likely be released in 2016. 

The overlap between program 
areas and TxDOT target 
categories and between 
program areas and INVEST 
criteria are visualized in this 
way:

NCTCOG Performance Measure Framework (Spring 2015)

TxDOT target 
categories

Program area

Overlap between 
program area and 
TxDOT target 
category

Program area

INVEST 
criteria

Overlap 
between 
program area 
and INVEST 
criteria

*Social Equity is not a mandated planning factor, but is reflective of the goals of NCTCOG’s planning process. 
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Legislative Background

• MAP-21 mandates a performance-based planning 
program to guide investments toward achievement of 
national goals 

• MPOs are required to establish performance measures 
and targets in coordination with state DOTs 

• Official guidance from USDOT related to establishing 
performance measures and targets is expected to be 
released in 2016

3



Why Performance Matters 

• Mandated by legislature 

• Represents accountability to elected officials and the 
public 

• Opportunity to show how policies, programs, and 
projects help achieve goals 

• Will impact future project selection and initiatives 

4



Definitions 

Performance Measure: Measurable indicator of progress 
towards a goal 

Ex: Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per person

Performance Target: Level of performance desired to 
meet within a specified time period to meet a goal 

Ex: Reduce VMT per person by 5% by 2040

5



Performance Measure Criteria

Specific

Measurable

Achievable 

Reliable 

Timely 

6

Performance Measures should be…



Performance Measure Development Exercise
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Goal: Visionary Statement

Run a half-marathon

Measure: Indicates Progress Towards Achieving Goal

Number of training miles I run per week

Target: Desired Level of Performance after a Certain 
Period of Time  

Reach 25 training miles per week by October 2016



Performance Measure Development Exercise
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Goal: Visionary Statement 

Reduce congestion

Measure: Indicates Progress towards Achieving Goal

Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per person 

Target: Desired Level of Performance after a Certain 
Period of Time  

Reduce VMT per person by 5% by 2040



To quantify the results of the funding 
programs

Action Oriented Performance 
Measures (number of projects 
completed)

Result Oriented Performance 
Measures (decrease in VMT)

Stakeholder Involvement (TOD 
Working Group, Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Advisory Committee, etc.)

Sustainable Development Example

9



Source: U.S. Census and NCTCOG Data
10



Category Metrics Data Sources

Demographic Population
Employment
Households and Income
Environmental Justice and Equity

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG

Built Environment Connectivity
Land Use
Buildings and Infrastructure
Density

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG 
Transit Agencies 

Transportation Mode Share
VMT
Transit Ridership
Infrastructure Availability and Access

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG 
Transit Agencies 

Economic Jobs
Developments
Land Values
Housing\Transportation Cost-Affordability

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG
Appraisal Districts
CTOD

Policy TOD Friendly Zoning Area
Station Area Plans

NCTCOG

11

Specific

Measurable

Achievable

Reliable

Timely

Sustainable Development Example
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GIS Station Area Model:
Buffer to ½ mile around 74 Rail 
Stations. Summarize variables 

using different function 
(sum average, etc.)

TOD Interactive 
Map

Transit Provider 
Station Data 

Land Use & 
Zoning 

Station Area Fact 
Sheets

Development 
Monitoring 

Data

Sustainable Development Example:
TOD Data Collection Process



http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/TOD/TODdatacollection.asp 

Sustainable Development Example:
TOD Interactive Map

13

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/TOD/TODdatacollection.asp


Active Transportation 
Routes to RailRail Network

Demographics

Land Use

Zoning

Sustainable Development Example:
Station Area Fact Sheet

14



Residential Units
Added Approximately 10,900 Units

Commercial Space
• Added Approximately 3.5 Million Square Feet
• Accommodate 10,300 Jobs at Full Occupancy

City of Richardson – Eastside Mixed-Use Development

City of Fort Worth – West 7th

Within a 1/2-Mile of a Sustainable Development Project
• 42 Projects Near Transit Station
• 47 Projects Near a School
• 52 Projects Near a Major Employer (100+ Employees)
• 57 Projects Near Major Shopping Center

Sustainable Development Example

15



Department Performance Measure Efforts

Current Efforts:

• Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
• Progress North Texas 
• Sustainable Development Regional Mobility Initiatives 

Report

Future Efforts:

Ultimate goal is to select small number of significant 
measures and associated targets to represent overall 
system performance  

16



Performance Measures in Mobility 2040 

17

Air Quality Demonstration Program

Reference
Reference Program Number

AQ2-002

Background

Brief Description

Air quality improvements are supported by ongoing investigation into new, innovative methods 

to reduce fuel use and emissions, not only through technology improvements, but also through 

activity and behavior modifications.

Related Goals MTP Broad Goal

Policy Position Referenced Policy Number

Implementation

Actions to Support Implementation of Program 

 Implement projects to demonstrate the benefit and feasibility of potential measures for 

greater implementation. 

 Example projects include the Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance Pilot Program, Clean 

Construction Demonstration Project, Preferential Parking 

Program, etc.

Performance 

Measures

Measurable Indicator(s)

 Number of participants

 Number of vehicles/equipment/technologies evaluated

 Number of studies conducted and/or reports written

 Tons of pollutants reduced 

 Cost per ton of pollutants reduced 

Cost Estimate
Approximate cost to implement program 

Approximately $18.4 million

Appendix Program Charts: Desired Structure 

New 
element

Do measures fit 
SMART criteria? Do 

they measure 
progress towards 
achieving goals?  

1) Review and refine existing performance measures in 
the plan 



INVEST in Mobility 2040 

2) Develop at least one performance measure that is 
related to one or more aspects of sustainability

18

“Planet”

“Profit”“People”

www.sustainablehighways.org

http://www.sustainablehighways.org/


INVEST in Mobility 2040 
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INVEST Criteria – Measures Needed Program Area(s)

Land Use & Economic Development Sustainable Development

Social MTP/Public Involvement

Environmental MTP/Environmental Streamlining 

Access & Affordability Transit Operations 

Safety Planning Congestion Management 

Multimodal Planning & Public Health Sustainable Development 

Freight & Goods Movement Freight 

Travel Demand Management Congestion Management

Air Quality Air Quality 

Energy and Fuels Air Quality 

Transportation Systems Management & Operations Congestion Management 

Linking Asset Management & Planning Innovative Project Delivery 

INVEST System Planning Criteria



INVEST Performance Measure Example

INVEST Criteria: Energy and Fuels 

Criteria Description: Reduce the energy and fossil fuel 
consumption from the transportation sector and 
document it in the transportation planning process

AQ Team Measure: Change in the number of plug-in 
stations and amount of energy distributed from those 
stations

Relationship to Sustainability: Environmental Component 

20



Performance Measure Development Resources 

MAP-21 Performance Measures Fact Sheet: 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/factsheets/pm.cfm

FHWA INVEST site: 
www.sustainablehighways.org

NCTCOG INVEST Resources:
I:\Environmental Coordination\FHWA Sustainability Tool\INVEST 
Implementation 2013\Performance Measures\Perf. Measure 
Development Resources

NCHRP Report 708: A Guidebook for Sustainability Performance 

Measurement for Transportation Agencies
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_708.pdf

21

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/factsheets/pm.cfm
http://www.sustainablehighways.org/
file://NCTCOG.DST.TX.US/office$/programs$/Environmental Coordination/FHWA Sustainability Tool/INVEST Implementation 2013/Performance Measures/Perf. Measure Development Resources
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_708.pdf


Performance Targets (Future Initiative) 

• MPOs must work with State DOTs to set targets after 
official guidance is released 

• Different targets for urban and rural parts of state 

• Final rulemaking expected in 2016

• Consider future target setting as you review existing and 
develop new performance measures 

22



Performance Targets (Future Initiative) 

23

SAFETY

INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONDITION  

CONGESTION 
REDUCTION 

SYSTEM RELIABILITY

FREIGHT 
MOVEMENT & 

ECONOMIC VITALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 

REDUCED PROJECT 
DELIVERY DELAYS 

Fatalities & Serious Injuries 

Pavement Condition 
Bridge Condition 

Traffic Congestion 

System Performance 

Freight Movement 

On-Road Mobile Source Emissions 

Safety

Pavement Condition 
Bridges 

Transit

National Highway System Performance

Freight

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 

MAP-21 Performance 
Measure Categories 

MAP-21 National 
Performance Goals

TxDOT Recommended 
Performance Target Categories 



Mobility 2040 Schedule 

24

As of 4/14/2015

• Draft documentation: May 15 July 2

• Public involvement opportunities: Outreach events 
March – May

• RTC Workshop: June 11



Questions?

25

• General questions, outside agency coordination, policy direction, and development oversight

Chad – Program Manager

• Travel model, project information

Mitzi – Principal Transportation Planner

• General questions, policy direction, processes, financial, and mobility options

Elizabeth – Principal Transportation Planner

• Environmental justice, social considerations, environmental considerations, and performance 
measures

Kendall – Senior Transportation Planner

• GIS coordination and operational efficiency

Ralph – Transportation Planner III

• Environmental, social, and general support

Kate - Intern
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NCTCOG INVEST Implementation Project 
Task 3 Report: Planning and Environment Linkages 

 
Background: The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) first incorporated environmental 

considerations into its long-range transportation plan in Mobility 2035 using data from the Regional 

Ecosystem Framework (REF). The REF, a geographic information system (GIS) based tool, was designed to 

better incorporate environmental considerations during the development of infrastructure projects. The 

foundational concepts for the REF are based on the “Eco-Logical” report, which articulates a vision of how 

infrastructure development and ecosystem conservation can be integrated to harmonize economic, 

environmental, and social needs and objectives.  

Over the past year, NCTCOG has used funds from the SHRP2 Implementing Eco-Logical program to make 

updates to the REF. The data products produced under the Eco-Logical grant support Planning and 

Environmental Linkages efforts identified as a priority through the INVEST Implementation project.  

 

Updating Data: The updates made to the REF allow ecological conditions to be assessed and documented 

more thoroughly for Mobility 2040. The resulting knowledge will benefit transportation and resource 

agency partners as they assess potential impacts on important ecological systems that are located near 

future transportation projects. 

The REF data cover three central ecological parameters, which contain a total of ten Vital Ecosystem 

Information Layers (VEIL): 

 Green infrastructure, including wildlife habitat, natural areas, and agricultural land layers 

 Water considerations, including impaired water segments, flood zones, surface water quantity, and 

wetlands layers 

 Ecosystem value, including rarity, diversity, and ecosystem sustainability layers 

The ten VEIL layers are combined to get a VEIL Composite score, which indicates presence of relative 

ecological importance in the region. The VEIL Composite map is shown as Exhibit 1. Additional information 

on the Eco-Logical effort and the REF methodology can be viewed at www.nctcog.org/REF.  

Updated data for the layers came from sources including the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA), Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ), and the United States Geological Survey’s 

National Land Cover Database (NLCD). The data were aggregated into scores for the ten layers and a VEIL 

composite score for each subwatershed. Maps generated from these scores identified subwatersheds 

that should be a focus of conservation efforts.  

The results of updates to VEIL layers for the 2014 REF are as follows: 

 Flood zone data now includes all 12 counties in the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The new 

data, from FEMA Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRM), are similar to the 2011 data used in 

the earlier iteration of REF but show an increase in flood zone presence in Collin County. 

 Impaired water segments data now include 2012 TCEQ 303(d) Impaired Segments data. The new 

data show additional impaired stream segments in several counties. Several of the stream segments 

that are now impaired are located in highly urbanized areas in Dallas and Tarrant counties. 

http://www.nctcog.org/REF
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 Agricultural lands, wildlife habitat, and wetlands data now use 2011 NLCD information. Urbanization 

has caused slight decreases in these resources.  

 Natural areas, surface water quantity, rarity, diversity, and ecosystem sustainability layers were not 

updated because no new data were available. 

The updated data have been incorporated into a methodology NCTCOG developed to prioritize 

conservation and mitigation efforts based on the value of individual subwatersheds and changes to their 

condition since the original REF tool was created in 2011. The results of the method have been used to 

generate maps that: 

 Specify individual VEIL layers that make a subwatershed a priority for conservation or improvement. 

Examples include a high presence of wildlife habitat or wetlands; and 

 Designate a level of conservation priority for each subwatershed. This was done for the three 

ecological parameters (green infrastructure, water considerations, and ecological value) and for the 

VEIL Composite. Four levels of conservation priority were established: Priority to Enhance, Maintain, 

Future Opportunity, and Lower Opportunity. The conservation priority classifications were based 

on a subwatershed’s concentration of ecosystem attributes combined with a subwatershed’s 

change in VEIL Composite score over time.  

 

Setting Conservation Priorities: Finally, an aggregated map was created that identifies subwatersheds 

that earned a ‘Priority to Enhance’ designation. These subwatersheds are NCTCOG’s highest priority for 

conservation, and many include rivers that are important sources of water in the MPA and in cities 

downstream. The Brazos River, Trinity River, Sabine River, and Denton County’s Greenbelt corridor all 

feature multiple subwatersheds that are a priority for future conservation and mitigation efforts. The 

composite ‘Priority to Enhance’ map is shown in Exhibit 2. 

In conjunction with the REF efforts, NCTCOG has inventoried existing mitigation sites, mitigation banks, 

existing conservation sites, parks, local conservation plans, and other key mitigation and conservation 

areas. NCTCOG will combine this information with the REF data to better identify future conservation 

sites, including those that may link existing sites. Existing dedicated lands and known conservation 

opportunities in the region are shown as Exhibits 3 and 4.  

 

Continuing Efforts: NCTCOG staff have involved resource and regulatory agencies, transportation 

partners, local governments, and non-governmental organizations while updating the REF tool. This 

involvement will continue as NCTCOG further develops a method to identify conservation priorities that 

will enhance long-term ecological functions within the MPA as part of transportation plans proposed in 

Mobility 2040. 

Future steps in the process include acquiring feedback from stakeholders such as resource and regulatory 

agencies, transportation partners, and non-governmental organizations to improve the methodology and 

introduce additional data. Ultimately NCTCOG staff will overlay conservation data with proposed 

transportation corridors to identify the corridors’ potential ecological impact at a preliminary stage. 

Through these continuing efforts, NCTCOG will integrate the REF and the concepts of Eco-Logical into 

future transportation plans. 



August 6, 2014

K

Fort Worth CBD

Dallas CBD

Regional Ecosystem Framework: VEIL Composite
Legend

VEIL Composite Score

The Regional Ecosystem Framework: VEIL Composite score represents the combined score of all 10 VEIL
layers. A higher score indicates that resources of relatively high concern may be present and that
additional review, documentation, and consultation with the applicable agency may be needed. The VEIL
layers include: Green Infrastructure (Wildlife Habitat, Natural Areas, Agricultural Land); Water Quality
and Flooding (Impaired Water Segments, Flood Zones, Surface Water Quantity, and Wetlands); and
Ecosystem Value (Rarity, Diversity, and Ecosystem Sustainability). Data sources include the Texas GRID
and EPA Region 6 Regional Ecosystem Assessment Protocol data. This information has been developed
for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used as a
preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the calculations for
this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/REF.

12 to 18
19 to 22
23 to 26
27 to 31
32 to 40

Greater 
Resources 
of Concern

Some
Resources 
of Concern

EXHIBIT 1
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Fort Worth CBD

Dallas CBD

Regional Ecosystem Framework: Subwatershed Conservation Classifications

Legend

VEIL Composite Score

The Regio nal Eco system Framew o rk: VEIL Co mp o site sco re rep resents the co mb ined sco re o f all 10 VEIL
layers. A higher sco re indicates that reso urces o f relatively high co ncern may b e p resent and that additio nal
review, do cumentatio n, and co nsultatio n w ith the ap p licab le agency may b e needed. Sub w atersheds
o utlined in red are designated as areas that sho uld b e a ‘Prio rity to  Enhance’ in terms o f eco system value,
green infrastructure, o r w ater co nsideratio ns. These designatio ns are intended to  help  prio ritize regio nal
co nservatio n and mitigatio n. This info rmatio n has b een develo p ed fo r the Dallas-Fo rt Wo rth MPA fo r use in
lo ng-range p lanning. Fo r mo re info rmatio n o n the calculatio ns fo r this layer, please visit
w w w.nctco g.o rg/REF.

12 to  18
19 to  22
23 to  26
27 to  31
32 to  40

Greater 
Reso urces 
o f Co ncern

So me
Reso urces 
o f Co ncern

Prio rity to  Enhance 
sub w atersheds

Subwatersheds Classified as 'Priority to Enhance'

Mustang
Creek

Wilson Creek -
Brazos River

Ham Creek -
Brazos River

Georges Creek -
Brazos River

West Fork Trinity
River - Lake Worth

Little Duck Creek
- Duck Creek

Harmony Ranch -
Little Elm Reservoir

Five Mile Creek
- Trinity River

Hickory Creek -
Parsons Slough

Duck Creek -
Sabine River

Culp Branch - Elm
Fork Trinity River

Buck Creek -
Brazos River

EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 4
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NCTCOG INVEST Implementation Project 
Task 4 Report: Linking Asset Management & Planning 

 
 
North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) goals directed toward linking asset management 
and planning helped ensure that adequate funding was given to maintenance and operations of the 
existing multimodal transportation system consistent with federal and/or state guidelines and 
recommendations. Total expenditures and funding percentage devoted to infrastructure maintenance, 
management, and operations increased by 27 percent with Mobility 2040: The Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan for North Central Texas compared to the previous metropolitan transportation plan 
(MTP). Mobility 2040 is the first North Central Texas MTP to recognize and define Capital/Operations Asset 
Management, and it includes a new roadway improvement category called Cap/Main for locations where 
existing and predominantly functional corridor infrastructure can be further optimized to increase 
efficiency and longevity. Cap/Main projects were identified and prioritized in the MTP. The prioritization 
process included performance measure linkages to asset management principles that will be expanded 
upon in future MTPs.  
 
The linkage between asset management and planning was further achieved through Cap/Main pilot 
studies. Three pilot studies are underway and include: State Highway (SH) 161/President George Bush 
Turnpike (PGBT), Irving: with the implementation of peak hour shoulder usage and enhanced intelligent 
transportation system elements; Interstate Highway (IH) 35E, Waxahachie: lane widening with existing 
pavement; IH 20/IH 30, Weatherford to Fort Worth: corridor-wide asset condition assessments for 
potential improvements maximizing existing conditions and the implementation of low-to-moderate cost 
projects.  Although the projects are primarily funded with resources external to the Infrastructure 
Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool (INVEST) project, these and future activities demonstrate the 
overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages between asset management and long-rang 
planning through the INVEST study period. 
 
Performance based planning was achieved during the Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process. 
The process was designed specifically to be integrated into the ongoing 3-C process for MTP development. 
Setting thresholds among the various performance measures provided a means to investigate the effects 
of tradeoffs between multiple project types. The process also helped ensure adequate funding for 
maintenance and operation of existing multimodal transportation systems, enabling a robust distribution 
of rehabilitation, enhancement, and/or operational-type projects to maintain safe, efficient travel 
conditions. Information compiled for the Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process can be updated 
and analyzed on a yearly basis for progress reporting. 
 
In addition, increased coordination with NCTCOG’s numerous local government partners and regional 
transportation providers helped contribute to the collection and incorporation of asset 
performance/condition data in the Mobility 2040 planning and project prioritization process. As-built 
diagrams, crash data, maintenance reports, and unit costs for standard design elements were provided 
from various local agencies. The information was used on a corridor-level basis for Cap/Main pilot projects 
and the MTP planning/project analysis. The data helped evaluate all reasonable implementation options 
to maximize corridor capacity, functionality, accessibility, and enhancement potential through utilizing 
existing infrastructure assets and right-of-way.   
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NCTCOG INVEST Implementation Project  
Task 5 Report: Infrastructure Resiliency 

 
 

Initial application of the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation 
Sustainability Tool (INVEST) for the North Central Texas region identified that increased awareness, data 
collection/analysis, and comprehensive planning strategies supporting greater incorporation and 
implementation of transportation infrastructure resiliency should be a major emphasis area. Though 
vulnerability detection, risk assessment, and improved adaptation have become a more prominent focus 
nationwide in light of continued funding constraints and expanded governance over performance-based 
measures to address asset management, the local need to promote and maintain a heightened state of 
good repair was highlighted dramatically through recent extreme weather impacts like the 2010-2014 
drought and accompanying summer heat waves, along with the widespread regional flooding of 
spring/summer 2015.  With INVEST as a constant guide, the North Central Texas Council of Governments 
(NCTCOG) achieved substantial progress in vulnerability/resiliency integration with the development of 
Mobility 2040: The Metropolitan Transportation Plan for North Central Texas. That effort was 
consolidated among several major tasks including completion of the FHWA Climate Change/Extreme 
Weather Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study, proliferation of Capital/Operations Asset Management 
(cap/main) corridor pilot projects, development and application of the Regional Ecosystem Framework, 
and regional coordination to expand horizon-year maintenance/operations funding placeholders and 
performance objectives. 
 
Through a separate FHWA grant opportunity completed in March 2015, NCTCOG partnered with the 
University of Texas at Arlington, the city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority to 
determine critical Dallas and Tarrant County roadway and rail infrastructure at risk from flooding or 
excessive heat events. Major findings included the following: 

• “Business-as-usual” emission scenarios indicate North Central Texas will experience more extreme 
weather events by the end of the 21st century with mean summer temperatures increasing by 8oF, 
and annual precipitation punctuated by a 40 percent greater likelihood of severe thunderstorms. 

• Urban heat island effect will become more pronounced as a result of increased suburbanization, 
and in combination with the widespread distribution of high-plasticity soils, moisture gains and 
losses will cause increased stress and damage to infrastructure over time. 

• 636 miles of roads and 39 miles of passenger rail facilities will be in danger of inundation by a 100-
year flood event, but many more facilities area wide will be affected by greater heat risks. 

 
Most importantly, however, the study team considered the linkage between extreme weather events and 
the asset management process. While the city of Dallas regularly assesses street conditions and assigns 
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) ratings based on the extent and severity of pavement distress, the 
database system is currently not configured to directly indicate street degradation or failures from climate 
stressors. 
 
Cap/main employs the development and application of a data management system to track and analyze 
performance information such as infrastructure conditions, traffic patterns, geometric design, and other 
characteristics in various corridors. Partnerships with transportation providers and local stakeholders 
helped develop the data management system and create a more holistic understanding of infrastructure 
planning and investing from the perspective of lifecycle costs and benefits. As a result, the process 
generated an ability to deal with mobility needs and infrastructure resiliency simultaneously. Projects 
identified in the cap/main analysis are able to address probable corridor deficiencies and/or performance 
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gaps through use of more low- to moderate-cost techniques that are not only quick to implement but can 
incorporate adaptive elements more readily. 
 
The NCTCOG Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) updated for Mobility 2040 benefits transportation 
providers, local governments, and resource agency partners by providing assessments of potential 
impacts on important ecological systems located near future transportation projects. Utilizing ten REF 
layers that identify and categorize parameters of green infrastructure, water considerations, and 
ecosystem value throughout the region, maps are generated to highlight levels of conservation priorities 
and potential mitigation strategies are developed to help maintain or improve conditions. Specific 
conclusions and recommendations were determined for each major roadway and passenger rail project 
included for Mobility 2040. This process is highly adaptable to outline methods for improving 
infrastructure resiliency since areas with high REF composite scores are also locations likely to have the 
greatest extreme weather impacts. Measures are already underway to incorporate the REF updates into 
the cap/main corridor analysis. 
 
NCTCOG goals directed toward linking asset management and planning helped ensure that adequate 
funding was given to maintenance and operations of the existing multimodal transportation system, 
consistent with federal and/or state guidelines and recommendations. Total expenditures and funding 
percentage devoted to infrastructure maintenance, management, and operations increased by 27 percent 
with Mobility 2040 compared to the previous metropolitan transportation plan, enabling a robust 
distribution of potential rehabilitation and enhancement projects to improve infrastructure resiliency, as 
well as maintain safe, efficient travel conditions. This outcome was a direct result of increased 
coordination with regional transportation providers in efforts to prepare for transportation asset 
management plan (TAMP) rule making and measures to help achieve a greater state of good repair. It is 
here that NCTCOG identifies many next steps for future integration of infrastructure resiliency. 
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NCTCOG INVEST Implementation Project 
Task 6 Report: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  

 

Background: Mobility 2040 was adopted by the Regional Transportation Council in March 2016. After 
the plan was adopted, transportation department staff evaluated Mobility 2040 using the INVEST 
System Planning for Regions Module. The results showed improvement in the majority of the criteria 
and the overall INVEST score for Mobility 2040 was a Platinum rating.  

 

Process: Since the Mobility 2035 INVEST evaluation in 2014, there has been some staff turnover, but 
overall many of the same staff evaluated Mobility 2040. In total, 23 staff evaluated the 17 criteria using 
the same process from the Mobility 2035 evaluation. Staff answered the system planning criteria 
questions using excel workbooks. The project team created a spreadsheet for each criteria that included 
all of the questions from the online tool, as well as space for notes, supporting documents, and 
recommended next steps. In some cases, multiple reviewers answered questions for a single criterion. 
Many of the reviewers met to discuss their scores.   

Once the individual criteria evaluations had been submitted, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan team 
reviewed the scores since they are most intimately familiar with the content for the final Mobility 2040 
plan. Minor adjustments were made to the scores as a result of this review. Next, the project team 
conducted a group meeting with all of the INVEST evaluators to discuss the changes from the Mobility 
2035 to Mobility 2040 evaluations as well as next steps. The presentation from the final meeting is 
attached. 

 

Results: Using the INVEST 1.2 tool version, the Mobility 2040 system planning process scored at the 
platinum level. This is an increase from the gold level score from the Mobility 2035 evaluation. The 
comparison results for both evaluations are shown in Figure 1.  

The majority of the criteria either had the same or higher score in the evaluation of Mobility 2040. This 
is consistent with the increased emphasis on elements that did not score high during the Mobility 2035 
evaluation. An explanation of each of the criteria emphasis areas is included below.  

SPR-2: Natural Environment and SPR-17: Linking Planning and NEPA: SPR-2 increased two points and 
SPR-17 increased three points from the Mobility 2035 to Mobility 2040 evaluations. Staff feels as though 
this is consistent with the increased emphasis on transportation and environmental coordination since 
Mobility 2035. Through a separate FHWA grant, NCTCOG has integrated an environmental data tool 
called the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) into Mobility 2040, developed a REF website to host 
ecological data, and updated the environmental scoring analysis in the plan. More details are in the 
NCTCOG INVEST Task 3 Report: Planning and Environment Linkages.  

SPR-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning: SPR-15 increased nine points from the Mobility 2035 
to Mobility 2040 evaluations. This is a relatively new topic in regional transportation planning that was 
not substantially addressed in Mobility 2035. Mobility 2040 included an increased emphasis on asset 
management through the creation of a performance-driven project prioritization process and the 
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addition of capital asset management recommendations. The project prioritization was a technical 
process that evaluated each of the candidate roadway corridors based on factors related to the Moving 
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) national performance goals like safety, congestion 
reduction, and infrastructure condition. Staff then categorized each of the corridors by project type; 
Capital Asset Management is a new project type in Mobility 2040. It describes smaller-scale, strategic 
improvements that can be made to roadways without total reconstruction. Examples of capital asset 
management strategies range from re-striping lanes or shoulders to replacing bridges. More details are 
in the NCTCOG INVEST Task 4 Report: Linking Asset Management and Planning.  

SPR-16: Infrastructure Resiliency: SPR-16 increased eight points from the Mobility 2035 to Mobility 2040 
evaluations. Staff gave this criterion a score of 0 for Mobility 2035, which is representative of the 
minimal emphasis this issue was given during development of that plan. Since Mobility 2035 was 
adopted, NCTCOG and partner agencies conducted an extreme weather vulnerability assessment to 
identify infrastructure in the region that is vulnerable to extreme weather events. This initiative was 
funded by a separate FHWA grant. The results of this study as well as next steps are documented in 
Mobility 2040. More details are in the NCTCOG INVEST Task 5 Report: Infrastructure Resiliency.  

The individual summary sheets for all of the System Planning for Regions criteria are included as an 
attachment. 

Figure 1: Mobility 2035 and Mobility 2040 Results  
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Scoring Comments: NCTCOG staff that evaluated the INVEST criteria had some scoring comments that 
may have affected the overall scores:  

• Changes in some questions from different versions of INVEST: changes in questions between the 
different versions of INVEST made it somewhat difficult to compare the different evaluation results.  

• No ability to score partial credit: the INVEST pilot version allowed users to select partial credit on 
some questions. Many NCTCOG reviewers think this would be a beneficial element to still include.  

• Confusion about some of the background criterion materials: some of the term definitions in the 
criterion background pages on the website are different than how NCTCOG defines the terms. This 
resulted in some confusion about what score to assign for some questions.   

• Changes in staff may have resulted in different scoring techniques: since NCTCOG started using 
INVEST in 2012 and scored Mobility 2040 in 2016, there was significant turnover in staff during that 
time period. This resulted in different scoring techniques among individuals.   

• Some questions are related to elements outside of MPO control: reviewers thought that some of the 
questions were referencing elements outside of the MPO’s control, such as land use or economic 
development authority.  

• Some programs and implementation actions related to INVEST criteria not explicitly referenced in 
Mobility 2040: the NCTCOG Transportation Department is one of the largest MPOs in the country, so 
there are countless programs and projects that staff work on and not every single program or 
project is referenced in the mobility plan. Reviewers took the approach to evaluate criteria only 
based on what’s explicitly referenced in Mobility 2040, which may underrepresent some of the 
department’s broader sustainability efforts.  

• Staff consistently answered no to being able to ‘demonstrate sustainable outcomes’ across several 
criteria: this result was also evident in earlier mobility plan evaluations. With the final rulemaking on 
performance-based planning expected later this year, establishing performance measures and 
targets with our transportation partners will be a focus in the coming months.   

 

Next Steps: The project team has ideas to continue use of the INVEST tool even after the 
Implementation grant period ends. First, staff intends to track the sustainability-related performance 
measures that were developed in conjunction with development of Mobility 2040. This effort will be 
coordinated with the development of federally-mandated performance measures and targets. The 
mobility plan team will also provide the INVEST criteria questions at future mobility plan kick-off 
meetings so staff from other teams can refer to the questions before they develop their plan content. 
Finally, staff is interested in looking into what programs or projects could be evaluated using the other 
INVEST scoring modules.  

Reviewers also had several ideas for next steps for specific criteria:  

SPR-1: Economic Development and Land Use 

• Promote policies related to traditional neighborhood development, mixed-income housing, and 
the preservation of agricultural land in rural areas to allow for compact development in infill 
areas 

• Expand the outreach to agencies involved with sustainability into the transportation planning 
process such as increased coordination with school districts  
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• Adopt policies and increase program emphasis on regional coordination and data sharing 
through task forces and training events to encourage regional engagement on sustainability 
issues 

• Promote silo-busting and new partnerships with housing and economic development groups to 
create opportunities for mixed-income and mixed-use developments 

• Quantify the effects of land use changes due to sustainable development projects on decrease 
in VMT, shifts in transportation mode share, and improvements in air quality  

SPR-2: Natural Environment 

• Engage the Conservation Stakeholder Group to assist with updating the environmental scoring 
process 

• Use environmental scoring to identify which natural resources and which subwatersheds are 
most impacted by the mobility plan; suggest specific actions to compensate for these impacts 

SPR-3: Social  

• Promote “Charting the Future: Your Guide to Transportation Planning in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
Metropolitan Area” as a public-friendly overview document 

• Go beyond listing public comments and discuss how the input was or will be used in future 
mobility plans 

• Use innovative methods to engage diverse stakeholders, such as developing an Environmental 
Justice Stakeholder Roundtable  

• Expand media list to include more minority newspapers and publications 
• Determine how to utilize survey input effectively and provide feedback for comments or 

questions related to the surveys 

SPR-4: Bonus: N/A 

SPR-5: Access and Affordability  

• Map low-income block groups and zero-car block groups where public transportation is not 
readily available 

• Identify and map groups living in locations with low access to jobs/special generators and low 
access to public transportation 

• Map low-income populations in relation to areas where housing-transportation affordability is 
prohibitive 

SPR-6: Safety: No next steps specified  

SPR-7: Multi-modal Transportation & Public Health  

• Develop programs that will more fully implement complete streets polices and projects 
• Develop goals and objectives for the mobility plan that would address health impacts and the 

benefits of active transportation modes 
• Pursue opportunities to actively engage public health professionals in the Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Advisory Committee and other active transportation planning projects 
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• Continue to assist with the adoption of regional and local complete streets policies, and 
promote the implementation of such policies 

SPR-8: Freight and Goods Movement  

• Continue system planning activities and refine policy adoption information used by cooperating 
agencies 

• Continue working on pilot study for Intermodal Parkway 

SPR-9: Travel Demand Management: No next steps specified  

SPR-10: Air Quality and Emissions: No next steps specified 

SPR-11: Energy and Fuels 

• Strengthen information included in mobility plan chapter addressing these issues 

SPR-12: Financial Sustainability: No next steps specified 
 
SPR-13: Analysis Methods: No next steps specified 

SPR-14: Transportation System Management & Operations: No next steps specified 

SPR-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning 

• Identify completion and expenditure of funds for Cap/Main projects designated in Mobility 2040 
• Add a measure for tracking percent completion of annual maintenance and preservation plans 
• Determine funding levels for state of good repair 
• Identify strategies to prepare regional economic forecasts that can be linked with state of good 

repair, and calculate the values/impacts of deferred maintenance 
• Identify potential life-cycle costs to apply to the infrastructure 
• Evaluate BCA best practices from local, state, and federal sources 
• Identify and maintain development timeline for all major roadway and transit corridors. 
• Track expenditures for maintenance, rehabilitation, and operational enhancements on an 

annual basis 

SPR-16: Infrastructure Resiliency 

• Incorporate infrastructure vulnerability and resilience measures as part of the data 
collection/analysis efforts 

• Expand upon the existing process of CAPMAIN and coordinate with TxDOT and other local 
agencies to discuss barriers and possible implementation strategies  

• Continue data collection to expand inventory of infrastructure 
• Incorporate climate change/extreme weather vulnerability and risk assessment performance 

measures into the existing Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) 
• Determine spatial extent of potential impacts for all climate/weather stressors across the entire 

12-county Metropolitan Planning Area 
 
SPR-17: Linking Planning and NEPA: No next steps specified 
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Conclusion: NCTCOG’s use of INVEST to evaluate the sustainability of the mobility plan development 
process was beneficial in many ways. First, the Implementation grant served as a reason to bring 
together staff from across the Transportation department to discuss transportation sustainability. 
Second, through the mobility plan evaluations, staff was able to identify current deficiencies and areas 
for improvement and ultimately made significant progress in addressing those deficiencies in Mobility 
2040. Finally, this process served as an example of how sustainability can be incorporated in a part of 
the country where local leaders are often wary of even using the term. NCTCOG plans to continue to use 
INVEST to support development and evaluation of future mobility plans. 
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• Share feedback with FHWA on INVEST tool

• Track performance measures developed through 
INVEST and Mobility 2040 development

• MTP team to provide INVEST criteria questions at 
Mobility Plan kick-off meetings 

• Use INVEST scoring modules for other programs 
and projects 
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• Other INVEST scoring modules
 Project Development
 Operations and Maintenance

• Case studies
• Innovative criteria option

 Users can define sustainable innovations and emerging technologies
addressed in their projects and programs that are not currently
represented in INVEST
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systems
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NCTCOG Mobility 2040 INVEST Evaluation: SPR-01 Integrated Planning: Economic Development and 

Land Use 

SPR-01 Integrated Planning: Economic Development and Land Use  
Integrate statewide and metropolitan Long Range Transportation Plans (LRTP) with regional and/or local 
land use plans and economic development forecasts and goals. Proactively encourage and facilitate 
sustainability through the coordination of transportation, land use, and economic development 
planning. 

Mobility 2040 Points: 15/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 12/15 

SPR-01.1a 

Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives for the integration of metropolitan and/or 

statewide transportation planning with economic development and land use planning above and 

beyond current requirements?  

Answer: Yes  
Notes: The MPO's LRTP adopted Sustainable Development Policies, and focuses on the implementation 

of programs and projects and the RTC recently adopted new policy supporting school districts through 

active transportation, outreach and engagement, school siting, and air quality as it relates to schools 

Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/ 

Next Actions: Expand strategies related to sustainability to promote policies related to traditional 

neighborhood development, mixed-income housing, and the preservation of agricultural land in rural 

areas to allow for compact development in infill areas. 

SPR-01.1b 

Question: Are the goals and objectives consistent with applicable economic development and land use 

plans above and beyond current requirements? 

Answer: Yes 

Notes: Same as previous. 

Links: Same as previous.  

Next Actions: N/A 

SPR-01.2a 

Question: Does the agency regularly engage land use and economic development agencies in its 

jurisdiction throughout the transportation planning process? 

Answer: Yes 
Notes: The MPO coordinates with various local government land use and economic development 

agencies through the public involvement process, RTC, STTC, Sustainable Development Subcommittee, 

TOD Task Force, and the School Siting Task Force 

Links: Refer to Public Involvement section of the MP2040, page 34 of the link: 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 

Next Actions: Expand the outreach to agencies involved with sustainability (3E's) into the transportation 

planning process such as increased ISD coordination and other regional groups 

SPR-01.2b 

Question: Does the agency utilize institutional mechanisms to facilitate the engagement? 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
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Land Use 

Answer: Yes 

Notes: The MPO employs various public involvement tools such as public meetings, workshops, surveys, 

website, social media engagement, and other publication materials to facilitate engagement. 

Links: Refer to Public Involvement section of the MP2040, page 34 of the link: 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 

Next Actions: Adopt policies and increase program emphasis on regional coordination and data sharing 

through task forces and training events to encourage regional engagement on sustainability issues. 

SPR-01.3 

Question: Does the agency use best practice quantitative methods to analyze and evaluate the 

performance of alternative land use/ transportation scenarios?  

Answer: Yes 

Notes: The MPO utilizes land use transportation models and software to evaluate the performance of 

alternative LUTR models. 

Links: Refer to alternative land use transportation scenarios created for the Vision North Texas:  

I:\Sustainable_Development\Sustainable Development\CODE\Vision North Texas\2009 VNT work\VNT 

TR_write up_PM_081809.pdf   

and refer to the Sustainable Development Chapter of MP2040 on page 87 at the link: 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  

Next Actions: Continue to research best practices and methods related to LUTR models, develop data-

based TOD performance measures and station area typologies for a TOD Strategy document, and 

include effects of bicycle/pedestrian models of transportation into this analysis 

SPR-01.4 

Question: Does the agency provide institutional leadership in encouraging transportation planning that 

is consistent with land use and economic development plans and that supports sustainability principles?  

Answer: Yes 

Notes: The MPO provides leadership in coordinating with various local government land use and 

economic development agencies through the public involvement process, RTC, STTC, Sustainable 

Development Subcommittee, TOD Task Force, and the School Siting Task Force.  The RTC adopted a 

policy supporting school districts and the SD team created a new program dedicated to community 

schools and transportation planning integration. 

Links: Refer to the Sustainable Development Chapter of MP2040 on page 87 at the link to review the 

subcommittees and task forces that encourage transportation and land use planning that support 

sustainability principles: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 

Next Actions: Increase the coordination of the regional school siting task force, TOD task force, and the 

sustainable development subcommittee.  Promote silo-busting and new partnerships with housing and 

economic development groups to create opportunities for mixed-income and mixed-use developments 

SPR-01.5a and SPR-01.5b 

Question: Can the agency demonstrate sustainable outcomes? 

Answer: Both of the above-mentioned requirements are met (The LRTP is integrated with land use and 

economic development plans, and the agency is implementing transportation investments that support 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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sustainability principles; The LRTP includes sustainability-related performance measures for the 

integration of transportation planning with economic development and land use planning. 

Notes: MP2040 includes performance measures for each program under sustainable development: 

Land-Use Transportation Connections Program, Community Schools and Transportation Program, 

Transit-Oriented Development Program, and Sustainable Development Funding Program. 

Links: Refer to page 87 of the SD chapter and the Appendix at the following link for performance 

measures for each SD program: 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  

Next Actions: Continue to quantify the results of performance measures detailed in MP2040 

 

SPR-01.5c 

Question: Does the agency monitor progress towards goals for at least one year and can the agency 

demonstrate the achievement of its goals and objectives?  

Answer: Yes 

Notes: The MPO monitors performance measures and distributes those through agency Annual 

Accomplishment documents, Governors Report, and other outreach documents such as Progress North 

Texas, and presentations to committees and public meetings. Regional Mobility Initiative booklets were 

developed to highlight performance measures for the Sustainable Development Funding Program and 

Transit-Oriented Development Program. 

Links: SD Factsheet: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/outreach/SDFactSheet.pdf  

Progress North Texas: http://www.nctcog.org/TRANS/outreach/sor/  

SD RMI: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/documents/SusDevRMI_2015_Final_.pdf  

Next Actions: Quantify the effects of land use changes due to sustainable development projects on 

decrease in VMT, shifts in transportation mode share, and an increase in air quality 
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SPR-02 Integrated Planning: Natural Environment  
Integrate ecological considerations into the transportation planning process, including the development of long 
range transportation plans (LRTP), corridor plans, and the TIP. Proactively support and enhance long-term 
ecological function through the coordination of transportation and natural resource planning. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 8/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 6/15  

 

SPR-02.1a 
Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives that meet the requirement for the integration 
of metropolitan and/or statewide transportation planning with applicable environmental plans, policies, 
and goals? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: M2040 Goals - Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and promote 
active lifestyles  
M2040 Policies - Protect, retain, restore, or enhance the region's environmental assets during planning 
and implementation of transportation programs and projects; Work cooperatively with regulatory and 
conservation partners to develop innovative approaches that meet their conservation priorities and 
facilitate the delivery of transportation projects; Encourage transportation programs and projects that 
provide appropriate access to the natural environment to support healthy lifestyles.  
These include one goal related to air quality and the natural environment, five policies related to air 
quality, seven programs related to air quality, four policies related to natural environment, and one 
program related to natural environment. Outside of air quality, our region has few natural resource- or 
conservation-related plans to comply with. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/ 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-02.1b 
Question: Are the goals and objectives consistent with or surpass local, metropolitan, and/or statewide 
environmental plans, policies, and goals? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: At beginning of M2040 development, staff met with resource and regulatory partners to review 
environmental-related goals and policies in M2040 to make sure language is consistent with their goals, 
plans and policies. During the development of Mobility 2040, the local and state agencies were involved 
in the process and development of the MTP to sure all components supported their missions and 
objectives. We set more stringent air quality budgets than required by the EPA. Few other local, metro, 
or statewide environmental plans, policies, and goals exist. 
Links: KW: presentation from M2040 TRACES meeting 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-02.2a 
Question: Does the agency go above and beyond current consultation requirements by regularly 
engaging natural resource and regulatory agencies? 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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Answer: Yes 
Notes: The agency utilizes two programs: a TRACES workgroup for meeting with resource agencies and a 
PEL workgroup for meeting with regulatory agencies (TxDOT, FHWA, and NTTA). Staff has engaged 
partners to develop Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) interactive mapping website and to assess 
potential mitigation demand from M2040 projects. Through our TRACES and PEL working groups we 
have engaged these stakeholders. An ongoing aquatic resource mitigation assessment has led to deeper 
interaction with resource and regulatory agencies. 
Links:  
REF website - www.nctcog.org/ref 
PEL Working Group: http://www.nctcog.org/traces/goals.asp  
Next Actions: Expand the outreach to agencies involved with sustainability (3E's) into the transportation 
planning process such as increased ISD coordination and other regional groups 
 
SPR-02.2b 
Question: Does the agency utilize institutional mechanisms to facilitate the engagement? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Scheduling these meetings and conference calls to facility coordination between working groups 
at NCTCOG and these agencies. A relationship with USACE is facilitated via a 214 agreement, and 
NCTCOG funds a staff member at USACE to expedite permitting. TRACES, PEL, and the mitigation 
assessment are also facilitated through less formal means, such as workshops and phone conferences.  
Links: Refer to Public Involvement section of the MP2040, page 34 of the 
link: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
http://www.nctcog.org/traces/RAC.asp  
Next Actions: Adopt policies and increase program emphasis on regional coordination and data sharing 
through task forces and training events to encourage regional engagement on sustainability issues. 
 
SPR-02.3 
Question: Does the agency apply system or landscape-scale evaluation techniques using natural 
resource data? 
Answer: The agency applies system or landscape-scale evaluation techniques using natural resource 
data during the transportation planning process and has completed the first two required items 
Notes: The REF is a landscape-level tool that has been incorporated into M2040 to assess ecological 
conditions and identify opportunities to avoid and/or minimize potential impacts of planned 
transportation projects; M2040 also includes an analysis on the potential environmental impact M2040 
roadway and transit projects would have. NCTCOG has developed a working REF through the Eco-Logical 
grant.  The REF was utilized in the development of the 2040 MTP.  An interactive online map has been 
developed for other agencies to utilize this data.  Currently NCTCOG is evaluating impacts and potential 
mitigation of it system to water resources. The agency has used the Regional Ecosystem Framework to 
evaluate natural resource data at the landscape scale and identify areas where impacts should be 
avoided or minimized. An interactive website was created to make this data available to stakeholders. 
The Loop 9 Conservation and Vision project identified areas that should be conserved. The ongoing 
aquatic resource mitigation assessment has identified areas that could be enhanced or restored. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/traces/Ref.asp  

http://www.nctcog.org/ref
http://www.nctcog.org/traces/goals.asp
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/traces/RAC.asp
http://www.nctcog.org/traces/Ref.asp
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http://nctcoggis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=629ea7bf1f5e4d93a38f857ebb1f
2f1f  
Next Actions: The aquatic resources mitigation assessment will conclude in June 2016 and make 
recommendations for further action. 
 
SPR-02.4a&b 
Question: Can the agency demonstrate sustainable outcomes? 
Answer: Both of the above-mentioned requirements are met (The LRTP is integrated with land use and 
economic development plans, and the agency is implementing transportation investments that support 
sustainability principles; The LRTP includes sustainability-related performance measures for the 
integration of transportation planning with economic development and land use planning. 
Notes: NCTCOG developed sustainability-related performance measures in coordination with M2040 
development; ecological-related performance measures include: change in number of acres determined 
to have high biodiversity, rarity, or ecosystem sustainability based on the REF. The 2040 MTP has polices 
and goals supporting long term ecological functions, but lacks specific performance measures to meet to 
those long term goals. M2040 projects receive scores based on high-level analyses of their potential 
environmental impacts, these scores do not affect decision-making. 
Links: Regional Performance Appendix, pp. 26-
28: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf  
Mobility 2040 Environmental Considerations Appendix: 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf 
Next Actions: Continue to quantify the results of performance measures detailed in MP2040; Scoring 
method for roadway and transit projects included in LRTPs will be evaluated and changed as needed in 
2016-2017. 
 
SPR-02.4c 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress toward goals for at least one year and can demonstrate 
sustainable outcomes? 
Answer: No 
Notes: not officially tracking and reporting these measures yet 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: future plans will report on progress of performance measures created through INVEST 
process 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://nctcoggis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=629ea7bf1f5e4d93a38f857ebb1f2f1f
http://nctcoggis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=629ea7bf1f5e4d93a38f857ebb1f2f1f
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
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SPR-03 Integrated Planning: Social   
The agency’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is consistent with and supportive of the community’s vision 
and goals. When considered in an integrated fashion, these plans, goals and visions support sustainability 
principles. The agency applies context-sensitive principles to the planning process to achieve solutions that balance 
multiple objectives to meet stakeholder needs. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 10/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 10/15  

 

SPR-03.1 
Question: Do the metropolitan and/or statewide transportation planning agencies share the 
community's vision for overall sustainability efforts; are transportation-related goals and objectives are 
consistent with that vision? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: M2040 Goals include = ensure all communities are provided access to the regional transportation 
system and planning process; Encourage livable communities which support sustainability and economic 
vitality. This, however, is a tricky question to answer because I don't think sustainability is a priority in 
our community and there is no broadly supported "vision." But goals/objectives in Mobility 2040 
support active transportation and responsible land-use strategies. 
Links:  M2040 Social Considerations 
Chapter: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-03.2 
Question: Does the agency successfully identify a diverse range of stakeholders and public participants? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Extensive public involvement mailing list; for M2040, effort was made to reach out to Spanish-
speaking communities by translating surveys and posting information at Pizza Patrons in the region. The 
Public Involvement Plan, Language Assistance Plan, and outreach to diverse communities via the media 
all seek to identify a diverse range of stakeholders and public participants. However, there is a 
difference between identifying such groups and successfully engaging them. 
Links: plan public comments in M2040 Social Considerations Appendix 
= http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: EJ stakeholder roundtable 
 
SPR-03.2a 
Question: If yes… Does the agency identify a diverse range of stakeholders and public participants, 
which include, at a minimum, all interested parties (as defined by current regulations), in addition to all 
other parties potentially affected by changes to the transportation system? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: We administer committees targeted at freight, aviation, bike/ped, military, and other 
stakeholders. We interact with other public and private transportation agencies. We identify low-
income and minority groups. Through a mailing list, over ten thousand people and numerous 
organizations regularly receive notice of public meetings and notice of other transportation initiatives 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
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and input opportunities; all interested members of the public may join the mailing list. The public is 
notified of meetings through email, mail, newspaper ads, fliers sent to municipal offices and libraries 
and posts to the Department website and social media. Translation and other accommodations are 
offered for each meeting. Additionally, an environmental Justice analysis of the project 
recommendations in Mobility 2040 was conducted to see if there are any adverse and disproportionate 
impacts to EJ populations.  
Links: Mobility 2040: Social 
Considerations: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf; 
Appendix B: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf; Public 
Participation Plan: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/outreach/involve/PPP_Feb2015.pdf  
Next Actions: Expand media list to include more minority newspapers and publications; expand mailing 
list to include more groups that represent the interests of low-income individuals, minority communities 
and people with disabilities. 
 
SPR-03.2b 
Question: Does the agency give special consideration and attention to the engagement of low-income, 
minority, disabled, and linguistically isolated populations, and use a diverse and innovative range of 
public involvement techniques to ensure the engagement process is inclusive? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Updated public participation plan used to guide M2040 public involvement; NCTCOG EJ Index 
used as a preliminary screening tool to identify concentrations of EJ populations in the region.  The 
agency does give special consideration to these groups via the Public Involvement Plan, Language 
Assistance Plan, and outreach via media. The agency also participates in festivals that draw diverse 
attendees. However, I believe the use of more innovative techniques could make the engagement 
process more inclusive. I have rarely if ever seen individuals from these groups at the public meetings I 
have attended. Two surveys distributed online and at community events and public meetings across the 
region each received more than 2,500 and 1,500 responses, respectively. In addition to the 
aforementioned mailing list and public meetings, outreach for Mobility 2040 included Spanish-language 
advertising in stores and on social media. Both the Mobility 2040 home page and transportation 
priorities survey were translated to Spanish. The 2015 Public Participation Plan contains the Language 
Assistance Plan as well as measures for identifying EJ populations that could benefit from enhanced 
outreach during specific projects. 
Links: Mobility 2040: Social 
Considerations http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf      
Appendix B http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf          
Public Participation Plan http://www.nctcog.org/trans/outreach/involve/PPP_Feb2015.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-03.2c 
Question: Does the agency include an education component so that stakeholders understand the 
transportation planning process and are able to better provide informed and meaningful input? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Most of the material presented is informational, but not educational because it uses jargon 
unfamiliar to the general public. However, I have attended a limited number of public meetings. A 
Mobility 2040 infographic distributed online supplemented information about Mobility 2040 provided at 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/outreach/involve/PPP_Feb2015.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/outreach/involve/PPP_Feb2015.pdf
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public meetings and in Department newsletters. Online video recordings of public meetings made 
information accessible to stakeholders at any time from any device. 
Links: M2040 infographic on pg. 39 
of http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: Find new ways to outline planning processes that are easier to digest and 
locate/distribute online. 
 
SPR-03.3a 
Question: Does the agency use a transparent process to inform stakeholders how their input will be 
used and then follow through accordingly? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: 16 formal public meetings held during M2040 development process and there were associated 
comment periods after each meeting; MPO technical and policy committees also briefed continuously 
throughout process; additional community events held during plan development Public comments are 
reported in Mobility 2040. However, no indication is given of how this input affects transportation 
planning decisions (no evidence of change in plans).The 2015 Public Participation Plan outlines the 
process for notifying the public about comment periods for the long-range transportation plan. Sixteen 
public meetings and several community events held across the region kept the public informed of the 
planning process. 
Links: list of M2040 outreach events on pp. 42-43 
of http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: Find new ways to outline planning processes that are easier to digest and 
locate/distribute online. 
 
SPR-03.3b 
Question: Does the agency demonstrate to stakeholders how their input was used to inform and affect 
transportation planning decisions? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Results for both surveys were posted online at the Mobility 2040 website and shared with the 
technical and policy committees. Public input is provided to the technical and policy committees prior to 
them making decisions. Comments and formal responses are contained in Appendix B.  
Links: Mobility 2040 website: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/  Appendix 
B: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-03.4 
Question: Can the agency demonstrate sustainable outcomes? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
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SPR-03.4a 
Question: Does the agency implement transportation investments that support the community's vision 
and goals and help achieve sustainability outcomes? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: M2040 includes several goals, policies, programs, and projects related to sustainability. The vast 
majority of funding goes to road, some does go to bus, rail, and off-road trails for bike/ped. The region is 
hampered by state Legislature funding restricted to use for roadways, even though community 
members and leaders have expressed interest in additional public transportation. The agency has now 
power over land-use, but does encourage sustainable development. Public input, including survey 
results, public comments and direction received from the Regional Transportation Council and technical 
committees, are reflected in Mobility 2040's goals and policies related to access, livable communities, 
sustainability, economic vitality, environment, air quality, and timely plan implementation. 
Links: Mobility 2040: Social 
Considerations http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-03.4b 
Question: Does the LRTP include performance measures to assess the effectiveness of its public 
involvement process? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: NCTCOG developed sustainability-related performance measures in coordination with M2040; 
social-related performance measures include: Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or 
Census tracts scoring high on the EJ Index; Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or Census 
tracts located outside the more urban counties of Colling, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant; Number of 
outreach opportunities advertised in foreign languages; and, Number of partnerships with organizations 
that work with EJ groups. Performance measures described in Mobility 2040 track contact with EJ, rural, 
and LEP individuals, and with groups that support EJ initiatives. Public involvement performance 
measures included in Mobility 2040: 1) Change in the number of contacts from zip codes or Census 
tracts scoring high on the Environmental Justice index. 2) Change in the number of contacts from ZIP 
codes or Census tracts located outside the more urban counties of Collin, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant. 
3) Number of outreach opportunities advertised in foreign 
languages. 4) Number of partnerships with organizations that work with Environmental Justice groups. 
Links: INVEST performance measures included on pp. 26-28 of Appendix 
F: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf  
 
Next Actions: Quantify the effects of land use changes due to sustainable development projects on 
decrease in VMT, shifts in transportation mode share, and an increase in air quality 
 
SPR-03.4c 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress towards goals for at least one year and can the agency 
demonstrate the achievement of its goals and objectives?  
Answer: No 
Notes: not officially tracking and reporting these measures yet 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
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Links: future plans will report on progress of performance measures created through INVEST process. 
Update, compile and analyze data for official reporting. 
Next Actions: future plans will report on progress of performance measures created through INVEST 
process 
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SPR-05 Access and Affordability    
Enhance accessibility and affordability of the transportation system to all users and by multiple modes. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 10/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 12/15  

 

SPR-05.1a 
Question: Do system planning documents analyze physical access and identify population groups or 
areas where this is an issue? 
Answer: No 
Notes:  Physical access (i.e. ADA requirements) are not explicitly considered in M2040. However, M2040 
does identify potentially transportation disadvantaged groups - including disabled individuals. However, 
no spatial analysis is conducted to identify lack of accessibility for specific groups or regions/counties. 
No separate analysis is conducted for people with disabilities. Within the Operational Efficiency section 
the concept of Complete Streets (safe access and travel for all users, ages and abilities including 
accessible pedestrian signals and curb extensions)  is addressed indicating that Mobility 2040 endorses 
context-sensitive solutions to ensure streets are "complete"  and policies support safe access and travel 
for all users.  The Social Considerations section explains how planners must consider how a 
demographically diverse region affects residents' transportation needs.  But, I do not see a direct 
analysis of physical access and identified population groups. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-05.1b 
Question: Do system planning documents analyze access and equity and identify specific populations or 
areas where this is an issue? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: M2040 includes an EJ analysis that compares mobility and accessibility performance indicators 
for protected (EJ) and non-protected populations across the current, build, and no-build transportation 
system scenarios. The protected populations include low-income and minority groups. The accessibility 
measures identified above compare performance results for aggregate Environmental Justice and non-
Environmental Justice groups. But again, no spatial analysis identifies lack of accessibility for specific 
populations or areas, and does not compare/contrast access for EJ and non-EJ groups on a spatial basis. 
Transportation System Management and Operations projects were analyzed to compare the total 
number of centerline miles with TSMO to the total number of centerline miles adjacent to a protected-
class population. The Social Considerations section includes Environmental Justice policies which 
support nondiscrimination, and includes how planning efforts integrate assessment and analysis. Page 
11 in this section explains how NCTCOG's efforts integrate nondiscrimination principles during planning 
through assessment, analysis and outreach. To get points in this section, need to demonstrate 
effectively evaluating and monitoring the plan.  The policies show this, and charts/graphs show analysis.   
Links: M2040 EJ analysis described on pp. 12-17 in Social Considerations chapter 
(http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf) and pp. 23-35 in 
Appendix B (http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf)  
Next Actions: N/A 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
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SPR-05.1c 
Question: Do system planning documents analyze affordability and identify specific populations or 
areas where this is an issue?  
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The EJ analysis mentioned above includes low-income groups as one of the protected 
populations. M2040 also includes a discussion about the combined housing and transportation costs in 
our region compared to other regions. The Regional Tolling Analysis, a companion document to our 
MTP, discusses how low-income individuals may be impacted by tolls. Affordability of the transportation 
system is achieved through planning for who have limited income, and by conducting planning activities 
that minimize the cost of transportation such as non-motorized access, mixed-use development, and 
non-traditional transportation modes. The Operational Efficiency section (p. 31) addresses this topic. 
And Social Consideration section addresses the impact of affordability on lower income populations and 
compares our region to others.  The Active Transportation section discusses providing travel choice, 
such as non-motorized travel.  Mixed-use/TOD is also addressed (Mobility Options, p. 20). 
Links: RTA from previous plan (under development for Mobility 2040) 
- http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2035/documents/RTAJan2014.pdf  
Page 23-29 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf; Page 14 of 
Operation Efficiency chapter 
in http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: EJ will be a criteria when TSMO projects are selected in the future, per the MTP. 
 
SPR-05.1d 
Question: Does the LRTP include documentation of targeted, enhanced outreach or communications 
that have been used to engage these population groups or areas in the transportation planning process? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: Various outreach strategies utilized to engage the public, including: email; paper notices; 
translation services. More description in SPR-3 (Social) criteria evaluation. The LRTP documents the 
following outreach to EJ groups: Spanish-language citizen's guide to transportation planning; outreach 
to Indian Tribal governments as appropriate; press releases sent to minority newspapers, magazines, 
and television stations. Nondiscrimination is a core principle in all efforts, including transportation 
planning. This includes meeting state & fed requirements and encouraging community participation 
through public meetings, outreach events, surveys and working with transportation partners. 
Links: M2040 discussion on public involvement - pp. 18-22 of Social Considerations Chapter and pp. 36-
50 of Appendix B 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-05.2a 
Question: Does the agency use travel model, census, geospatial, and other data to quantitatively 
evaluate the nature and distribution of accessibility and affordability concerns in its jurisdiction? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The M2040 EJ analysis utilizes travel model information, demographic forecasts, and census data 
to assess impacts of M2040 projects on protected and non-protected populations. Performance 
indicators are related to mobility and accessibility. The agency uses travel model, census, and geospatial 
data to quantify accessibility indicators; however the agency does not analyze affordability concerns or 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2035/documents/RTAJan2014.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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the distribution of accessibility and affordability concerns. These tools are used, but I do not see 
quantitative analysis of how the system addresses concerns.   
Links: M2040 EJ analysis described on pp. 12-17 in Social Considerations chapter 
(http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf)and pp. 23-35 in 
Appendix B (http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf)  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-05.2b 
Question: Does the agency analyze how its transportation planning documents address or improves 
issues?  
Answer: Yes 
Notes: If it is determined that any recommendation(s) in the plan would cause disproportionately high 
or adverse effects to EJ populations, then NCTCOG would work with partner agencies to reevaluate 
project that is causing issues. To date, no such effects have been identified. The agency altered its 
performance measure analysis for Mobility 2040 based on discussion of whether previous analyses met 
the definition for protected populations. Quantitative analysis of how its system plan addresses concern 
such as access to jobs, equitable cost of access, affordability of travel choices and affordability of 
housing through transit investments are seen via the performance measures.  Performance measures 
show EJ analysis for protected vs. non-protected populations.    
Links: Not documented in the MTP 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-05.3a 
Question: Does the LRTP include sustainability-related performance measures that can be used to 
monitor the effects of plan implementation on transportation accessibility and affordability? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: NCTCOG developed sustainability-related performance measures in coordination with M2040; 
accessibility-related performance measures include: relative change in Housing + Transportation 
Affordability Index; and, change in the number of jobs accessible to EJ populations by car and by transit. 
Performance measures are included in the MTP that could be used to monitor transportation 
accessibility, but none exist that monitor affordability for users of the transportation system. In 
reviewing performance measures and goals I do not see how transportation affordability will be 
measured.  Regarding transportation accessibility, this can be implied via goals to improve transit-
oriented development and performance indicators related to number of jobs accessible within 30 
minutes by auto or 60 by transit.   
Links: INVEST performance measures listed in Regional Performance Appendix, pp. 26-
28: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
If yes… 
 
SPR-05.3b 
Question: Is the agency monitoring progress against the performance measures and adjusting its 
efforts as necessary to meet its goals? 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/BSocialConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
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Answer: No 
Notes: not officially tracking and reporting these measures yet 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: future plans will report on progress of performance measures created through INVEST 
process 
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SPR-06 Safety Planning   
Agency integrates quantitative measures of safety into regional planning policies, ordinances, activities, projects, 
and programs, and across all modes and jurisdictions. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 14/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 10/15  

 

SPR-06.1 
Question: Does the agency collaborate and participate in the development and implementation of the 
state strategic highway safety plan? 
Answer: Yes, the agency actively collaborates in the creation of the SHSP and implements the SHSP in 
agency-specific planning and programming activities. 
Notes: The NCTCOG Safety Program has participated in development workshops related to the SHSP. 
Aspects of the SHSP were also incorporated in the established purpose and goals for the Regional Safety 
Advisory Committee. The Safety Program and RSAC members also participated in the development 
survey administered by TTI and held a work session to discuss/review the draft plan components. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/safety/RegSftyWrkGrp.asp  
Next Actions: Expand strategies related to sustainability to promote policies related to traditional 
neighborhood development, mixed-income housing, and the preservation of agricultural land in rural 
areas to allow for compact development in infill areas. 
 
SPR-06.2a 
Question: Has the agency incorporated the Toward Zero Death (TZD) vision and implementing TZD as 
part of its transportation planning activities? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The Toward Zero Death Vison is referenced and supported in the Safety section of the MTP.   It is 
the goal of the Safety Program to reduce crashes and fatalities annually.  This is achieved through safety 
planning and implementation efforts; data analysis and information system development; safety 
education and training efforts; and innovative funding and partnership agreements.   
Links: TSSF3-003 is consistent with TZD. 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-06.2b 
Question: Has the agency developed strategies/plans to support TZD? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Multiple programs have been implemented that will assist in reducing serious injuries and 
fatalities across all modes of travel.  Projects within the Safety Program include the Wrong Way Driving 
Pilot Projects in Dallas and Tarrant Counties; Traffic Incident Management Training Programs; Mobility 
Assistance Patrol Program; Intersection Safety Implementation Plan; Commercial Vehicle Enforcement 
initiatives; safety training initiatives; and safety campaigns.  All of these programs assist in reducing 
crashes and fatalities.  Other project initiatives are underway in the department related to 
Bicycle/Pedestrian safety, and intermodal freight related initiatives. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/safety/RegSftyWrkGrp.asp
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SPR-06.3 
Question: Does the agency develop a Plan that Incorporates Safety into Short- and Long-Range 
Transportation Planning? 
Answer: The agency has developed a regional-specific approach/plan to identify expenditures on 
programs, projects, and activities targeting a reduction in fatalities and serious injuries in the region.  
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-06.4 
Question: Does the agency integrate quantitative safety considerations in the selection and evaluation 
of strategies during the transportation planning process? 
Answer: The agency has integrated quantitative safety performance measures into the transportation 
planning process. 
Notes: The Safety Program reports annual performance measures to the Surface Transportation 
Technical Committee and the Regional Transportation Council. The reports are also available on the 
NCTCOG website. Regional and corridor level crash rates were also used in the development of the 
Congestion Management Process - 2013 Update. County-level crash rates are also calculated annually. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-06.5 
Question: Does the agency incorporate and integrate quantitative safety considerations into the 
selection and evaluation of strategies for different user groups? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Safety data is provided to other user groups to help rank competitive project selection and to 
assist in determining safety-related issues with various user groups. Safety data is also provided to 
support requests for project improvements. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-06.5a and SPR-06.5b 
Question: Does the agency select strategies that include systemic treatments with proven effectiveness 
in reducing fatalities and serious injuries? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: TSSF3-001; TSSF3-003; TSSF3-004; TSSF3-005; NCTCOG Intersection Implementation Plan and 
Wrong Way Driving Pilot Projects 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-06.7 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress toward goals for at least one year and can the agency 
demonstrate measurable achievement toward goals? 
Answer: Yes 
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Notes: Projects such as the WWD Pilot Project will include and after study to determine if implemented 
strategies are effective in reducing crashes.  These after studies have not been initiated.   
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-07 Multimodal Transportation and Public Health    
Expand travel choices and modal options by enhancing the extent and connectivity of multimodal infrastructure. 
Support and enhance public health by investing in active transportation modes. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 6/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 6/15  

 

SPR-07.1a 
Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives for enhancing the extent and connectivity of 
multimodal infrastructure within its jurisdiction? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: Introduction (p. 3) states the overall goals of the multimodal infrastructure.  And Mobility 
Options section also addresses these goals of improvement and access. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/ 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Expand strategies related to sustainability to promote policies related to traditional 
neighborhood development, mixed-income housing, and the preservation of agricultural land in rural 
areas to allow for compact development in infill areas. Need to further develop programs that will 
implement complete streets polices and projects. 
 
SPR-07.1b 
Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives related to active transportation and the 
improvement of public health? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: This topic is listed many times in the document including this being a way to promote heath, 
improve transportation efficiency, etc.  Goals are seen in Operational Efficiency  section (p. 24).   
Mobility Options section has Active Transportation sub-section (p. 14) which has goals.   
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf  
Next Actions: Need to further develop goals and objectives for the MTP that would address health 
impacts and the benefits of active transportation modes 
 
SPR-07.2 
Question: Does the agency regularly engage public health and active mode stakeholders? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Public participation is vital to ensuring that the planning process fosters meaningful involvement.   
Strategies include engaging with partners, which are listed on page 20 of Social Considerations section.   
Environmental Considerations section (p. 2) discusses using CDC's indicators regarding public health.  
The goal is to successfully involve and interact with an institution or stakeholder early, often and on-
going. Public Involvement section (page 18) describes the public participation plan.  Quarterly meetings 
of the regional Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) are conducted with active mode 
stakeholders throughout the region.  Public health officials are not formal members of the BPAC, 
however various public health officials are included on the BPAC's interested parties mailing list and are 
invited to attend BPAC meetings. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/committees/bpac/index.asp  

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/committees/bpac/index.asp
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Next Actions: Pursue opportunities to actively engage the public health professionals in the BPAC and 
other active transportation planning projects.   
 
SPR-07.3a 
Question: Does the agency’s planning process include and prioritize active, non-motorized 
transportation projects and programs as a component of the LRTP? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Recommendations are included in Mobility Options section. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-07.3b 
Question: Does the agency’s LRTP integrate transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and roadway networks so that 
intermodal connections are safe and convenient? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The Mobility 2040 chapter for Mobility Options promotes "providing traveler choice" and the 
integration of multi-modes of transportation, including the adoption of a context sensitive solutions 
(complete streets) policy for the region. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Continue to assist with the adoption of regional and local complete streets policies, and 
promote the implementation of such policies 
 
SPR-07.3c 
Question: Has the agency evaluated the health impacts of the LRTP to determine whether the planned 
transportation investments will help the agency to meet its public health and active transportation 
goals? 
Answer: No 
Notes: I don’t see language related to how to evaluate health impacts related to meeting public health 
and active transportation goals.   
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: Need to develop performance measures that would indicate or be used to measure health 
impacts of the MTP. 
 
SPR-07.4 
Question: Does the agency evaluate its progress toward meeting its multimodal and public health goals 
and makes adjustments as necessary? 
Answer: No 
Notes: I do not see a method of evaluating progress toward meeting goals or making adjustments.   
Again, page 2 of the Environmental Considerations section cold be used as a tool to  monitor progress. 
NCTCOG is primarily addressing public health through safety initiatives such as a regional safety and 
educational campaign, a regional bicycle/pedestrian monitoring program to count volumes of users on 
facilities, preparing summaries of bicycle/pedestrian crash hot spots in the region, and developing a 
Regional Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan. 
Links: N/A 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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Next Actions: Need to develop performance measures that would indicate or be used to measure health 
impacts of the MTP. 
 
If yes… 
 
SPR-07.4a 
Question: Is the agency implementing transportation investments that expand travel choices and modal 
options and support and enhance public health? 
Answer: N/A 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
 
SPR-07.4b 
Question: Has the agency incorporated multimodal and public health-related performance measures 
into its LRTP and can demonstrate ongoing monitoring of its progress toward meeting its goals? 
Answer: N/A 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-07.4c 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress towards goals for at least one year and can the agency 
demonstrate the achievement of its goals and objectives?  
Answer: N/A 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-08 Freight and Goods Access and Mobility     
Implement a transportation plan that meets freight access and mobility needs while also supporting triple bottom 
line sustainability principles. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 11/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 3/15  

 

SPR-08.1a 
Question: Does the agency include in system plans, specific provisions for maintaining and improving 
freight reliability and connectivity between modes and to freight generators for both inter-and intra-city 
freight, in ways that enhance sustainability? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Policies - MTP Reference # FP3-007 & FP3-011. Also, 
through Freight System and Network planning - Reference # FP2-120 and FP2-330 in Land use planning. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf    
Next Actions: Continue system planning activities and refine Policy adoption information used by 
cooperating agencies. Work on implementing the policies and programs.  As well as work with other 
teams within the department. 
 
SPR-08.1b 
Question: Does the agency consider multimodal freight mobility needs in the transportation planning 
process? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Policies - MTP Reference # FP3-007 & FP3-011. Also, 
through Freight System and Network planning - Reference # FP2-120 and FP2-330 in Land use planning. 
Freight Policies and Programs listed in the Appendix E 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/goods/freight/documents/fcds20150507MJ_3.14.16.pdf  
Next Actions: Include projects in the MTP/TIP and Implement suggested improvements 
 
SPR-8.2a 
Question: Does the agency regularly engage freight service providers, stakeholders, workers, and 
representative in developing transportation planning documents? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Regional Freight Advisory Committee (RFAC) 
Links: www.nctcog.org/rfac 
Next Actions: Continue hosting the committee and conducting one of one meetings of members.  
 
SPR-08.2b 
Question: Does the agency utilize institutional mechanisms to facilitate the engagement of freight 
stakeholders? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Regional Freight Advisory Committee (RFAC) 
Links: www.nctcog.org/rfac 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/goods/freight/documents/fcds20150507MJ_3.14.16.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/rfac
http://www.nctcog.org/rfac
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Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-08.3a 
Question: Does the agency include and monitor freight access performance measures in planning 
documents? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Policies - MTP Reference # FP3-007 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/goods/freight/documents/fcds20150507MJ_3.14.16.pdf   
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-08.3b 
Question: Does the agency include and monitor freight mobility performance measures in planning 
documents?  
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Policies - MTP Reference # FP3-009 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf     
Next Actions: Track performance measures 
 
SPR-08.4a 
Question: Does the agency provide for planning, evaluating, maintaining, and improving intermodal 
freight connectors at all levels? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Policies - MTP Reference # FP3-004 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf     
Next Actions: Continue working on Pilot study for Intermodal Parkway 
 
SPR-08.4b 
Question: Does the agency provide for planning, evaluating, maintaining, and enhancing freight mobility 
utilizing appropriate quantitative measures and monitoring for freight modes? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Listed in Mobility 2040 under Freight Programs - MTP Reference # FP2-110 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf     
Next Actions: Identify and submit classification count locations for Freight related modeling updates 
 
SPR-01.5c 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress towards goals for at least one year and show measurable 
advancement toward goals? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/edo/stratplan/docs/2015NCTCOGStrategicPlan.pdf  
Next Actions: Track Performance Measures 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/goods/freight/documents/fcds20150507MJ_3.14.16.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/EMobilityOptions.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/edo/stratplan/docs/2015NCTCOGStrategicPlan.pdf
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SPR-09 Travel Demand Management     
Reduce vehicle travel demand throughout the system. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 13/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 13/15  

 

SPR-09.1a 
Question: Has the agency developed quantifiable TDM goals and objectives for reducing travel demand 
for the transportation network within its jurisdiction? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-09.1b 
Question: Are the TDM goals and objectives also consistent with relevant state and/or metropolitan 
goals and objectives for reducing travel demand? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Various program related reductions are included in the MTP - the regional vanpool program, 
Employer Trip Reduction Program, and park-and-ride facilities.  However not all reductions are 
quantifiable. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-09.2 
Question: Is the agency implementing a comprehensive TDM program that includes several of the 
various types of TDM strategies described*? 
Answer: The agency is implementing a comprehensive TDM program that includes several (four or 
more) of the TDM strategies described below*. 
Notes: The NCTCOG TDM Program includes the Employer Trip Reduction Program which markets 
alternatives to SOV trips; the Regional Vanpool Program; regional Park-and-Ride Facilities; 
Transportation Management Associations, and TryParkingIt.com - the region's ride-matching and 
commuter tracking website. TryParkingIt.com now includes an integrated rewards system and allows 
the execution /monitoring of commuter challenges. 
Links: www.TryParkingIt.com   www.nctcog.org/trans/programs/TDM.asp www.tryparkingit.com/Public
/PublicPage.aspx?ItemName=EmployerProgram&FileType=HTML  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-09.3 
Question: Does the agency have quantifiable TDM performance measures and can the agency 
demonstrate ongoing monitoring of its TDM program? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The agency has quantifiable TDM performance measures and can demonstrate ongoing 
monitoring of its TDM program. 

http://www.tryparkingit.com/
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/programs/TDM.asp
http://www.tryparkingit.com/Public/PublicPage.aspx?ItemName=EmployerProgram&FileType=HTML
http://www.tryparkingit.com/Public/PublicPage.aspx?ItemName=EmployerProgram&FileType=HTML
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Links: www.nctcog.org/trans/safety/TDMPerfMeasures.asp;     www.nctcog.org/trans/data/gasprices/G
asoline_Initial.asp?id_measure=8  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-09.4 
Question: Can the agency demonstrate sustainable outcomes? 
Answer: The agency can document that they have made measurable progress toward meeting their 
TDM goals and objectives. 
Notes: TDM Program specific information is collected/reported at various points throughout the year.  
The Vanpool Program reports data monthly.   PNR facilities are inventoried annually or as needed.  Try 
Parking It data is reported in real-time and reports can be generated on demand. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/safety/TDMPerfMeasures.asp
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/data/gasprices/Gasoline_Initial.asp?id_measure=8
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/data/gasprices/Gasoline_Initial.asp?id_measure=8
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SPR-10 Air Quality and Emissions      
To plan, implement, and monitor multimodal strategies to reduce emissions and to establish a process to 
document emissions reductions. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 13/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 13/15  

 

SPR-010.1 
Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives for the reduction of air emissions in 
transportation planning documents? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: Based on the example goals provided in SPR-10, goals are included in Appendix C, Exhibit C-1 
(Strategies to Improve Health); Mobility 2040 Goals - Quality of Life; NAAQS and Conformity are also 
cited and have emissions reductions goals built in.  
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-010.2 
Question: Does the agency regularly engage partner agencies throughout the transportation planning 
process? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Page 20 - Social Considerations (Public Involvements for Mobility 2040); Page 9 and 10- 
Environmental Considerations (Dallas-Fort Worth Clean Cities and Air North Texas); Page 17 - 
Environmental Considerations (stakeholder coordination); Appendix C - page 11 (Air Quality 
Partnerships and Collaborations); Exhibit C-6: Environmental Resource Agencies of Interest, Also: 
"regional transportation and non-transportation partners…were consulted…" (Mobility 2040 Document) 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-10.3 
Question: Is the agency implementing multimodal strategies as part of a transportation plan to reduce 
emissions? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-10.3a 
Question: Are transportation demand management strategies implemented? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: TDM3 (all), TDM2-100-400, MO3-001 and 002, TR3-013 and 014 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-10.3b 
Question: Are transportation system management strategies implemented? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Traffic signal improvement, TXpress Lanes 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-10.3c 
Question: Are vehicle technologies implemented? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Appendix C: 
Air Quality Demonstration Program 
Air Quality Partnerhsips and Collaborations 
Air Quality Regional Policies 
Air Quality Technology Improvements 
Exhibit C-3: NCTCOG Air Quality Programs and Policies (Air Quality Funding Opportunities, Clean Fleet 
Policy, DFWCC, EVNT, TERP); AQ2-002, AQ2-004, AQ2-005, AQ2-006 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-10.3d 
Question: Are fuel technologies and supporting infrastructure implemented? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Appendix C: 
Air Quality Demonstration Program 
Air Quality Partnerships and Collaborations 
Air Quality Regional Policies 
Air Quality Technology Improvements 
Exhibit C-3: NCTCOG Air Quality Programs and Policies (Air Quality Funding Opportunities, Clean Fleet 
Policy, DFWCC, EVNT, TERP); Mobility 2040 Document Environmental Considerations Chapter P10 
Exhibit 4-10 and P11 Exhibit 4-11; 
 AQ2-002, AQ2-004, AQ2-005, AQ2-006 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-01.5c 
Question: Was an emissions analysis performed? 
Answer: The agency conducts a qualitative assessment of the emissions reduction potential of all the 
strategies implemented. 
Notes: Mobility 2040 Document Environmental Considerations Chapter P10 Air Quality Emphasis Areas 
call-out box.; Some strategies are quantitatively evaluated in the emissions inventories developed for 
the State Implementation Plan, while others are qualitatively addressed in the weight of evidence. 
NCTCOG also conducts an emissions analysis for various programs during the Transportation Conformity 
process and through TIP Modifications. Since NCTCOG's assessments are qualitative for some strategies 
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and quantitative for others,  neither answer accurately reflects NCTCOG's process. If we list strategies 
individually, then the correct answer could be applied. 
Links:  
2016 Transportation 
Conformity: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/air/conformity/2016TransportationConformity.asp   
MoSERS 
Methodology: http://moser.tamu.edu/docs/Texas.Guide.to.Accepted.Mobile.Source.Emission.Reductio
n.Strategies_August.2007.pdf  
Next Actions: Some programs are quantitatively analyzed to document emissions reduction (e.g. 
TryParkingIt.org), but not all. Expanding analysis would earn the extra 2 points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/air/conformity/2016TransportationConformity.asp
http://moser.tamu.edu/docs/Texas.Guide.to.Accepted.Mobile.Source.Emission.Reduction.Strategies_August.2007.pdf
http://moser.tamu.edu/docs/Texas.Guide.to.Accepted.Mobile.Source.Emission.Reduction.Strategies_August.2007.pdf
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SPR-11 Energy and Fuels      
Reduce the energy and fossil fuel consumption from the transportation sector and document it in the 
transportation planning process. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 11/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 8/15  

 

SPR-11.1a 
Question: Has the agency developed energy and/or fossil fuel reduction goals and objectives for the 
transportation system within its jurisdiction? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: VMT and 15% petroleum use reduction addressed in DFW Clean Cities Coalition info and AQ 
Emphasis Areas (Environmental Considerations Chapter, pages 9 and 10) 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: Chapter information addressing these issues should be strengthened. 
 
SPR-11.1b 
Question: Are the goals and objectives consistent with relevant state and/or metropolitan goals and 
objectives for reducing energy and fossil fuel consumption? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Environmental Considerations - Page 9 (Dallas-Fort Worth Clean Cities goal of 15% reduction in 
petroleum consumption). This is the metropolitan goal, so it is consistent. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A  
 
SPR-11.2a 
Question: Has the agency developed and does the agency maintain a baseline inventory of current 
energy and/or fossil-fuel consumption from transportation? 
Answer: No 
Notes: DFWCC tracks petroleum reduction, but that is the extent of the "inventory." Team did not think 
this was sufficient to achieve the points for this item. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-11.2b 
Question: Does the agency use an appropriate model or method to forecast energy and fuel 
consumption associated with its LRTP, including business-as-usual and alternative scenarios? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: This is done based on emissions for the Conformity process, not done for energy or fuel 
consumption.  Most of the necessary data to achieve this is available, but not currently done. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-11.3 
Question: Is the agency developing a plan and implementing strategies to reduce transportation-related 
energy and/or fossil fuel usage? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-11.3a 
Question: Are energy and fossil fuel reduction strategies are included in the LRTP, and does the LRTP 
includes a discussion of the impacts of including these strategies? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: AQ2-001, 002, 005, 006 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-11.3b 
Question: Does the agency implement transportation strategies to reduce transportation-related energy 
and fossil fuel consumption and related emissions? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: AQ2-001, 002, 005, 006 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-11.4 
Question: Does the agency monitor develop performance measures, monitor progress and demonstrate 
sustainable outcomes? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links:  N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-11.4a 
Question: Has the agency incorporated energy and fossil fuel reduction performance measures into the 
transportation planning process? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: AQ2-003, 005, 006 - Performance measures include "tons of pollutants reduced," "gallons of 
petroleum displaced," and "gallons of cleaner fuel dispensed." However, specific numbers were not 
included 
Links:  N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-11.4b 
Question: Does the agency demonstrate ongoing monitoring of its progress toward reducing energy and 
fossil-fuel consumption? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Not applicable, as no specific numbers were provided for any of the goals. However, monitoring 
does take place as part of program implementation.  On the other hand, this is included in the Clean 
Cities Annual Report, which is citied on page 9 of the Environmental Considerations chapter 
Links:  N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-12 Financial Sustainability       
Evaluate and document that financial commitments made across transportation system plans are reasonable and 
affordable. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 12/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 13/15  

 

SPR-12.1 
Question: Is an inter-agency, cooperative approach for advanced revenue forecasting practices used? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: We use the TRENDS model for part of our forecasting. Trends was developed in cooperation with 
TxDOT, TTI, and TEMPO. Additionally, we rely on forecast from TxDOT and the transit authorities to 
develop the overall financial plan for the MTP.  
Links:  Metropolitan_Transportation_Plan\Mobility_Plans_(MTP)\Mobility_2040\Financial\Mobility 
2040 Financial Forecast_Master File.xlsx  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.1a 
Question: Does the agency engage in regular and comprehensive coordination and information sharing 
among affected agencies during the development of revenue forecasts? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: If there was a "sort of" option, I would pick this. We definitely communicate with our partner 
agencies, but I don't know that I would go as far as to say it's regular and or comprehensive. We do a 
fairly good job of keeping the RTC informed on the financial elements of the MTP. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.1b 
Question: Does the agency undertake systematic forecast updates? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The forecast is reviewed and updated as appropriate for each planning cycle. So typically we 
revisit it every 18 months or so. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.1c 
Question: Does the agency have established processes for engaging stakeholders in a dialogue about 
the implications of any changes in revenue forecasts? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: We lack a "formal" process specific financial planning, but we do update the director, RTC, etc. as 
appropriate through established departmental practices. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-12.2 
Question: Is an inter-agency, cooperative approach for advanced project estimating practices used? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: I would say yes, in that we largely rely on the implementing agencies to provide project cost 
estimates. Very few of our projects rely on things like unit costs to develop cost estimates. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.2a 
Question: Does the agency keep accurate records of all changes to the project scope and document 
their impact on costs? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Again, if there was a "sort of" option, I would chose that. For large capital projects, we rely 
heavily on the implementing agencies to report the changes and cost impacts to us. The MTP inventories 
the latest planning assumptions. The TIP keeps track for project scope and funding changes. And 
because the MTP and TIP have to be consistent, this is our proxy for keeping track of projects. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.2b 
Question: Does the agency avoid formula-driven cost estimating procedures in favor of project-specific 
methods? 
Answer: No 
Notes: Unit costs may be used on smaller scaled improvements, but project specific costs are typically 
used for large scale investments. When unit costs are used, they are usually developed after evaluating 
real world project costs. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-12.2c 
Question: Does the agency complete systematic cost updates regularly? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Project costs are reviewed and updated as appropriate with each planning cycle. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-13 Analysis Methods        
Agencies adopt and incentivize best practices in land use, socioeconomic and transportation systems analysis 
methods. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 15/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 10/15  

 

SPR-13.1 
Question: Does the agency have a current strategic plan, program, or equivalent? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/: Mobility 2040 is the locally approved transportation 
plan.  
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/ 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-13.2a 
Question: Does the program include a specific multi-year development program for maintaining 
transportation data resources and improving analysis methods? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes:  The model development group is continually updating and refining DFX to adapt to changing 
conditions on the ground, for instance adding modes to accommodate streetcars and high speed rail. 
Additionally, on-board transit surveys are planned and users of managed lanes will be polled regarding 
their usage of the lanes. The data-driven approach to project selection used in this plan was a new 
effort, and staff will continue to explore the best unit measures and data sources for the identified 
performance measures.; On-board surveys, household travel surveys, airport passenger surveys, 
external travel surveys, traffic counts and speed data are collected in order to maintain and update the 
DFX regional travel model. As the region experiences shifts in demographics and travel behavior, the 
DFX is validated/calibrated to forecast the trends. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-13.2b 
Question: Does the program include specifications for data resources and methods to explicitly address 
sustainability principles? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Sustainability is addressed in multiple sections, specifically related to air quality, preservation of 
the natural environment, social equity, and options and choice for travel. In developing demographics, 
COG works closely with cities in the region to understand their growth plans and priorities to ensure 
local feedback and participation in this process. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/
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SPR-13.2c 
Question: Does the program include identification of an adequate level of funding required to 
implement the data collection and modeling and is it also reflected in the UPWP? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Funding for the model development group and their activities such as transit survey and 
managed lane surveys is included in the UPWP. The data collection process is identified in the UPWP 
and funding is allocated as required. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-13.2d 
Question: Does the program identify and include resources which include support for experienced 
technical management and a mix of technical staff and/or contract staff? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The department includes a model development group, a staff of technical experts in developing 
and maintaining a travel demand model. The DFX model this group maintains forms the basis of needs-
based analyses, travel-pattern identification, air quality impacts, congestion levels, and related 
measures used in the development of the MTP. The Model Development Group maintains is a strong 
team of experienced technical staff. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-13.3a 
Question: Does the agency's organizational structure include a technical committee to review data 
collection/ quality, planning assumptions, and forecasting methods? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: There are numerous technical advisory committees that support this function including STTC, 
ATAC, BPAC, AQTC, DFWCCC, etc. Numerous technical advisory committees provide feedback on the 
planning assumptions. FTA assists with travel model calibration. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-13.3b 
Question: Has the agency convened a peer review of its analysis methods? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Changes to DFX are subjected to peer review by other staff familiar with the travel model before 
being implemented. Development of the project selection process was peer-reviewed at regular 
intervals before a final method was agreed. The Model Development Group works in collaboration with 
local transit agencies, TxDOT and FTA in the development and update to the regional travel model. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-13.3c 
Question: Has the agency convened a peer review of its travel demand model? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: See above. MTP and corridor studies staff have great familiarity with the model, and provide 
input and critiques to proposed changes and updates. Along with peer reviews outside agency, in-house 
staff are also included in peer reviews of model updates and analysis methods. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-14 Transportation Systems Management and Operations         
Optimize the efficiency of the existing transportation system. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 13/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 11/15  

 

SPR-14.1a 
Question: Has the agency developed clearly defined goals and objectives for improving the efficiency of 
the transportation system within its jurisdiction? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.1b 
Question: Are the goals and objectives consistent with applicable economic development and land use 
plans above and beyond current requirements? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.2a 
Question: Are TSM&O strategies included in the LRTP, or other planning documents, as appropriate? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.2b 
Question: Does the LRTP, or equivalent, include a discussion of the impacts of including TSM&O 
strategies? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.2c 
Question: Are the TSM&O strategies considered and prioritized in the LRTP, or other planning 
documents? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Some, but not all, are prioritized. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-14.3 
Question: Has the agency implemented or is the agency funding TSM&O strategies? 
Answer: Some, but not all, TSM&O strategies identified as priorities are being implemented by the 
agency or funded through inclusion in the transportation improvement program (TIP and/or STIP) for 
which the agency has responsibility 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.4 
Question: Does the agency include TSM&O performance measures in planning documents? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Performance measures have been developed for some, but not all. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-14.5 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress toward goals for at least one year and can the agency show 
measurable advancement toward goals? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-15 Linking Asset Management and Planning          
Leverage transportation asset management data and methods within the transportation planning process to make 
informed, cost-effective program decisions and better use existing transportation assets. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 11/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 2/15  

 

SPR-15.1 
Question: Has the agency developed clearly defined goals and objectives for linking asset management 
and planning in their planning documents? 
Answer: Yes  
Notes: Policy F3-005:  Ensure that adequate funding is given to maintenance and operations of the 
existing multimodal transportation system consistent with federal and/or state guidelines and 
recommendations. 
Total expenditures and funding percentage devoted to infrastructure maintenance, management, and 
operations increased with Mobility 2040 compared to the previous MTP.  Mobility 2040 is the first North 
Central Texas MTP to recognize and define Capital/Operations Asset Management, and it includes a new 
roadway improvement category called Cap/Main for locations where existing and predominantly 
functional corridor infrastructure can be further optimized to increase efficiency and longevity. MTP 
2040 prioritizes Infrastructure Maintenance Funding as the first priority. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf ; MTP 2040 
Expenditures - Pg.5 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
Next Actions: Expand MTP planning and prioritization process to include additional performance 
measures linking asset management principles and priorities.  Include tracking for completion of 
maintenance, rehabilitation, and operational enhancements projects.  Determine potential funding level 
required to achieve state of good repair for major roadway and transit facilities based on FAST/MAP-21 
state and MPO protocols.  Identify completion and expenditure of funds for Cap/Main projects 
designated in Mobility 2040. Continue prioritization of Infrastructure Funding.  Add a measure for 
tracking percent completion of annual maintenance and preservation plans.  Determine funding levels 
for state of good repair. 
 
SPR-15.2 
Question: Does the agency cooperate with partner agencies to integrate their asset management data 
and economic analysis to prioritize investments? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Policy FT3-014:  Evaluate and implement all reasonable options to maximize corridor capacity, 
functionality, accessibility, and enhancement potential utilizing existing  
infrastructure assets and right-of-way. 
Transportation providers contributed asset performance/condition data for use in the Mobility 2040 
planning and prioritization process.  Additional information such as as-built drawings, crash data, 
maintenance reports, and unit costs for standard design elements have been made available at the 
individual corridor level for use in Cap/Main pilot projects.  Thresholds for project selection of Cap/Main 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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and other roadway improvement types were established through input/feedback from providers and 
local government stakeholders. 
Links: Same as previous.  
Next Actions: Expand cooperative efforts with roadway/transit providers and local governments to 
collect, manage, analyze, and report on asset performance/condition data.  Identify strategies to 
prepare regional economic forecasts that can be linked with state of good repair, and calculate the 
values/impacts of deferred maintenance.  Determine cost-effectiveness of Cap/Main improvements. 
Determine a best practice and coordinated process for including LCCA and BCA to prioritize investments.  
Efforts to include this process into the current MTP project prioritization review and CAPMAIN analysis 
will enhance the current process. 
 
SPR-15.2a 
Question: Does the agency prioritize funding based on a system in which agencies leverage LCCA to 
evaluate project alternatives and prioritize investments? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Policy FT3-005:   Management strategies consistent with the Regional Congestion Management 
Process, congestion management plans for regional tollway operators, and federal single-occupancy 
vehicle justification requirements, unless precluded by existing bond covenants, should be implemented 
when an existing freeway, tollway, or managed lane adds capacity.  Future bond covenants should 
accommodate a full range of management strategies. 
Policy FT3-014:  Evaluate and implement all reasonable options to maximize corridor capacity, 
functionality, accessibility, and enhancement potential utilizing existing; infrastructure assets and right-
of-way. The Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process contained a mechanism via analysis of 
cost constraints and infrastructure condition to identify alternatives to traditional capacity-added 
projects.  Projects identified for Cap/Main improvements were allocated funds exceeding $2.5 billion.  
The following exhibits highlight the effects of Cap/Main concepts on both project and system planning: 
Exhibit 6-29, Mobility Options, page 46 
Exhibit 6-30, Mobility Options, page 46 
Exhibit 6-31, Mobility Options, page 47 
Exhibit 6-32, Mobility Options, page 47 
Exhibit 6-33, Mobility Options, page 47 
MTP 2040 project prioritization included an evaluation of infrastructure for roadway projects to 
determine alternative investments to traditional Capacity projects.  Through this process projects 
identified as CAPMAIN were selected, which focus on using and preserving the existing assets. 
Links: MTP 2040 Mobility Chapter Pg. 46 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Evaluate best practices and lessons learned from transportation providers, stakeholders, 
and private industry sources in developing full-scale system-level LCCA calculations.  Determine overall 
impacts for the Regional Congestion Management Process as Cap/Main improvements are further 
incorporated among the toolkit of available management strategies;  Identify potential life-cycle costs to 
apply to the infrastructure. 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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SPR-15.2b 
Question: Does the agency prioritize funding based on a system in which agencies leverage BCA to 
compare projects and prioritize investments? 
Answer: No 
Notes: Comprehensive data not yet available to perform a system-level BCA for the North Central Texas 
multi-modal transportation system. 
Links: Refer to Public Involvement section of the MP2040, page 34 of the 
link: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Monitor FAST/MAP-21 rulemaking and TxDOT integration processes for development and 
maintenance of the state's Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP).  Evaluate BCA best practices 
from local, state, and federal sources, and include materials compiled for various TIGER/FASTLANE grant 
applications as well. Identify a process for calculating a BCA to compare projects and prioritize 
investments 
 
SPR-15.4 
Question: Does the agency leverage performance-based planning and programming components of 
asset management to analyze and evaluate tradeoffs in long-range transportation planning processes? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process was designed specifically to be integrated 
into the ongoing 3-C process for MTP development. Setting thresholds among the various performance 
measures provided a means to investigate the effects of tradeoffs between multiple project types. It 
also assisted in establishing multiple performance themes for the MTP. Development of Cap/Main 
projects also allows for the same multi-faceted treatment. 
View Performance Measure Catalogue (Appendix F - Regional Performance). This is accomplished 
through the MTP 2040 project prioritization process, CAPMAIN project identification and analysis, as 
well as MTP Regional Performance evaluation. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf ; MTP 2040 Regional 
Performance Chapter 
MTP 2040 Mobility Chapter Pg. 46 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Identify and maintain development timeline for all major roadway and transit corridors.  
Track expenditures for maintenance, rehabilitation, and operational enhancements on an annual basis.  
Monitor progress of Cap/Main projects and determine overall implementation benefits. Track dollars 
spent  on maintenance, preservation and repair projects, and number of CAPMAIN projects 
 
SPR-15.4a 
Question: Does the agency prioritize transportation decisions that support maintenance and good repair 
of existing transportation assets? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Policy F3-005:  Ensure that adequate funding is given to maintenance and operations of the 
existing multimodal transportation system consistent with federal and/or state guidelines and 
recommendations. 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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Policy MO3-001:  Ensure the efficient operation of the existing multimodal transportation system by 
evaluating and/or implementing maintenance, rehabilitation, enhancement, and/or operational-type 
projects in order to maintain safe, efficient travel conditions. 
Policy TR3-007:  Implement safety, management and operations, and multimodal system integration 
projects and programs as appropriate. 
Total expenditures and funding percentage devoted to infrastructure maintenance, management, and 
operations increased with Mobility 2040 compared to the previous MTP.  The following exhibits 
highlight prioritization and funding levels identified for maintenance and operations: 
Exhibit 2-1 - Financial Reality, page 2 
Exhibit 2-2 - Financial Reality, page 3 
Exhibit 2-4 - Financial Reality, page 5 
Exhibit 6-27 - Mobility Options, page 44 
Exhibit 8-1 - Conclusion, page 1;  
This is accomplished through the MTP 2040 project prioritization process, CAPMAIN project 
identification and analysis. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf ;  
MTP 2040 Mobility Chapter Pg. 46 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
Next Actions: Regional transportation providers such as TxDOT, NTTA, DART, and others, as well as 
numerous local government capital improvement programs, identify and prioritize nearly all projects for 
maintenance and operational purposes.  To ensure a good state of repair and optimal functionality for 
the transportation system as a whole, NCTCOG needs to proactively engage transportation providers 
and local governments in determining the effectiveness of these and other future efforts. Track and 
record projects identified in the TIP related to maintenance, preservation, and repair.   
 
SPR-15.4b 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress toward goals for at least one year and can the agency show 
measurable advancement toward goals? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Information compiled for the Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process can be updated 
and analyzed on a yearly basis for progress reporting. This is accomplished through the MTP 2040 
project prioritization process 
Links: MTP 2040 Mobility Chapter Pg. 46 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Provide annual performance review of asset management measures for Progress North 
Texas.  Conduct annual analyses for inclusion in HB 20 reporting and for state TAMP documentation. 
Monitor Progress towards goals and review measures for advancement to the goals. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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SPR-16 Infrastructure Resiliency           
Anticipate, assess, and plan to respond to vulnerabilities and risks associated with current and future hazards 
(including those associated with climate change) to ensure multi-modal transportation system reliability and 
resiliency. Identify a range of vulnerability and risks to both existing and planned transportation infrastructure. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 8/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 0/15  

 

SPR-16.1 
Question: Has the agency developed goals and objectives consistent with partner agencies for 
infrastructure resiliency in transportation planning documents? 
Answer: No 
Notes: Policy F3-005:  Ensure that adequate funding is given to maintenance and operations of the 
existing multimodal transportation system consistent with federal and/or state guidelines and 
recommendations. 
Total expenditures and funding percentage devoted to infrastructure maintenance, management, and 
operations increased with Mobility 2040 compared to the previous MTP, and expenditures increased 
based on funding percentages outlined for the Texas Transportation Plan 2040.  TxDOT and NCTCOG 
goals and objectives for safety and mobility are both derived from MAP-21 national goals from the 
federal-aid highway program, and performance measures used to monitor progress toward those goals 
are directly linked. NCTCOG - Goals and Objectives focus towards ensuring adequate maintenance 
through evaluation and/or implementing maintenance, rehabilitation, enhancement, and or operational 
type projects 
TxDOT - Goals focus on maintaining a state of good repair through evaluation, maintenance, 
preservation, replacement 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
http://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/tpp/2040/plan/chapter-3.pdf ;  
NCTCOG: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
TxDOT: http://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/tpp/2040/plan/chapter-3.pdf  
Next Actions:  Collaborate with TxDOT, other transportation providers, and local governments to 
determine overall process for ensuring that safety/asset management goals and objectives are being 
met.  Evaluate incorporation of infrastructure vulnerability and resilience measures as part of the data 
collection/analysis efforts. Coordinate with TxDOT and other local agencies to understand what their 
process is for ensuring  goals and objectives are being met 
 
SPR-16.2 
Question: Does the agency regularly coordinate with partner agencies within its jurisdiction throughout 
the transportation planning process, to reduce barriers and further the prospects for implementation of 
strategies to address infrastructure resiliency? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Policy ER3-001:  Protect, retain, restore, or enhance the region’s environmental assets during 
planning and implementation of transportation programs and projects. 
Policy ER3-002: Work cooperatively with regulatory and conservation partners to develop innovative 
approaches that meet their conservation priorities and facilitate the delivery of transportation projects. 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/tpp/2040/plan/chapter-3.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/tpp/2040/plan/chapter-3.pdf
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While regular coordination between NCTCOG, transportation providers, and regulatory agencies address 
more broad aspects of environmental protection/mitigation than infrastructure resiliency, as well as the 
implementation and monitoring of various safety and security measures, mechanisms are in place to 
enable greater facilitation of vulnerability and adaptation assessment in collaborative planning activities.  
Strategies to improve infrastructure resiliency at the corridor level are regularly conducted as part of the 
Cap/Main process to enhance utilization and functionality of existing infrastructure as much as possible. 
Although not regularly, NCTCOG does meet with partner agencies throughout the year to discuss project 
related strategies addressing infrastructure resiliency through the CAPMAIN process. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf ;  
NCTCOG MTP 2040 - MOBILIITY CHAPTER Pg. 
46 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Expand upon existing collaborative environmental coordination efforts between NCTCOG, 
TxDOT, other transportation providers, regulatory agencies, and local governments.  Determine abilities 
for existing data collection/analysis efforts to incorporate regional impact assessments and mitigation 
studies related to both extreme weather and habitat protection.  Work with transportation providers to 
evaluate regular or emerging activities underway to monitor and enhance infrastructure resiliency, and 
identify various cost and implementation effects. Expand upon the existing process and coordination 
efforts of CAPMAIN and coordinate with TxDOT and other local agencies on scheduling regular meetings 
to discuss barriers and possible implementation strategies to discuss infrastructure resiliency. 
 
SPR-16.3 
Question: Does the agency coordinate with partner agencies to collect infrastructure vulnerability and 
risk assessments into planning documents and identify and inventory necessary event-based 
transportation plans that need to be developed as a result? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Cap/Main pilot projects include an intensive coordination process with TxDOT to collect/analyze 
infrastructure data on pavement/bridge conditions, and as-built diagrams are referenced to highlight 
how safety and mobility are impacted by various design/engineering issues.  Vulnerabilities to extreme 
weather impacts are included with other safety/security risks as part of the overall evaluation.  The 
Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process also included an analysis of infrastructure conditions 
to influence the application of various improvements over time and improve project cost-effectiveness.  
Planning for special events and the establishment of priority corridors for safety and security are 
ongoing MTP efforts that continue to be enhanced.  Completion of the FHWA Climate Change/Extreme 
Weather Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study provided additional impetus for local coordination to 
address climate change effects. NCTCOG staff coordinates with TxDOT and local agencies through the 
CAPMAIN process to collect infrastructure data such as pavement condition, bridge conditions and As-
built diagrams for reference.  Data was also collected for the prioritization of roadway recommendations 
for MTP 2040.  The completion of the Climate Change/Extreme Weather Vulnerability Pilot Study also 
provided the opportunity for coordination with local agencies on the infrastructure vulnerability due to 
climate change. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-
24-15.pdf  

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-24-15.pdf
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-24-15.pdf
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http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf ;  
NCTCOG MTP 2040 - MOBILIITY CHAPTER Pg. 
46 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Climate Change/Extreme Weather Vulnerability and Risk Assessment  
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-
24-15.pdf 
Next Actions: Coordinate with various partnering agencies to expand infrastructure data collection 
efforts, identify available inventories of safety and security plans, and integrate climate/ecological data 
and research to develop more comprehensive regional evaluations of vulnerability and risk. Continue 
data collection to expand inventory of infrastructure. Maintain database to include historical data for 
referencing into transportation plans. 
 
SPR-16.4 
Question: Does the agency coordinate with partner agencies to develop appropriate strategies to 
address transportation events related to hazard events? 
Answer: The agency has developed, but not yet implemented, adaptation strategies to manage some of 
the impacts the agency can reasonably expect to occur. 
Notes: The FHWA Climate Change/Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study identified 
potential flooding and heat-related hazards to road/rail infrastructure throughout Dallas and Tarrant 
County.  The Regional Ecosystem Framework identifies various potential impacts and mitigation 
strategies for major roadway/transit projects in and adjacent to the more than 300 watersheds across 
the region.  Transportation providers throughout the region have each prepared and implemented 
management/operational plans to address primary safety and security impacts, including extreme 
weather.  However, collective assessment and adaptation strategies to both identify and manage 
potential impacts continue to be evaluated. The Regional Ecosystem Framework identifies some impacts 
the region can expect to occur with their identification of more than 300 watersheds. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/envir/seescg/ref/ ; NCTCOG Regional Ecosystem Framework 
http://www.nctcog.org/envir/seescg/ref/ 
Next Actions: Incorporate climate change/extreme weather vulnerability and risk assessment 
performance measures into the existing Regional Ecosystem Framework.  Determine spatial extent of 
potential impacts for all climate/weather stressors across the entire 12-county Metropolitan Planning 
Area.  Assess integration possibilities for existing safety/security planning initiatives throughout the 
region; Work with the existing regional ecosystem framework to determining feasibility of including 
assessments that include climate and extreme weather vulnerability 
 
SPR-16.5 
Question: Does the agency have infrastructure resiliency performance measures incorporated into its 
transportation planning documents? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: The Mobility 2040 planning and prioritization process included performance measures that 
specified pavement/bridge conditions and potential environmental effects. Data was collected for MTP 
2040 project prioritization that included performance measures that included pavement and bridge 
conditions. 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-24-15.pdf
http://www.uta.edu/faculty/awinguth/Research/NCTCOG_FHWAClimateChangePilot_RevisedFinal_3-24-15.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/envir/seescg/ref/
http://www.nctcog.org/envir/seescg/ref/
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Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf ; NCTCOG MTP 
2040 - MOBILIITY CHAPTER Pg. 
46 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
Next Actions: Identify more robust data sources that link asset performance and infrastructure 
resiliency for comprehensive planning purposes.  Work with providers, regulatory agencies, and local 
governments to research best practices for data collection, analysis, storage, and communication. 
Continue to collect performance measures to maintain in a database for trend analysis. 
 
SPR-16.6 
Question: Does the agency monitor progress towards goals for at least one year and can the agency 
show measurable advancement towards goals?  
Answer: No 
Notes: Data from transportation providers regarding infrastructure condition/performance are only 
loosely linked thus far to infrastructure resiliency/adaptation. While asset performance can be 
monitored on a frequent basis, it is unclear how data can fully address resiliency questions at a regional 
level. 
Links:  
Next Actions: Identify more robust data sources that link asset performance and infrastructure 
resiliency for comprehensive planning purposes. Work with providers, regulatory agencies, and local 
governments to research best practices for data collection, analysis, storage, and communication; JD: 
NCTCOG can expand on the data collection efforts for MTP 2040 project prioritization and CAPMAIN 
project data to analyze and review for attainment of goal and objectives. 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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SPR-17 Linking Planning and NEPA           
Integrate system planning process information, analysis, and decisions with the project-level environmental review 
process, and reference it in NEPA documentation. 
 
Mobility 2040 Points: 10/15 
Mobility 2035 Points: 7/15  

 

SPR-17.1 
Question: Has the agency developed landscape-level goals and objectives for linking system and 
corridor planning with NEPA documentation and implementing PEL best practices? 
Answer: No 
Notes: No goals or objects are defined specifically in the MTP but, NCTCOG has undocumented goals for 
linking planning and NEPA. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.2 
Question: Does the agency have documented procedures that link system-level planning analyses to 
project-level NEPA analysis? 
Answer: Documented procedures exist that cover all requirements in the criterion. 
Notes: NCTOCG has several documented programs and procedures to link planning and environmental 
including Eco-Logical, TRACES, and PEL working group. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/traces/Ref.asp  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.3 
Question: Can the agency document communication from executive management to staff level 
regarding the agency's commitment to strengthening planning and environmental linkages? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Executive management regularly emphasizes programs and meetings that utilized PEL. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.4 
Question: Are NEPA practitioners consulted during system-level planning? 
Answer: NEPA practitioners are fully integrated in the planning process to help ensure materials are 
consistent with downstream needs. 
Notes: During the planning process NEPA practitioners are utilized to develop portions of the document 
related to PEL and regional natural resources.  Additionally, NEPA practitioners regularly meet with 
other agencies to track any potential changes that may be needed to the next plan update. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
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SPR-17.5a 
Question: Do planning processes, including long-range, corridor, and sub-area studies, feature 
components that use NEPA principles and methods, including at least four of those listed? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: Each major corridor is evaluated using NEPA related resources to determine potential future 
impacts of the corridor. 
Links: http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/  
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.5b 
Question: Does the agency systematically and successfully incorporate information from the system-
level planning process into project-level documents? 
Answer: No 
Notes: Work is still needed to adopt system level documented results into NEPA.  Transportation 
agencies do not always utilize this information. 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.6a 
Question: Do planning and policy documents include PEL implementation performance measures? 
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links: N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
SPR-17.6b 
Question: Monitor Progress and demonstrate sustainable outcomes  
Answer: Yes 
Notes: N/A 
Links N/A 
Next Actions: N/A 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/


INVEST Implementation Project 

NCTCOG Progress Report #1: August – December 2013 

 
Work Performed:  

Task 1: Staff used the INVEST 1.0 System Planning tool to re-score Mobility 2035. Although the newest 

metropolitan transportation plan is the Mobility 2035: 2013 Update, staff decided to score the original 

Mobility 2035 plan to remain consistent with the scoring process from the INVEST pilot study. A total of 

18 staff reviewed the system planning criteria that fall under their respective expertise/program area. It 

was important to re-score Mobility 2035 in order to establish a baseline to Mobility 2040 after the 

INVEST Implementation project tasks are completed.  

The new Mobility 2035 score results closely correspond with the results of the INVEST pilot study; asset 

management and infrastructure resiliency scored low on both reviews, establishing them as priority 

criteria to focus future efforts. Using INVEST 1.0, staff scored at the ‘gold’ level, indicating that the 

system planning process is somewhat sustainable but that there is still room for improvement. Staff will 

produce a report documenting lessons learned while using the tool during the next reporting period.  

 

Task 2: Staff began conducting a literature review of sustainability performance measures, available 

data, and integration techniques. Staff will meet with various department program areas in the coming 

months to establish a process for developing and incorporating sustainable performance measures in 

Mobility 2040.  

 

Project Administration: During the reporting period, staff conducted grant start-up fiscal management 

activities, gave presentations, and prepared quarterly reports. Although the FHWA funds were awarded 

to NCTCOG in August 2013, staff didn’t officially begin work on the project until October 2013 to 

coincide with the beginning of the new fiscal year.  

Staff held an internal project kick-off meeting on November 5, 2013 to coordinate with transportation 

staff that would be involved in the project. Tina Hodges and Barbara Maley from FHWA attended the 

kick-off meeting to provide additional background on INVEST. During the meeting, staff discussed 

project scope, timeline, deliverables, and expectations.  

Several project presentations were also given during this reporting period: 

September 16, 2013: FHWA INVEST Webinar  

September 25, 2013: FHWA Green Streets Workshop   

October 23, 2013: AMPO Annual Conference   

November 3, 2013: ASCE Green Streets Workshop   

 

 

 



INVEST Implementation Project 

NCTCOG Progress Report #1: August – December 2013 

 
Project Completion Status: 

Task 
Percent Work 

Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 85% 

2: Sustainability Related Performance Measure Development 5% 

3: Planning and Environment Linkages 0% 

4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 0% 

5: Infrastructure Resiliency  0% 

6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 

Project Administration  10% 

 

Costs Expenditures:  

As of December 31, 2013, NCTCOG has expended $5,272.13 on project tasks.   



INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #2: January – March 2014 

 
Work Performed:  

Task 1: Staff finished rescoring Mobility 2035 using the INVEST 1.0 System Planning tool in 
December 2013. During this reporting period, the project team identified criteria that had 
significantly different scores between the pilot test version and the INVEST 1.0 scoring process. 
The project team met with staff that scored SP-5, SP-7, SP-8, SP-12, SP-14, and SP-15 to 
discuss the reasons why there may be a significant change in scores. We learned that the 
primary reasons for changes in scores are a result of different staff scoring the plan, differences 
in the wording of questions, and the ability to be awarded partial credit in the pilot version but 
not the updated version.  

After the series of follow-up meetings, all participating staff met again to go over the results and 
discuss how they will impact the remainder of the project. Project staff also produced a report 
documenting lessons learned and suggestions for improvements to future versions of the tool.  

 

Task 2: The sustainability performance measure task was officially kicked off during this 
reporting period. With the emphasis on performance management from MAP-21 legislation, 
efforts to more fully integrate performance measures into the long-range transportation planning 
process has already begun in our agency. The addition of sustainability-related performance 
measures created from the INVEST effort could complement mandated measures. Internal 
meetings were held with the managers of the long-range transportation plan to coordinate 
efforts on performance measures. The project team developed a draft framework to develop 
performance measures that would meet federal regulations but also exceed requirements by 
introducing a sustainability component. 

Additionally, a group staff meeting was held with managers from several department program 
areas to discuss next steps for creating the sustainability-related performance measures. The 
project team provided the other staff with several resources, including NCHRP Report 708: A 
Guidebook for Sustainability Performance Measurement for Transportation Agencies. Staff has 
begun brainstorming ideas for sustainability performance measures that relies on data that can 
be readily collected and updated, is understandable to the public, and addresses sustainability.   

 

Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports.  

The following project presentations were given during this reporting period: 

January 6, 2014: Association of Texas Metropolitan Planning Organizations (TEMPO) 

January 13, 2014: Transportation Research Board/Federal Highway Administration 
INVEST Session  

 

 



INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #2: January – March 2014 

 
Project Completion Status: 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 10% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 0% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 0% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  0% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  10% 

 

Costs Expenditures:  

From January 1, 2014 to March 31, 2014, NCTCOG has expended approximately $5,200 on 
project tasks. To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $11,100.  

 

 



INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #3: April – June 2014 

 
Work Performed:  
Task 2: Work related to developing sustainable performance measures continued during this 
reporting period. Program area staff met within their teams to discuss potential measures that 
would be feasible to include in the next metropolitan transportation plan, Mobility 2040. During 
this reporting period, it was also decided that Mobility 2040 will likely be adopted in early 2016, 
extending the time period for developing the performance measures. 
The project team continued to share several resources with the group, including a matrix of 
possible sustainable performance measures from the NCHRP Report 708: A Guidebook for 
Sustainability Performance Measurement for Transportation Agencies. Staff also attended 
webinars related to MAP-21 mandated performance measures to ensure that the proposed 
sustainable performance measures meet these requirements. Finally, the project team initiated 
internal discussions with upper management on the transportation department’s definition of 
sustainability for the metropolitan transportation plan.  
 
Task 3: NCTCOG is coordinating efforts for the INVEST Planning and Environmental Linkages 
task with another Federal Highway Administration grant project called Implementing Eco-Logical. 
As part of this initiative, staff is updating the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) mapping tool 
that was developed to help assess the environmental impacts of proposed infrastructure 
projects. The INVEST and Implementing Eco-Logical projects overlap in terms of applying 
landscape-scale evaluation techniques and engaging resource and regulatory agencies.  
During this time period, staff updated the REF dataset with new data (draft maps attached).  
This involved coordinating with resource and regulatory agency partners to assess what data 
was currently available. NCTCOG staff also hosted a project kick-off stakeholder meeting to 
reengage partners, present draft updated REF maps, discuss next steps, and request data. 
Meeting participants included representatives from local governments, non-governmental 
organizations, and transportation authorities, as well as state and regional resource and 
regulatory agencies. A meeting summary of the stakeholder discussion is attached. Additional 
information can be found at www.nctcog.org/traces/Reg_Ecosystem_Framework.asp.  
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports.  
 
 
Project Completion Status: 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure 
Development 15% 

3: Planning and Environment Linkages 20% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 0% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  0% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  15% 

 

http://www.nctcog.org/traces/Reg_Ecosystem_Framework.asp


INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #3: April – June 2014 

 
Costs Expenditures:  
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $14,000 on project tasks.  
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VEIL Composite Score

DRAFT
The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Composite score represents the combined score of all 10 VEIL layers.
A higher score indicates that resources of relatively high concern may be present and that additional review,
documentation, and consultation with the applicable agency may be needed. The VEIL layers include: Green
Infrastructure (Wildlife Habitat, Natural Areas, Agricultural Land); Water Quality and Flooding (Impaired
Water Segments, Flood Zones, Surface Water Quantity, and Wetlands); and Ecosystem Valuing (Rarity,
Diversity, and Sustainability). Data sources include the Texas GRID and EPA Region 6 Regional Ecosystem
Assessment Protocol data. This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in
long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact
identification. For more information on the calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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Regional Ecosystem Framework: Agricultural Lands

The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Agricultural Lands score represents a subwatershed's quantity of
agricultural lands classified as 2001 NLCD Orchards/Vineyards/Other, Pasture/Hay, Row Crops, Small Grains,
and Fallow. The data is computed based on the percentage of an individual cell identified as agricultural land
and assigned a score of 1 (<20% of grid cell) to 5 (>50% of grid cell). The cell scores in each subwatershed
boundary are averaged resulting in a subwatershed value of 1 to 5. A higher percentage of agricultural land
cover within an area may indicate a greater potential for concerns under the Prime Farmland Act. Data sources
include the Texas GRID data. This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in
long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact
identification. For more information on the calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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Diversity Score
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DRAFTThe Regional Ecosystem Framework: Diversity score is based on aggregate data from the EPA Region 6 REAP database. The
REAP Diversity Layer was calculated using a 0.25 km2 grid which used the mean of four diversity sub-layers and rescaled
them from 0 to 100. The four sub-layers used to calculate the REAP Diversity include: Appropriateness of Land Cover,
Contiguous Size of Undeveloped Area, Shannon Land Cover Diversity, and Ecologically Significant Stream Segments. The
REF calculates the subwatershed scores by averaging the individual REAP grid cells (scored 1 to 5, with 5 being the top 1%
most diverse polygons) to determine an overall value of 1 to 5 for each subwatershed. Higher scores indicate a higher level
of diversity in the overall subwatershed and should be used for screening purposes. The REAP was originally calculated for
ecoregions. This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores
are meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the
calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Flood Zone score includes 100 year and 500 year floodplains. The data is
computed based on the percentage of an individual cell within the floodplain and assigned a score of 1 (<20% of the
grid cell) to 5 (>50% of the grid cell). The cell scores in each subwatershed boundary are averaged resulting in a
subwatershed score of 1 to 5. Data sources include the Texas GRID which used FEMA DFIRM flood data. This
information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are
meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the
calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Impaired Water Segment score is based on Clean Water Act 303 (d)
Segments State Priority Data. The data is based on whether an individual cell has an impaired water segment
(Score = 5) or not (Score = 1). The cell scores in each subwatershed boundary are averaged resulting in a
subwatershed score of 1 to 5, which is why there are some subwatersheds that score between 2 to 4. It can be
assumed that any subwatershed above a 1 has impaired water segments, but a score closer to 5 indicates a
greater quantity of impaired segments in a subwatershed. Data sources include the Texas GRID data. This
information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are
meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the
calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regio nal Ec o system Framew o rk: Natural Areas sc o re as defined by No rth Texas 2050 “generally reflect
flo o dp lains, majo r public  parks and o p en sp aces, sho res alo ng majo r lakes and p o tential c o nnec tio ns
betw een these natural assets.” The perc entage o f natural areas p resent in a subw atershed is assigned a
sc o re o f 1 to  5. Data so urces inc lude NCTCOG 2007 aerial p ho to graphy and No rth Texas 2050. This
info rmatio n has been develo p ed fo r the Dallas-Fo rt Wo rth MPA fo r use in lo ng-range planning. These sc o res
are meant to  be used as a p reliminary sc reening to o l fo r p o tential imp act identific atio n. Fo r mo re
info rmatio n o n the calculatio ns fo r this layer, p lease visit w w w.nctc o g.o rg/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Rarity score is based on aggregate data from the EPA Region 6 REAP database. The
REAP Rarity Layer was calculated using a 0.25 km2 grid which used the mean of four Rarity sub-layers and rescaled them
from 0 to 100. The four sub-layers used to calculate the REAP rarity layer include: Vegetation Rarity, Natural Heritage
Rank, Taxonomic Richness, and Rare Species Richness. The REF calculates the subwatershed scores by averaging the
individual REAP Rarity grid cells to determine an overall value of 1 to 5 for each subwatershed. Higher scores indicate a
higher level of rarity in the overall subwatershed and should be used for screening purposes. The REAP was originally
calculated for ecoregions. This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range
planning. These scores are meant to be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more
information on the calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Sustainability score is based on aggregate data from the EPA Region 6 REAP database. The REAP
Sustainability Layer was calculated using a 0.25 km2 grid which used the mean of 11 Sustainability sub-layers and rescaled them from
0 to 100. The Sustainability Layer consists of 11 measures that can be loosely grouped into fragmentors and stressors. Fragmentors
include contiguous land cover type, regularity of ecosystem boundary, appropriateness of land cover, waterway obstruction, and road
density. Stressors include airport noise, Superfund National Priority List and State Superfund Sites, water quality, air quality, RCRA,
Treatment-Storage-Disposal sites, Corrective Action and State Voluntary Cleanup Program Sites, and urban/agricultural disturbance. The
REF calculates the subwatershed scores by averaging the individual REAP Sustainability grid cells to determine an overall value of 1 to 5
for each subwatershed. Higher scores indicate a higher level of sustainability or resilience. Resilience is the state of the environment in
terms of stability and how resistant to disturbance an area is (Begon et al. 1986). The REAP was originally calculated for ecoregions.
This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used
as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the calculations for this layer, please visit
www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Surface Water Quantity score describes the quantity of surface
waters present in a subwatershed. The cell scores in each subwatershed boundary are averaged
resulting in a subwatershed score of 1 to 5. Surface waters are calculated for segment and shoreline
distances for streams, rivers, and lakes. The more surface water areas present, the higher potential
for ecological impacts. Data sources include the Texas GRID data. This information has been
developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are meant to
be used as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on
the calculations for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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The Regional Ecosystem Framework: Wetlands score represents a subwatershed's quantity of
NLCD Woody Wetlands and Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands. The cell scores in each
subwatershed boundary are averaged resulting in a subwatershed score of 1 to 5. Data sources
include the Texas GRID data. This information has been developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth
MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used as a preliminary
screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the calculations for
this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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Wildlife Habitat Score
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DRAFTThe Regional Ecosystem Framework: Wildlife Habitat score is based on wildlife habitat represented by 2001
NLCD Forestlands, Shrublands, Grasslands, Wetlands, and Open Water. The data is based on the
percentage of an individual cell identified as wildlife habitat and assigned a score of 1 (<20% of grid cell)
to 5 (>50% of grid cell). The cell scores in each subwatershed boundary are averaged resulting in a
subwatershed score of 1 to 5. Data sources include the Texas GRID data. This information has been
developed for the Dallas-Fort Worth MPA for use in long-range planning. These scores are meant to be used
as a preliminary screening tool for potential impact identification. For more information on the calculations
for this layer, please visit www.nctcog.org/traces.
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INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #4: July - September 2014 

 
Work Performed:  
Task 2: Over the past several months, staff efforts have been focused on developing Mobility 
2035 – 2014 Amendment. Approval of this plan is expected later this year and work on Mobility 
2040 will begin immediately following the approval. Efforts to develop sustainable performance 
measures will also ramp up with the development of Mobility 2040.  
 
During this reporting period, staff developed draft performance measures for the following 
System Planning Criteria: 

SP-2: Environmental 
SP-3: Social 
SP-5: Access and Affordability 
SP-10: Air Quality 
SP-11: Energy and Fuels 

 
Staff also initiated efforts to define transportation sustainability to serve as a guiding principle for 
development of Mobility 2040. Finally, staff attended Webinars related to MAP-21 mandated 
performance measures to ensure that the proposed sustainable performance measures meet 
these requirements.    
 
 
Task 3: In coordination with the SHRP2 Implementing Eco-Logical grant, staff finalized the 
Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) maps and conducted additional analysis on ecological 
priorities at the subwatershed level. The updated REF data will be incorporated into Mobility 
2040 as a preliminary environmental screening tool. Staff is currently applying the REF to a 
corridor feasibility study in order to create a standard process for using the REF at the project 
level.  
 
Staff also held meetings and conference calls with various resource agency stakeholders to 
discuss the REF updates. Final REF maps and additional information can be found at 
www.nctcog.org/REF.  
 
 
Task 4: During the reporting period, staff focused efforts to link transportation asset 
management and planning on two corridors:  

IH 35E – Waxahachie: Staff worked with TxDOT Dallas District, city staff, and various 
stakeholders to collect and analyze information on existing corridor asset conditions, 
aesthetic issues, comprehensive planning, and future schematics developed to date. 
Through partner coordination, staff identified a phased improvement plan that would add 
general purpose lane capacity within the existing right-of-way, maximize preservation of 
existing functional assets, and enhance aesthetic features while reducing the cost and 
time of implementation.   

IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: Staff worked with TxDOT Fort Worth District 
and local governments to conduct a corridor-wide asset conditions assessment to 
identify a comprehensive program of potential improvement projects. This study will 

http://www.nctcog.org/REF


INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #4: July - September 2014 

 
conclude in FY2015 with potential recommendations to be determined through a 
collaborative stakeholder analysis.   

Pilot studies for several additional corridors are expected to begin in FY2015. Data collection 
efforts and results from those studies will help establish a framework for conducting Asset 
Management and performance measure assessments on a regional level that can be 
incorporated into Mobility 2040. It is important to note that these efforts have predominantly 
been accomplished through funding resources external to the INVEST project, however, these 
and future activities will ultimately be compiled together in a final report to demonstrate the 
overall accomplishments of asset management and planning linkages. 
 
 
Task 5: Through a separate FHWA grant, NCTCOG is partnering with the University of Texas at 
Arlington (UTA), the city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority to conduct a 
Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study on Dallas and Tarrant county roadway and rail 
infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation due to climate change and/or extreme 
weather events. During the reporting period, staff worked to identify and resolve various 
administrative needs so that a research contract with UTA could be approved and executed.   
Results from this study will be used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, 
maintenance, and improvements to critical infrastructure that can readily be incorporated into 
traditional planning and programming evaluations. 
 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. NCTCOG also 
conducted a conference call with FHWA representatives on the applicability of incorporating 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) into the INVEST tool.  
 
 
Project Completion Status: 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure 
Development 20% 

3: Planning and Environment Linkages 50% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 30% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  15% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  20% 

 
Costs Expenditures:  
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $16,000 on project tasks.  
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Work Performed:  
Task 2: During this reporting period, staff reviewed performance measures that transportation 
department members have brainstormed so far for the following System Planning Criteria:  
  

SP-2: Environmental 
 SP-3: Social  
 SP-5: Access and Affordability  
 SP-10: Air Quality  
 SP-11: Energy and Fuels  
 
In the coming months, staff will evaluate these measures to include in Mobility 2040. 
Consideration will be given to coordinate these additional measures with any MAP-21 mandated 
performance measures. Staff also attended Webinars related to enhancing sustainability in 
transportation planning.  
 
 
Task 3: In coordination with the SHRP2 Implementing Eco-Logical grant, staff applied the 
recently completed Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) dataset to a corridor in the region that 
has not been through the environmental clearance process. This planning exercise is intended to 
identify critical environmental resources earlier in the transportation project delivery process. 
Staff is currently determining how this information can be incorporated into Mobility 2040.  
 
Staff also gave several presentations related to the development of the REF dataset to regional 
transportation and environmental stakeholders.  
 
 
Task 4: During the reporting period, staff continued work on efforts to link transportation asset 
management and planning on two regional freeway corridors: 

IH 35E – Waxahachie: Through partner coordination with the TxDOT Dallas District, city 
of Waxahachie staff, and various local stakeholders, NCTCOG staff continued work to 
finalize a phased improvement plan that would add general purpose lane capacity within 
the existing right-of-way, maximize preservation of existing functional assets, enhance 
aesthetic features, and improve access and safety while reducing the overall cost and 
time of project implementation. TxDOT is preparing a process to enable letting of the 
project’s first phase by summer 2015. 

IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: Staff is continuing to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments in conducting a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Compilation of current asset data, demographic growth projections, and 
future travel model analysis is underway to determine the number and extent of 
individual “focus zones” for additional analysis. Meetings are scheduled for January 
2015 to obtain input and concurrence for the location and definition of the “focus 
zones”. The study will conclude later in Fiscal Year 2015 with potential near-term, mid-
term, and long-term recommendations for future corridor development. 



2 
 

Additional pilot studies for several other corridors in the region are expected to begin during 
Fiscal Year 2015. Data collection efforts and results from those studies will be beneficial in 
establishing a regional framework for Asset Management and performance measure 
assessments that will be incorporated into Mobility 2040. It is important to note that these efforts 
primarily have been, and will continue to be, accomplished through funding resources external 
to the INVEST project; however, these and future activities will ultimately be compiled together 
in a final report to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages 
between Asset Management and planning. 
 
 
Task 5: Through a separate FHWA grant, NCTCOG is partnering with the University of Texas at 
Arlington (UTA), the city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority to conduct a 
Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study on Dallas and Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail 
infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation due to climate change and/or extreme 
weather events. During the reporting period, staff worked with the project partners to collect and 
analyze data regarding climate/heat island projections, infrastructure condition thresholds for 
heat and soil moisture, floodplain area changes due to projected urbanization growth, and 
criticality definitions for regional roadway/rail facilities.   
 
Projections/results identified to date were presented at the Building Extreme Weather Resiliency 
Symposium held in Austin, Texas in December 2014. Results from this study will be used to 
determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, maintenance, and improvements to critical 
infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into traditional planning and programming 
evaluations. 
 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. NCTCOG was 
also asked to conduct a conference call with the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) to discuss our project experience with the INVEST tool.  
 
Project Completion Status: 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure 

Development 25% 

3: Planning and Environment Linkages 60% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 50% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  40% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  25% 

 
Costs Expenditures:  
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $22,000 on project tasks.  



INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #6: January – March 2015 

 
Work Performed:  
Task 2: During this reporting period, staff began compiling a performance measure assessment 
document. The INVEST Performance Measure Assessment will include performance 
measurement best practices from other Metropolitan Planning Organizations, analysis of 
performance measures in NCTCOG’s previous metropolitan transportation plan (MTP), 
proposed structure to incorporate measures and targets in future MTPs, and sustainability-
related measures developed as a result of the INVEST Implementation grant process. This 
document will help guide transportation department staff as they begin to develop performance 
measures.  
 
Work is also underway to develop Mobility 2040. In lieu of official federal guidance on 
performance measures and targets, NCTCOG plans to streamline the existing performance 
measures in the plan and develop additional measures related to sustainability. INVEST project 
staff is continuing to coordinate with other program areas within the department on resources to 
develop performance measures. The project team has developed a draft performance measure 
framework that demonstrates the relationship between the target categories mandated by MAP-
21, the voluntary INVEST system planning criteria, and the various NCTCOG department 
program areas. As work on Mobility 2040 continues, it is envisioned that staff will have finalized 
sustainability-related performance measures to incorporate into the metropolitan transportation 
plan.  
 
 
Task 3: In coordination with the SHRP2 Implementing Eco-Logical grant, staff has completed 
updates to the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) dataset and applied this data to a corridor 
in the region that has not been through the environmental clearance process. Additional 
information about this project can be viewed at www.nctcog.org/ref.  
 
Staff is also preparing to host a stakeholder meeting with the Transportation Resource Agency 
Consultation and Environmental Streamlining group focused on environmental considerations in 
Mobility 2040. One of the topics to be discussed at this meeting is the REF datasets, including a 
presentation of data updates, the application of the dataset to a planned corridor, and integration 
of the work into the metropolitan transportation plan.  
 
Finally, staff is continuing to assess potential performance measures related to environmental 
considerations.  
 
 
Task 4: During the reporting period, staff continued work on efforts to link transportation asset 
management and planning on two regional freeway corridors: 

IH 35E – Waxahachie: Through partner coordination with the TxDOT Dallas District, city 
of Waxahachie staff, and various local stakeholders, NCTCOG staff completed work to 
finalize a phased improvement plan that would add general purpose lane capacity within 
the existing right-of-way, maximize preservation of existing functional assets, enhance 
aesthetic features, and improve access and safety while reducing the overall cost and 
time of project implementation. TxDOT is preparing a process to enable letting of the 
project’s first phase by summer 2015. 
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IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: Staff is continuing to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments in conducting a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Compilation and analysis of current asset data, demographic growth 
projections, and future travel model analysis is underway within six “focus zones” along 
the corridor. Meetings are scheduled for April 2015 to discuss “focus zone” mobility 
needs and determine potential near-term, mid-term, and long-term recommendations for 
future development.  The study is expected to conclude later in Fiscal Year 2015 with a 
project prioritization list that will be recommended for incorporation into the upcoming 
Mobility 2040 plan. 

Additional pilot studies for several other corridors in the region are expected to begin during 
Fiscal Year 2015. Data collection efforts and results from those studies will be beneficial in 
establishing a regional framework for asset management and performance measure 
assessments that will be incorporated into the Mobility 2040 plan. It is important to note that 
these efforts primarily have been, and will continue to be, accomplished through funding 
resources external to the INVEST project; however, these and future activities will ultimately be 
compiled together in a final report to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and 
effectiveness of linkages between asset management and long-range planning. 
 
 
Task 5: Through a separate FHWA grant, NCTCOG is partnering with the University of Texas at 
Arlington, the city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority to conduct a 
Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study on Dallas and Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail 
infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation due to climate change and/or extreme 
weather events. Staff was able to complete the study’s final report which was transmitted to 
FHWA on February 19. Following the initial submittal, the project partners addressed review 
comments from FHWA and prepared an updated report submittal that was transmitted on March 
24. Results from this study will be used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, 
maintenance, and improvements to critical infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into 
traditional planning and programming evaluations.  These measures and potential 
policy/investment implications will be outlined in the upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. 
 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. One staff 
member presented on using INVEST at NCTCOG at the 2015 Transportation Research Board 
(TRB) Annual Meeting. A copy of the presentation is attached.    
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Project Completion Status: 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 40% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 70% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 60% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  50% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  30% 

 
Costs Expenditures:  
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $27,000 on project tasks.  
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INVEST: Evaluating Policy and Planning 
Options for Dallas-Fort Worth Region’s 

Long-Range Plan 

TRB Session 672

January 13, 2015

Dan Lamers, P.E. 
Senior Program Manager – Transportation Planning
North Central Texas Council of Governments



• 2014: 6.7 million
• 2035: 9.8 million
• 4th Largest MSA by 

Population

Population

• Home to 18 Fortune 500 
Firms

• Ranked 6th in Gross 
Metropolitan Product

Economy

• 12 counties
• 9,441 square miles
• 2nd Largest Metropolitan 

Planning Area

Area

2

Regional Perspective 



Needs Exceed Available 
Revenue

Can’t Build Our Way 
Out of Congestion

Use Sustainable 
Development to Reduce 

System Demand and 
Provide Multimodal 

Options

Emphasis on 
Environmental and 

Quality of Life Issues

Maximize Existing 
System 

Invest Strategically in 
Infrastructure

3

DFW Long-Range Planning Context



• Voluntary self-evaluation tool for transportation agencies 
developed by FHWA

• Contains three modules to evaluate sustainability criteria:

– System Planning

– Project Development

– Operations and Maintenance 

• Website includes case 
studies, criteria descriptions, 
and other resources

4

INVEST Tool



2012 INVEST Pilot Study Participant

– Evaluated all triple bottom line elements* relative to our planning 
process and MTP

– Realized we had done a lot, but still had some work to do

5

2013 INVEST Implementation Project

– Re-evaluated MTP using INVEST tool

– Identified weaker scoring elements as emphasis areas to focus 
MTP implementation efforts

INVEST at NCTCOG

* Sustainability Triple Bottom Line: Social, Environmental, Financial
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INVEST in the Planning Process

INVEST Pilot Tool
Identified strengths and weaknesses in current planning process

INVEST 1.0 Tool
Established baseline for comparison between plans 

and identified four criteria emphasis areas

INVEST Implementation 
Working across program areas and leveraging other FHWA 

grants to enhance sustainability in plan development

INVEST 1.0 Tool
Will score new plan and document progress towards 

sustainability in the planning process  

M
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b
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0
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SP-17: Linking Planning and NEPA

SP-16: Infrastructure Resiliency

SP-15: Linking Asset Mgmt and Planning

SP-14: Transportation Systems Mgmt and Operations

SP-13: Analysis Methods

SP-12: Financial Sustainability

SP-11: Energy and Fuels

SP-10: Air Quality

SP-9: Travel Demand Mgmt

SP-8: Freight and Goods Movement

SP-7: Multimodal Trans and Public Health

SP-6: Safety Planning

SP-5: Access and Affordability

SP-3: Social

SP-2: Natural Environment

SP-1: Economic Development and Land Use

Pilot Version INVEST 1.0
Max for 

Pilot Version
Max for 

INVEST 1.0

Pilot Score: PLATINUM
1.0 Score: GOLD  Implementation Project 

Emphasis Areas

Mobility 2035: INVEST Scoring Results
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SP1: Integrated 
Planning - Economic 

Development and 
Land Use

SP2: Integrated 
Planning - Natural 

Environment 

SP3: Integrated 
Planning - Social

SP4: Integrated 
Planning - Bonus

SP5: Access and 
Affordability 

SP6: Safety Planning
SP7: Multimodal 

Transportation and 
Public Health

SP8: Freight and 
Goods Movement

SP9: Travel Demand 
Management 

SP10: Air Quality 

SP11: Energy and 
Fuels

SP12: Financial 
Sustainability

SP13: Analysis 
Methods

SP14: Transportation 
Systems Management 

and Operations

SP15: Linking Asset 
Management and 

Planning

SP16: Infrastructure 
Resiliency

SP17: Linking Planning 
and NEPA

8

Performance Measures 
Criteria-Emphasis Areas
Not Currently Included in 
Current Implementation 
Activities

Implementation Activities 

INVEST System Planning Criteria 
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Criteria Emphasis Areas

Natural Environment

• Updated Regional Ecosystem Framework
(REF) dataset, which identifies 
environmental assets in the region 

• REF will be used to support project 
decision making during development of 
Mobility 2040 

Linking Asset Management and Planning 

• Assessed capital asset management strategies for pilot corridor in 
the region

• Mobility 2040 will include system-wide capital asset management 
strategies 



• Next iteration of the MTP

• Planning context presents 
challenges 

– Continued growth

– Funding shortfalls

– Air quality nonattainment

• Incorporation of new planning 
requirements

• Incremental advancement of 
sustainability  (Texas Style)

10

Mobility 2035 - Adopted March 2011

Mobility 2035 – 2014 Amendment -
Adopted November 2014

Mobility 2040 Development



Scoring and Evaluation

Be honest with scoring

Agree on target for full achievement

Resist natural tendency to over-score

Evaluate yourself within local context

Implementation

Use results to facilitate discussion with staff and policy 
board regarding future goals

Accept small changes as opportunities arise

11

INVEST Lessons Learned (To Date)



Dan Lamers, P.E.
Senior Program Manager

817.695.9263
dlamers@nctcog.org

Kendall Wendling
Transportation Planner 

817.704.2544
kwendling@nctcog.org
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INVEST Implementation Project 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 Progress Report #7: April - June 2015 

 
Work Performed:  
 
Task 2: During this reporting period, staff continued to compile a performance measure 
assessment document. Staff completed the sections summarizing performance measurement 
best practices from other Metropolitan Planning Organizations, an analysis of performance 
measures found in NCTCOG’s previous metropolitan transportation plan (MTP), and the 
proposed structure to incorporate measures and targets in future MTPs. The only remaining 
item for this assessment document is to catalogue the sustainability-related measures that 
department staff is currently developing in coordination with Mobility 2040. Staff from various 
department program areas are developing measures based on the following framework: 

• Description 
• Sustainability Component 
• Data Source 
• Feasibility of Update  

 
In coordination with the development of Mobility 2040, the INVEST project staff held a staff 
workshop on performance measures. The purpose of this meeting was to provide resources for 
staff to use to develop measures and to explain how performance measures are being 
incorporated into Mobility 2040. Additionally, staff is updating the Regional Performance chapter 
of the MTP. This chapter will highlight significant performance measures reported elsewhere in 
the document.  
 

Task 2 Attached Materials: Presentation from staff performance measure workshop 
 
Task 3: In June staff hosted a stakeholder meeting with resource and regulatory agency partners 
focused on environmental considerations for Mobility 2040. Staff sought input from partners on 
the following topics related to linking environmental and transportation planning goals:  

• Environmental policies: broad statements that guide the expenditure of funds to meet the 
natural environmental goals outlined in the MTP.  

• Environmental scoring: all of the roadway and transit projects recommended in the MTP 
are scored based on their potential environmental impacts.  

• Potential mitigation opportunities: the current MTP includes a chart cataloguing potential 
mitigation strategies for impacts to resources such as neighborhoods and communities, 
wetlands and water resources, natural areas, threatened and endangered species, and air 
quality. 

• Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) integration: the REF is being incorporated into 
Mobility 2040 through the environmental scoring analysis.   

• New environmental elements: existing elements discussed in the environmental chapter 
include air quality, natural environment, mitigation, and environmental scoring; proposed 
discussions include public health, climate considerations, and stakeholder coordination.  

 
Task 3 Attached Materials: TRACES meeting summary; the meeting presentation can be 
viewed here: www.nctcog.org/traces  
 

Task 4: During the reporting period, staff continued efforts to link transportation asset 
management and planning on several major freeway corridors: 

• State Highway (SH) 161/President George Bush Turnpike (Irving): Through coordination 
with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Dallas District, city of Irving, Irving 
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Police Department, and Pro Two Wrecker Company, staff received approval from the 
NCTCOG Executive Board for an operational agreement to enable staged tow trucks to 
help monitor, remove debris, and relocate damaged or abandoned vehicles along the main 
lanes of SH 161 in Irving. The agreement was developed as part of a TxDOT pilot project 
to use the left shoulder of the SH 161 main lanes as a peak-period travel lane for the 
purpose of removing a significant bottleneck and improving safety. Staff is also working 
with TxDOT on the installation of new intelligent transportation system elements in the 
corridor such as cameras, new lane markings/signs, and changeable message signs as 
part of the project.  

• IH 35E – Waxahachie: Staff continued to work with the TxDOT Dallas District and the city 
of Waxahachie toward an August 2015 letting of the IH 35E Phase One Project, the first in 
the North Central Texas region to be developed using a coordinated asset management 
analysis. Several meetings were conducted to ensure TxDOT incorporation and a multi-
jurisdictional cost sharing plan for an aesthetics and enhancements package that will 
accompany the IH 35E Phase One Project. In addition, staff is monitoring preliminary 
TxDOT and consultant activities for an IH 35E Phase Two environmental and schematic 
development project that will build upon initial corridor improvements. 

• IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: Staff is continuing to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments in conducting a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Compilation and analysis of current asset data, demographic growth 
projections, and future travel model analysis within six “focus zones” along the corridor 
was conducted in preparation for two project coordination meetings held during this 
reporting period. The meetings discussed “focus zone” mobility needs and determined 
potential near-term, mid-term, and long-term recommendations for future development. 
The study is expected to conclude later in Fiscal Year 2015 and a draft project 
prioritization list is currently under evaluation for potential incorporation into the upcoming 
Mobility 2040 plan. 

 
Additional pilot studies for several other regional corridors are expected to begin later in Fiscal 
Year 2015. Data collection efforts and results from those studies will be beneficial in 
establishing a regional framework for asset management and performance measure 
assessments that will be incorporated into Mobility 2040. Also, work is already underway to 
prepare an asset management chapter in the new MTP that relates information from the 
studies, as well as a refined assessment of regional maintenance needs and its potential effects 
on other transportation investments. It is important to note that these efforts primarily have 
been, and will continue to be, accomplished through funding resources external to the INVEST 
project; however, these and future activities will ultimately be compiled together in a final report 
to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages between asset 
management and long-range planning. 
 

Attached Materials: SH 161 Executive Board resolution, IH 35E coordination meeting 
minutes, and IH 20/IH 30 meeting agenda 

 
Task 5: Through a separate Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) grant, and in partnership 
with the University of Texas at Arlington, city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation 
Authority, NCTCOG has completed a Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study on Dallas and 
Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation 
due to climate change and/or extreme weather events. Staff presented the study process and 
conclusions during a nationwide FHWA Webinar conducted on April 23, and various report 
materials were transmitted to FHWA in June in preparation of a case study Web page. Results 
from the Pilot Study are being used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, 
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maintenance, and improvements to critical infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into 
traditional planning and programming evaluations. These measures and potential 
policy/investment implications are being outlined in draft text and materials under development 
for the upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. 
 

Attached Materials: FHWA Climate Resilience Webinar slides and FHWA Climate Resilience 
Pilot Program Final Report 

 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. Staff held a 
conference call with researchers from the Texas Transportation Institute who were interested in 
NCTCOG’s experience with INVEST. Additionally, project staff listened to a Webinar that 
featured case studies from FHWA’s Climate Resiliency grant project.  
 
 
Project Completion Status: 
 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 50% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 85% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 75% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  60% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  0% 
7: Project Administration  40% 

 
 
Costs Expenditures:  
 
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $33,000 on project tasks.  
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MTP Liaison Meeting
Performance Measure Workshop 

April 14, 2015
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1. Legislative Background

2. Performance Measure Development

3. Performance Measures in Mobility 2040 

4. Performance Targets (future initiative) 

5. Mobility 2040 Schedule 

6. Questions

Agenda



Legislative Background

• MAP-21 mandates a performance-based planning 
program to guide investments toward achievement of 
national goals 

• MPOs are required to establish performance measures 
and targets in coordination with state DOTs 

• Official guidance from USDOT related to establishing 
performance measures and targets is expected to be 
released in 2016
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Why Performance Matters 

• Mandated by legislature 

• Represents accountability to elected officials and the 
public 

• Opportunity to show how policies, programs, and 
projects help achieve goals 

• Will impact future project selection and initiatives 
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Definitions 

Performance Measure: Measurable indicator of progress 
towards a goal 

Ex: Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per person

Performance Target: Level of performance desired to 
meet within a specified time period to meet a goal 

Ex: Reduce VMT per person by 5% by 2040
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Performance Measure Criteria

Specific

Measurable

Achievable 

Reliable 

Timely 

6

Performance Measures should be…



Performance Measure Development Exercise
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Goal: Visionary Statement

Run a half-marathon

Measure: Indicates Progress Towards Achieving Goal

Number of training miles I run per week

Target: Desired Level of Performance after a Certain 
Period of Time  

Reach 25 training miles per week by October 2016



Performance Measure Development Exercise
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Goal: Visionary Statement 

Reduce congestion

Measure: Indicates Progress towards Achieving Goal

Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per person 

Target: Desired Level of Performance after a Certain 
Period of Time  

Reduce VMT per person by 5% by 2040



To quantify the results of the funding 
programs

Action Oriented Performance 
Measures (number of projects 
completed)

Result Oriented Performance 
Measures (decrease in VMT)

Stakeholder Involvement (TOD 
Working Group, Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Advisory Committee, etc.)

Sustainable Development Example
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Source: U.S. Census and NCTCOG Data
10



Category Metrics Data Sources

Demographic Population
Employment
Households and Income
Environmental Justice and Equity

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG

Built Environment Connectivity
Land Use
Buildings and Infrastructure
Density

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG 
Transit Agencies 

Transportation Mode Share
VMT
Transit Ridership
Infrastructure Availability and Access

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG 
Transit Agencies 

Economic Jobs
Developments
Land Values
Housing\Transportation Cost-Affordability

US Census Bureau
NCTCOG
Appraisal Districts
CTOD

Policy TOD Friendly Zoning Area
Station Area Plans

NCTCOG

11

Specific

Measurable

Achievable

Reliable

Timely

Sustainable Development Example
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GIS Station Area Model:
Buffer to ½ mile around 74 Rail 
Stations. Summarize variables 

using different function 
(sum average, etc.)

TOD Interactive 
Map

Transit Provider 
Station Data 

Land Use & 
Zoning 

Station Area Fact 
Sheets

Development 
Monitoring 

Data

Sustainable Development Example:
TOD Data Collection Process



http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/TOD/TODdatacollection.asp 

Sustainable Development Example:
TOD Interactive Map
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Active Transportation 
Routes to RailRail Network

Demographics

Land Use

Zoning

Sustainable Development Example:
Station Area Fact Sheet
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Residential Units
Added Approximately 10,900 Units

Commercial Space
• Added Approximately 3.5 Million Square Feet
• Accommodate 10,300 Jobs at Full Occupancy

City of Richardson – Eastside Mixed-Use Development

City of Fort Worth – West 7th

Within a 1/2-Mile of a Sustainable Development Project
• 42 Projects Near Transit Station
• 47 Projects Near a School
• 52 Projects Near a Major Employer (100+ Employees)
• 57 Projects Near Major Shopping Center

Sustainable Development Example
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Department Performance Measure Efforts

Current Efforts:

• Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
• Progress North Texas 
• Sustainable Development Regional Mobility Initiatives 

Report

Future Efforts:

Ultimate goal is to select small number of significant 
measures and associated targets to represent overall 
system performance  

16



Performance Measures in Mobility 2040 
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Air Quality Demonstration Program

Reference
Reference Program Number

AQ2-002

Background

Brief Description

Air quality improvements are supported by ongoing investigation into new, innovative methods 

to reduce fuel use and emissions, not only through technology improvements, but also through 

activity and behavior modifications.

Related Goals MTP Broad Goal

Policy Position Referenced Policy Number

Implementation

Actions to Support Implementation of Program 

 Implement projects to demonstrate the benefit and feasibility of potential measures for 

greater implementation. 

 Example projects include the Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance Pilot Program, Clean 

Construction Demonstration Project, Preferential Parking 

Program, etc.

Performance 

Measures

Measurable Indicator(s)

 Number of participants

 Number of vehicles/equipment/technologies evaluated

 Number of studies conducted and/or reports written

 Tons of pollutants reduced 

 Cost per ton of pollutants reduced 

Cost Estimate
Approximate cost to implement program 

Approximately $18.4 million

Appendix Program Charts: Desired Structure 

New 
element

Do measures fit 
SMART criteria? Do 

they measure 
progress towards 
achieving goals?  

1) Review and refine existing performance measures in 
the plan 



INVEST in Mobility 2040 

2) Develop at least one performance measure that is 
related to one or more aspects of sustainability

18

“Planet”

“Profit”“People”

www.sustainablehighways.org

http://www.sustainablehighways.org/


INVEST in Mobility 2040 
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INVEST Criteria – Measures Needed Program Area(s)

Land Use & Economic Development Sustainable Development

Social MTP/Public Involvement

Environmental MTP/Environmental Streamlining 

Access & Affordability Transit Operations 

Safety Planning Congestion Management 

Multimodal Planning & Public Health Sustainable Development 

Freight & Goods Movement Freight 

Travel Demand Management Congestion Management

Air Quality Air Quality 

Energy and Fuels Air Quality 

Transportation Systems Management & Operations Congestion Management 

Linking Asset Management & Planning Innovative Project Delivery 

INVEST System Planning Criteria



INVEST Performance Measure Example

INVEST Criteria: Energy and Fuels 

Criteria Description: Reduce the energy and fossil fuel 
consumption from the transportation sector and 
document it in the transportation planning process

AQ Team Measure: Change in the number of plug-in 
stations and amount of energy distributed from those 
stations

Relationship to Sustainability: Environmental Component 
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Performance Measure Development Resources 

MAP-21 Performance Measures Fact Sheet: 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/factsheets/pm.cfm

FHWA INVEST site: 
www.sustainablehighways.org

NCTCOG INVEST Resources:
I:\Environmental Coordination\FHWA Sustainability Tool\INVEST 
Implementation 2013\Performance Measures\Perf. Measure 
Development Resources

NCHRP Report 708: A Guidebook for Sustainability Performance 

Measurement for Transportation Agencies
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_708.pdf
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Performance Targets (Future Initiative) 

• MPOs must work with State DOTs to set targets after 
official guidance is released 

• Different targets for urban and rural parts of state 

• Final rulemaking expected in 2016

• Consider future target setting as you review existing and 
develop new performance measures 
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Performance Targets (Future Initiative) 
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SAFETY

INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONDITION  

CONGESTION 
REDUCTION 

SYSTEM RELIABILITY

FREIGHT 
MOVEMENT & 

ECONOMIC VITALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 

REDUCED PROJECT 
DELIVERY DELAYS 

Fatalities & Serious Injuries 

Pavement Condition 
Bridge Condition 

Traffic Congestion 

System Performance 

Freight Movement 

On-Road Mobile Source Emissions 

Safety

Pavement Condition 
Bridges 

Transit

National Highway System Performance

Freight

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 

MAP-21 Performance 
Measure Categories 

MAP-21 National 
Performance Goals

TxDOT Recommended 
Performance Target Categories 



Mobility 2040 Schedule 
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As of 4/14/2015

• Draft documentation: May 15 July 2

• Public involvement opportunities: Outreach events 
March – May

• RTC Workshop: June 11



Questions?
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• General questions, outside agency coordination, policy direction, and development oversight

Chad – Program Manager

• Travel model, project information

Mitzi – Principal Transportation Planner

• General questions, policy direction, processes, financial, and mobility options

Elizabeth – Principal Transportation Planner

• Environmental justice, social considerations, environmental considerations, and performance 
measures

Kendall – Senior Transportation Planner

• GIS coordination and operational efficiency

Ralph – Transportation Planner III

• Environmental, social, and general support

Kate - Intern



Transportation Resource Agency Consultation  

and Environmental Streamlining (TRACES) Meeting 

June 17, 2015 
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
 
 

Agencies in Attendance: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Upper Trinity Regional Water District, The Nature 

Conservancy, Dallas Area Rapid Transit, Fort Worth Transportation Authority, DFW Airport, North Central 

Texas Council of Governments 

 

Agenda:  

1. What is NCTCOG 

Dan Lamers with the NCTCOG Transportation Department explained the agency’s designation and 

responsibilities as the Dallas-Fort Worth area’s Metropolitan Planning Organization. He described 

efforts NCTCOG’s Transportation Department has made to link environmental and transportation 

planning. Jack Tidwell with the NCTCOG Environment & Development (E&D) Department 

described the department’s work with local stakeholders related to water resources and 

conservation, solid waste, energy conservation, land development and conservation, and public 

works. 

 

2. Mobility 2040 Discussion 

Chad McKeown with the NCTCOG Transportation Department described the transportation plans 

that the federal government requires NCTCOG to produce, including the Metropolitan 

Transportation Plan (MTP), which has a 20-year planning horizon. He said the DFW area is 

expected to grow by 3.7 million people by 2040. Kendall Wendling with the NCTCOG 

Transportation Department presented proposed changes to the environmental policies listed in 

the current MTP, Mobility 2035. A representative from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

asked why some wording related to NEPA was being removed; NCTCOG staff replied that this 

change sought to broaden NCTCOG’s environmental emphasis beyond NEPA. Attendees received 

handouts describing air quality and sustainable development policies listed in Mobility 2035. 

Kendall then discussed elements that NCTCOG staff are considering adding to the Environmental 

Considerations chapter of the MTP, including public health, climate considerations, and 

stakeholder coordination.  

 

3. NCTCOG Regional Ecosystem Framework 

Kendall summarized work that NCTCOG has completed for the Federal Highway Administration 

Eco-Logical Grant Program, including the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) that NCTCOG 

developed to identify areas containing critical environmental resources. She discussed work 

NCTCOG has done with additional funds received in 2013, including updating the REF with new 

data, identifying mitigation focus areas, and applying the REF to a corridor feasibility study. 

NCTCOG is developing a website where the agency can share this information with transportation 
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partners and local governments. NCTCOG also plans to study the possibility of implementing a 

regional shared value mitigation program. Kendall discussed how NCTCOG is integrating the REF 

into the MTP process.  

 

Chris Anderson, with NCTCOG’s Transportation Department, asked meeting attendees whether 

they believed the composite map produced by the REF generally reflected the reality of known 

locations of environmental resources, and the USFWS representative responded that it did. The 

DART representative asked if and how the REF will be enforced. Dan responded that the REF is 

not an enforceable tool but rather is intended to be used to further discussion of potential 

advanced mitigation. Sandy Wesch with NCTCOG’s Transportation Department said the REF could 

help with indirect and cumulative impacts for NEPA documents. Chris added that the map could 

be used to identify areas to avoid. Another question was what the REF sustainability layer 

represented. Kendall and Tamara Cook, from NCTCOG’s E&D Department, responded that the 

layer included multiple factors, but generally reflected the stressors an area faces. Another 

question was whether a project that scored well using the REF would have any significance to the 

Federal Transit Administration; Dan responded that NCTCOG is trying to develop a process to 

further integrate the REF into the transportation planning process. Sandy said that the REF data 

is drawn from a variety of sources and provides consistency of data that can be used across the 

region and can be used to look at performance measures. Nathan Drozd with NCTCOG’s 

Transportation Department added that the information provided by the REF is more accurate and 

detailed than information provided by a feasibility study, and it can show which potential project 

alignment will have a greater impact on resources; he said this is important during the pre-NEPA 

selection of an alignment. 

 

4. Environment & Development Programs Update 

Tamara described several programs the E&D Department coordinates: 

- Open Space Conservation Planning: E&D has worked with The Trust for Public Land on 

greenprinting in the Lake Worth watershed. E&D also works on green infrastructure planning 

with area cities.  

- Water Quality/Watershed Management: E&D coordinates efforts on water quality 

management planning, pollution prevention, stormwater programs, watershed protection 

plans, and water efficiency/conservation. 

- Sustainable Infrastructure Initiatives: E&D has several sustainable infrastructure initiatives, 

including integrated Storm Water Management (iSWM) and Sustainable Public Rights of Way 

(SPROW). 

 

5. Mitigation and Enhancement Concepts 

Sandy gave examples of mitigation and enhancement strategies, including a bioswale constructed 

in Dallas. She discussed potential impacts to resources and mitigation activities that could be used 

to address those impacts. 

 

6. Future Opportunities for Coordination 
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Kendall suggested ways to further involve stakeholders in NCTCOG’s efforts to integrate 

environmental and transportation planning, including an REF website demonstration and ideas 

for webinars hosted by NCTCOG.  

 

7. Discussion  

The USFWS representative said he understood that NCTCOG wanted to move beyond NEPA-

related requirements, but that resource agencies do not have the manpower to become involved 

in early planning. Dan responded that NCTCOG has financial resources the agency can devote to 

early planning and is seeking input on how to involve stakeholders and the informal priorities 

stakeholders may have. A comment was made that NCTCOG is likely using the same landscape-

level data the resource agencies have access to, and that species-level data is out-of-date. Dan 

suggested NCTCOG could assist by mapping areas that may be home to a species based on its 

habitat requirements. Sandy suggested that NCTCOG could become a repository for sightings of 

threatened and endangered species, and this data could be used during planning. The USFWS 

representative said his agency has limited information unless a situation warrants a survey, but 

his agency would be happy to share their information. 



 
North Central Texas Council of Governments 

616 Six Flags Drive, Centerpoint Two 
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May 28, 2015 – Item 11 

 
 
  TO: Mike Eastland   DATE: May 21, 2015 
   Executive Director 
 
 FROM: Michael Morris, P.E. 
   Director of Transportation 
 
SUBJECT: Resolution Authorizing a Contract with Recovery Systems, Inc., d/b/a Pro-Tow 

Wrecker Service for Wrecker Services on SH 161 
 
 
 
An interim bottleneck improvement for State Highway (SH) 161 between Belt Line Road and  
SH 183 in Irving is scheduled to open to traffic in the June 2015 timeframe.  This improvement 
consists of shoulder restriping to enable three lanes of traffic during peak travel periods.  The 
additional capacity will provide congestion relief for travelers within and adjacent to this three-mile 
section. A key component to successfully utilize the shoulder is to stage tow trucks to respond 
quickly to incidents.  The project is located within the City of Irving.  The City of Irving procured 
Recovery Systems, Inc., d/b/a Pro-Tow Wrecker Service as the authorized wrecker service for any 
City of Irving dispatched tows on all incident calls. 
 
In October 2012, the Regional Transportation Council (RTC) approved funding for the Texas 
Department of Transportation Congestion Management Partnership Program, including funding for 
the shoulder utilization during peak periods.  Staging of tow trucks is included as a component to 
this program.  The RTC desires to provide for the staging of wrecker services as part of the interim 
bottleneck improvement to provide quick response and removal of incidents along SH 161 in Irving 
during the peak periods.  This is a component of the RTC's Freeway Incident Management 
Program.  
 
A draft resolution authorizing the execution of an agreement with Recovery Systems, Inc., d/b/a 
Pro-Tow Wrecker Service for wrecker services, in the amount not to exceed $300,000 through 
September 30, 2016, is attached for Executive Board consideration.  I will provide a brief 
presentation of this item and will be available to answer any questions prior to requesting Board 
approval.   
 
 
JD:lk/al 
Attachment 
  



 

  

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT WITH RECOVERY SYSTEMS, INC., D/B/A 
PRO-TOW WRECKER SERVICE FOR WRECKER SERVICES ON SH 161 

 
WHEREAS, the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) has been 

designated as the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area 
by the Governor of Texas in accordance with federal law; and,  
 

WHEREAS, the Regional Transportation Council (RTC), comprised primarily of local 
elected officials, is the regional transportation policy body associated with NCTCOG and has been 
and continues to be a forum for cooperative decisions on transportation; and, 
 

WHEREAS, the RTC’s Freeway Incident Management (FIM) Training Program is designed 
to initiate a common coordinated response to traffic incidents that will build partnerships, enhance 
safety for emergency personnel, reduce secondary traffic crashes, improve efficiency of the 
transportation system, and improve air quality in the Dallas-Fort Worth region; and,  
 

WHEREAS, an interim bottleneck improvement for SH 161 between Belt Line Road and  
SH 183 in Irving is scheduled to open to traffic in June 2015, whereby the inside shoulder will be 
restriped to enable three lanes of traffic during the peak periods to provide additional capacity and 
congestion relief during the peak periods; and,  
 

WHEREAS, the City of Irving conducted a procurement in 2011 for wrecker services and 
auto pound operation and selected Recovery Systems, Inc., d/b/a Pro-Tow Wrecker Service as the 
authorized wrecker service required for any City of Irving dispatched tow requests through 
September 30, 2016; and, 
 

WHEREAS, the RTC desires to provide for the staging of wrecker services with funding 
through the RTC-approved Texas Department of Transportation Congestion Management 
Partnership as part of the interim bottleneck improvement to provide quick response and removal 
of incidents along SH 161 in Irving through the City of Irving’s authorized tow provider.   

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED THAT: 

 
Section 1. A contract between NCTCOG and Recovery Systems, Inc., d/b/a Pro-Tow 

Wrecker Service in an amount not to exceed $300,000, be and is hereby 
approved.  

 
Section 2. The Executive Director or designee is authorized to execute a contract with 

Recovery Systems Inc., d/b/a Pro-Tow Wrecker Service in the name of the 
North Central Texas Council of Governments.   

 
 Section 3. This resolution shall be in effect immediately upon its adoption. 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Kathryn Wilemon, President 
North Central Texas Council of Governments 
Mayor Pro Tem, City of Arlington 
 
  I hereby certify that this resolution was adopted by the Executive Board of the North Central 
Texas Council of Governments on May 28, 2015. 
 
 
     _____________________________________ 

Daniel Scarth, Secretary-Treasurer 
North Central Texas Council of Governments 
Councilmember, City of Fort Worth 













IH 20/IH 30 Strategic Management Systems Study (“CAPMAIN”) 

Project Partner Coordination Meeting 

NCTCOG – Regional Forum Room 

Friday, May 1, 2015 – 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 

AGENDA 

 

 
 

1. Introductions & Action Agenda (“Cutting to the Chase”) 
 

2. Review/Update of Asset Conditions Map & Focus Zone Identification 
 

a. New/Updated Asset Criteria  
 

b. Overview of Six Corridor Focus Zones 
 

3. Context for Project Definition/Development 
 

a. Proposition One (FY 2016-18) 
 

b. Mobility 2040 Plan 
 

4. Discussion of Identified Project Opportunities 
 

a. Overview and Scale of Existing/Planned TxDOT Projects 
 

b. Design Concept and Scope for Proposed Projects 
 

c. Project Status and Development Implications 
 

5. Summary of Information / Additional Data Needs 
 

a. Request for Cost Estimation 
 

b. Other Project Concepts 
 

6. Next Steps and Schedule (Next Meeting:  Monday, June 1st, 2:00pm @ NCTCOG) 
 

 



IH 20/IH 30 Strategic Management Systems Study (“CAPMAIN”) 

Project Partner Coordination Meeting 

NCTCOG – Fred Keithley Conference Room 

Tuesday, June 16, 2015 – 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 

AGENDA 

 

 
 

1. Introductions & Action Agenda (“Cutting to the Chase”) 
 

2. Updates to IH 20/IH 30 Asset Conditions Map 
 

3. Review/Update of Project Improvement Diagrams by Focus Zone 
 

a. Information/Changes Since Previous Meeting 
 

b. Draft Cost Estimates 
 

4. Review of Year 2035 Model Run (Focus Zones 1-3) 
 

a. Traffic Plot 
 

b. Performance Report 
 

5. Finalization of Project Scope and Prioritization 
 

a. Incorporation into Mobility 2040 
 

b. Project Selection for Proposition One Implementation 
 

c. Development/Environmental Clearance Needs 
 

6. Summary of Information / Additional Data Needs 
 

a. Focus Zone 4 – Comprehensive Feasibility Study 
 

b. Other Stakeholder Issues 
 

7. Next Steps and Future Coordination 
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 Population and employment in the Dallas-Fort Worth region 
expected to grow by nearly 50% between now and 2035

 Vehicle miles of travel and annual cost of congestion projected 
to increase at greater rates

 Mobility 2035 – 2014 Amendment identifies just 1/4th funding 
necessary to eliminate the worst congestion by 2035

 Existing system burdens remain:
 Increasing age and wear
 Damage from accidents
 Changes in environmental conditions
 Impacts to reliability/level of service
 Redevelopment and access needs

NCTCOG Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study
Project Background – “The Big Picture”
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NCTCOG Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study (cont.)
Project Overview

 Conduct multi-modal risk analysis  
for critical transportation facilities 
based on FHWA Vulnerability 
Assessment Framework

 Geographic Area:
 Dallas and Tarrant Counties

 Climate Stressors
 Periods of extreme heat
 Drought conditions
 Heavy rain/flooding events

 Identify uses/benefits for risk 
incorporation into data collection 
and the traditional planning process
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Notable Project Findings
Climate Change/Extreme Weather is a Current Problem

 Eight of the DFW top-ten warmest 
years have occurred after 1998
 #1 – 2006; #2 – 2012; #3 – 2008/2011
 Summer 2011:

 71 days = High temperatures > 100 degrees
 55 days = Low temperatures > 80 degrees

 2014 Precipitation Total = 21.32 inches
 Lowest annual total since 2005
 12th lowest annual total over 115 years

 Since 2010, period-to-date rainfall 
deficits exceed 40 inches at many sites

 Reservoir storage at 60% capacity with 
record-low levels at multiple lakes Rowlett
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Notable Project Findings (cont.)
Intensity of Urban Heat Island Effects

 Recent studies indicate correlation 
between urban heat island intensity 
and drought severity

 Local zones/areas of influence based 
on wind patterns and sprawl features

 Summer 2011:
 Maximum temperature variations 

exceeded ten degrees at times
 Strong differences in effects to 

precipitation events and drainage 
characteristics

 Cumulative effect to diminish soil 
moisture across DFW region July 2011 – 9:00pm July 2011 – 3:00am

Winguth and Clark, 2013
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Notable Project Findings (cont.)
Future Projections Indicate Significant Climate Change

 “Business-as-Usual” emissions scenario 
translates to substantial temperature rises 
and soil moisture reduction in DFW region:
 Mean temperature increases of eight degrees 

(extremes > thirteen degrees) by century end
 Lower annual rainfall but punctuated by more 

single-storm events of greater intensity

Winguth and Kelp, 2014

 Increased transportation 
impacts:
 Pavement cracking/failures
 Stresses on bridges/culverts
 Reduced mobility, access, and 

safety
 Enhanced financial constraints
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Notable Project Findings (cont.)
Critical Roadway Segments in the 100-Year Floodplain

Tarrant County Dallas County

 Many critical roadway segments cross the 100-year floodplain 
and/or exist in flood-prone areas

 Additional information needed (surface elevation, engineering/ 
design details, etc.) to determine overall vulnerability
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Notable Project Findings (cont.)
Critical Roadways Vulnerable to Heat Risks

2050 Average Temperature 2100 Average Temperature

 Significant mean temperature increases suggest greater 
extreme temperatures that will impact pavement degradation

 Enhanced heat island will amplify moisture losses which can 
affect stabilization/shifting of soils
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Lessons Learned
Data Retrieval/Availability vs. Application/Purpose

 Local governments collect numerous forms of asset data
 Data can address specific questions, but not all vital questions
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Lesson Learned (cont.)
Criticality and Scope Limitations

 Parameters for criticality measures 
limited study scope to major 
transportation assets:
 Limited-access roadway facilities
 Select primary thoroughfares
 Rail lines (transit and freight)

 Regional size and system 
complexity presented challenges:
 Twelve-county metropolitan planning 

area (2nd largest in the nation)
 More than 230 local government units
 Multiple transportation providers
 Differences in asset record-keeping

Dallas

Carrollton
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Lesson Learned (cont.)
More Engineering Applications for Vulnerability Measures

 Various applications available to address high-plasticity soils and other risks
 Regional frequency of use, impacts, and budget effects not readily apparent
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Next Steps
Inform, Discuss, and Involve

 Seek discussion opportunities with 
partner agency policy committees

 Follow-up actions from Building 
Extreme Weather Resiliency for 
Transportation Infrastructure 
Symposium (Dec. 18th – Austin, TX)

 Study presented at the Climate 
Resiliency & Adaptation Symposium 
(Feb. 6th – Arlington, TX)

 Texas Application for the National 
Disaster Resiliency Competition

 Faculty assistance in Earth to Sky 
Partnership education activities
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Next Steps (cont.)
Integration Into Transportation Planning and Practice

 Vulnerability Assessment process 
to be incorporated into ongoing 
Asset Management Pilot Studies

 Through INVEST, evaluation of 
locally-relevant resiliency 
strategies will be performed

 Merging of MAP-21 guidance for 
performance measures

 Regional planning context can 
present competing challenges:
 Continued strong growth
 Funding priorities and shortfalls
 Air quality non-attainment
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Future Needs/Actions
Addressing Cumulative Challenges to Transportation

 Configure asset databases to show direct influence of climate 
change/extreme weather on performance measures

 Create improved modeling to simulate hydrologic effects to 
transportation outside of typical floodplain areas

 Identify future opportunities to conduct a similar assessment for 
the remainder of the 12-county Metropolitan Planning Area

 Develop provider partnerships to update design methods and 
maintenance practices with improved focus on infrastructure 
resiliency (Centers of Development Excellence – UT Arlington)

 Identify and/or improve best practices/measures in the 
monitoring and evaluation of vulnerability factors

 Investigate climate change and weather-related impacts among 
various transportation system investment strategies



NCTCOG Contact Information:

Jeffrey C. Neal
Program Manager

(817) 608-2345
jneal@nctcog.org

April 23, 2015 2015 FHWA Climate Resilience Webinar Series:
“Building a Climate-Resilient Transportation System”
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Foreword 
 

This document has been developed by the North Central Texas Council of 
Governments (NCTCOG) and project partners in accordance with a grant from the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  It presents the results of a comprehensive 
investigation of infrastructure vulnerability to extreme weather and climate change in the 
Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Metropolitan Area. The existing and future infrastructure 
assets within Dallas and Tarrant Counties, including road, rail, and aviation 
transportation facilities, has been aggregated together with Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) flood maps. A vulnerability assessment matrix for the 
local transportation network has been developed to quantify the likelihood of hazards 
and the magnitude of adverse consequences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice 
 
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of 
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes 
no liability for the use of the information contained in this document. 

The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or 
manufacturers' names appear in this report only because they are considered essential 
to the objective of the document. 

 
Quality Assurance Statement 

 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides high-quality information to serve 
government, industry, and the public in a manner that promotes public understanding. 
Standards and policies are used to ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, utility, 
and integrity of its information. FHWA periodically reviews quality issues and adjusts its 
programs and processes to ensure continuous quality improvement.  
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Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
 
The University of Texas at Arlington is committed to the full and total inclusion of all 
individuals and to the principle of individual empowerment. To this end, policies and 
procedures must ensure that any person with a disability will not, on the basis of that 
disability, be denied full and equal access or otherwise be subjected to discrimination 
under programs or activities offered by the University. The University of Texas at 
Arlington is also committed to the principle of Equal Employment Opportunity in the 
employment of individuals with disabilities. 

ADA Coordinator at UTA  
Eunice Currie - ADA Coordinator 
Assistant Vice President Human Resources Management and Development 
Phone: (817) 272-7091  
E-mail: currie@uta.edu 
 
 

Equal Opportunity Policy 
 
The University of Texas at Arlington complies with the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Titles VI 
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 11246, the Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act of 1967, Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, Sections 503 
and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990, the 
Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, the Texas Commission on Human 
Rights Act and the Rules and Regulations of the Board of Regents of The University of 
Texas System. It is the policy of The University of Texas at Arlington that to the extent 
provided by these applicable laws no person shall, on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, religion, age, sex, disabilities or veteran status, be denied employment or 
admission, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of or subject to 
discrimination under, any program or activity that it sponsors or conducts. It is also the 
University's policy to maintain an environment free from discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation. 

Inquiries concerning the application of this policy and complaints of discrimination 
should be directed to the Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action, 710 S. 
Davis Drive, Office and Classroom Building (OCB), Room 103, 817.272.2106. E-mail: 
eoaa@uta.edu. Web site: www.uta.edu/eoaa. 

 
 
 
 
 
Title page photo courtesy: 
TRE, Trainweb, Dallas Morning News, Michael Fitzgerald, Texas Forest Service   

mailto:currie@uta.edu
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What is NCTCOG? 
 

The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) is a voluntary association 
of cities, counties, school districts, and special districts which was established in 
January 1966 to assist local governments in planning for common needs, cooperating 
for mutual benefit, and coordinating for sound regional development. 

It serves a 16-county metropolitan region centered around the two urban centers of 
Dallas and Fort Worth.  Currently the Council has 242 members, including 16 counties, 
169 cities, 22 independent school districts, and 31 special districts.  The area of the 
region is approximately 12,800 square miles, which is larger than nine states, and the 
population of the region is over 6.5 million, which is larger than 38 states. 

NCTCOG’s structure is relatively simple; each member government appoints a voting 
representative from the governing body.  These voting representatives make the 
General Assembly which annually elects a 15-member Executive Board.  The Executive 
Board is supported by policy development, technical advisory, and study committees, as 
well as a professional staff of 311 persons. 

NCTCOG’s offices are located in Arlington in the Centerpoint Two Building at 616 Six 
Flags Drive (approximately one-half mile south of the main entrance to Six Flags Over 
Texas). 

 
P. O. Box 5888 

Arlington, Texas 76005-5888 
(817) 640-3300 

NCTCOG’s Department of Transportation 

Since 1974, NCTCOG has served as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for 
transportation for the Dallas-Fort Worth area.  NCTCOG’s Department of Transportation 
is responsible for the regional planning process for all modes of transportation.  The 
department provides technical support and staff assistance to the Regional 
Transportation Council and its technical committees, which compose the MPO policy-
making structure.  In addition, the department provides technical assistance to the local 
governments of North Central Texas in planning, coordinating, and implementing 
transportation decisions. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

This report is an initial assessment of the vulnerability of North Central Texas (NCT) 
transportation infrastructure as part of the FHWA Climate Change/Extreme Weather 
Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study. It summarizes the results from a sequence of 
meetings organized by the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG), 
attended by local experts, and supported by several local government agency 
stakeholders to create a qualitative assessment of extreme weather and climate change 
impacts on infrastructure assets with a focus on Dallas and Tarrant Counties (which 
includes the primary cities of Dallas and Fort Worth). 

The three major elements of the climate impact vulnerability assessment are the 
following: 

1. A compilation of historical climate data and projected future climate information for 
the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Metropolitan Area. 

 The UTA climate group (A. Winguth) gathered climate and weather data from 
1900 to 2010 to interpret the historic trends in extremes and variability of 
temperature and precipitation suggesting an increase in temperature, particularly 
in the summer season, and an increase in rainfall and rainfall intensity, primarily 
during the spring season. 

 Historic weather-related disruption of transportation is mainly related to extreme 
events like snow and ice storms as well as damages by severe supercell-type 
thunderstorms.  

 Future climate prediction suggests extreme temperatures of up to 125 °F by the 
end of 21st century, exceeding historic heat waves by 12 °F. 

 By 2050, soil moisture is reduced by 10-15% in all seasons compared to historic 
values due to increase in temperatures. This suggests a higher risk of 
infrastructure damage by cracking and, together with elevated temperatures, a 
higher-than-present risk of fires, particularly in wooded neighborhoods. 

 Higher likelihood of drought will also amplify the urban heat island, particularly 
during summer months, that can result in up to 10 °F temperature difference 
between downtown Dallas and adjacent rural locations. 

 An increase in mean rainfall by up to 10% and severe thunderstorms by up to 
40% in the spring season will likely lead to a higher risk of flooding affecting the 
infrastructure. 

 Extreme flooding events exceeding historic floods are expected as a result of 
more tropical storm systems occurring in the fall season.  

2. The NCT criticality assessment team developed an asset inventory of existing and 
future transportation infrastructure in Dallas and Tarrant Counties including roads, 
passenger rail, and aviation facilities. 
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 A comprehensive geographic information system (GIS) data inventory was 
compiled linking together Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood 
maps, temperature maps produced by the UTA climate group, and location maps 
for current/future transportation assets. 

 Projection of infrastructure expansion based on the NCTCOG long-range 
transportation plan (Mobility 2035:  The Metropolitan Transportation Plan for 
North Central Texas – 2013 Amendment) was identified. 

 Criticality of the current and future transportation infrastructure was determined 
based on the average annual daily traffic (AADT) and passenger rail ridership 
data. 

3. The vulnerability of transportation infrastructure in Dallas and Tarrant Counties to 
risks from extreme weather and climate change was evaluated.  

 Transportation infrastructure assets located within the FEMA 100-year floodplain 
were identified. 

 A risk assessment matrix for transportation infrastructure was developed as a 
function of the criticality of the assets and high likelihood of extreme weather 
impacts (flooding and high temperatures). 

Assessing future weather-related infrastructure disruption is important for developing 
adaptation strategies and prioritizing transportation planning efforts.  The results of this 
Study provide ground evidence for developing adaptation strategies that ensure safe, 
effective, and efficient access and mobility into the future while also considering 
economic, social, and environmental needs. These goals are also part of the Texas 
Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT’s) strategic plan, as well as those of other 
transportation providers and local governments. Future work is required for a more 
accurate and comprehensive assessment of the potential vulnerability of all North 
Central Texas transportation assets.  Such expanded efforts could be accomplished 
through greater incorporation of more precise forecasts of extreme precipitation and 
temperature (e.g. Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of Atmosphere or CASA Project), 
accommodation of spatially explicate analysis using three-dimensional models (e.g. 
Light Detention and Ranging or LiDAR) to determine runoff risks, increased 
monitoring/tracking of weather-related stresses and associated damage to 
infrastructure, and enhanced testing and application of various engineering methods 
and construction materials designed to improve resiliency. 
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List of Acronyms, Abbreviation, and Resources 

 
CASA  Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of Atmosphere 

CESM  Community Earth System Model 

CIKR  Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources 

CMIP  Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 

DART  Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

DFW  Dallas Forth Worth Metropolitan Area 

DFWIA Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport 

DOT   Department of Transportation 

EPA  Environmental Protection Agency 

FWTA  Fort Worth Transportation Authority  

FHWA  Federal Highway Administration 

GIS  Graphical Information System 

LiDAR  Light Detection and Ranging 

IPCC  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

NWS  National Weather Service 

NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NCAR  National Center for Atmospheric Research 

NCTCOG North Central Texas Council of Governments 

SST  Sea Surface Temperature 

RCP  Representative Concentration Pathways 

TRE  Trinity Railway Express  

TxDOT Texas Department of Transportation 

UHI  Urban Heat Island 

UTA  University of Texas at Arlington 

WMO  World Meteorological Organization 
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NCT Vulnerability Assessment Team 
 
 
Name  Expertise Affiliation 

Natalie Bettger Senior Program Manager, 
Congestion Management and 
Innovative Project Delivery Program 
Area 

North Central Texas 
Council of Governments, 
Department of 
Transportation 

John C. Brunk  Assistant Director, Transportation 
Planning 

City of Dallas, Public Works 
Dept. 

Jory Dille  Senior Transportation Planner, 
Congestion Management and 
Innovative Project Delivery Program 
Area 

North Central Texas 
Council of Governments, 
Department of 
Transportation 

Curvie Hawkins Assistant Vice President, Planning  Fort Worth Transportation 
Authority 

Yekang Ko Assistant Professor in City and 
Regional Planning 

School of Urban and Public 
Affairs, University of Texas 
at Arlington 

Jun Hak Lee  Adjunct Research Professor, GIS 
and Remote Sensing Specialist 

Dept. Earth and 
Environmental Sci., 
University of Texas at 
Arlington  

Jeffrey Neal Program Manager, Congestion 
Management and Innovative Project 
Delivery Program Area 

North Central Texas 
Council of Governments, 
Department of 
Transportation 

Sandip Sen Transit Planning Fort Worth Transportation 
Authority 

Arne Winguth Associate Professor in Climate 
Dynamics and Oceanography 

Dept. Earth and 
Environmental Sci., 
University of Texas at 
Arlington 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This Study has been developed in collaboration between the University of Texas at 
Arlington (UTA) and the North Central Texas Council of Government (NCTCOG) in 
partnership with the Public Works Department of the City of Dallas and the Fort Worth 
Transportation Authority (FWTA), to assess how future extremes in weather events 
through the end of the 21st century can affect the transportation infrastructure in Dallas 
and Tarrant Counties. This assessment (Fig. 1.1) will not only allow transportation 
planners to adapt future infrastructure demands and improvement needs to changes in 
extreme weather, but hereby will also enhance and protect taxpayer investments. 

Extreme weather events have frequently disrupted mobility and levels of services on 
highway and rail networks in the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Metropolitan Area, and 
current climate projections suggest that such disruptions may occur more often in the 
future.  Extreme precipitation events and vulnerable infrastructure create transportation 
delays, particularly in locations of high traffic volume, and they also can endanger public 
safety across the region.  

Past extreme weather events like severe thunderstorms, flooding, or ice have severely 
impacted the transportation infrastructure of the DFW area. Examples in the recent past 
include the Fort Worth tornado of March 28, 2000; the tornado outbreak of April 3, 2012; 
the heavy precipitation event of September 7 - 8, 2010; the heavy ice and snowfall 
event of February 11 - 12, 2010; the Groundhog Day Blizzard of January 31 to February 
2, 2011; and the ice storms of November 22-24, 2013 and December 5-7, 2013. 

NCTCOG, the region’s Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), has been awarded 
funding by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to conduct a Type I: 

Vulnerability Assessment Pilot in order to analyze the vulnerability of transportation 
infrastructure to climate change effects and extreme weather events in the North 
Central Texas (NCT) region.  

In this technical study the three major tasks listed below have been addressed: 

Task 1. A compilation of historical climate data and projected future climate   
information for the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan area has been provided, 
including surface air temperature, precipitation, evaporation, and soil 
moisture/water content, in order to assess the impact of climate change. 

Task 2. The existing infrastructure of the DFW area including road and rail has 
been aggregated together with flood maps. The importance of infrastructure 
assets has been ranked for the Dallas and Tarrant Counties using 
normalized traffic density maps from the Federal Highway Administration, 
flood plains, and other regional sources. The future expansion of the 
transportation infrastructure is based on the NCTCOG’s Long Range 
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Transportation Plan, Mobility 2035:  The Metropolitan Transportation Plan for 
North Central Texas - 2013 Amendment. 

Task 3. The vulnerability of Dallas and Tarrant Counties’ transportation 
infrastructure to extreme weather and climate change has been evaluated. A 
vulnerability assessment matrix for transportation has been used to estimate 
the likelihood of hazards and the magnitude of adverse consequences. The 
criticality of transportation assets is categorized into low, medium, and high 
vulnerability for future heat waves; low and high risk of fires; and low, 
medium, and high vulnerability for future floods.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1. The climate change risk assessment methodology for DFW area infrastructure 
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2. HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED CLIMATE AND EXTREMES IN WEATHER OF 
NORTH-CENTRAL TEXAS 

2.1. Historical Climate and Extremes in Weather 
 
The climate of North Central Texas is classified as humid subtropical, with 8 months 
above 68 °F (20 °C) and dry winters (Fig. 2.1; Köppen-Geiger classification Cfa; 
Köppen, 1936; Peel et al., 2007). Summer temperatures are generally high with daytime 
extremes of up to 113 °F (Fig. 2.1a).  The longest heat wave on record for North Central 
Texas occurred during the summer season of 2011, with 71 consecutive days 
exceeding 100°F or 37.8 °C (Fig. 2.2). The precipitation gradient of North Central Texas 
is remarkable, with a difference of about 12 in (304 mm) year-1 between Palo Pinto 
County in the west and Rockwall County in the east (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). The 
largest portion of the annual precipitation results from thunderstorm activity, which 
occurs most frequently in the spring (Fig. 2.1b), and is characterized by occasional 
heavy rainfall over brief periods of time.  

The annual temperature anomaly of North Central Texas with respect to the 1900-2011 
average, shown in Fig. 2.3, reflects the long-term warming trend of 0.09 F/decade. The 
overall warming amounts to 1.04 F over this period, with the strongest increase of 0.25 
F from 2001 to 2011. The seasonal trends are particularly strong during the last 

 

Figure 2.1. Monthly mean temperature (a) and precipitation (b) for Dallas-Fort Worth 
averaged from 1980 to 2010 (Source: National Weather Service, Fort Worth, 2012). 
Annual mean temperature is 65.4 °F (18.8°C) and annual precipitation is 33.1 in 
(839.91 mm) year-1 averaged over the period 1900 to 2010. 
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decade, with an increase in temperature of 0.61 F during summer months and 0.11 F 
during winter months over this time period (Fig. 2.3 a). 

Precipitation anomalies relative to the period between 1900 and 2010 (Fig. 2.3b) 
indicate higher amounts of rainfall the decade of the 1990’s. Severe droughts of the 
early 1950’s and in 2006 are represented in this graph by anomalously low rainfall. The 
long-term precipitation trend for the DFW area indicates an increase in rainfall of 4.8 in 
(or 15 %) over the period from 1900 to 2010. This increase occurred particularly during 
winter months, whereas summer season precipitation slightly declined. Increases in 
rainfall and snowfall is highly correlated with an increase in regional crash rates (Fig 2.5 
a). 

Several studies have supported the hypothesis that droughts over the Great Plains are 
linked to cold sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies linked to La Niña in the tropical 
Pacific (Trenberth et al., 1988; Trenberth and Branstator, 1992; Palmer and Brankovic, 
1989; Ortegren, 2008; Seager et al., 2009). The 2010-2011 drought in Texas (Fig. 2.4) 
was likely amplified by strong La Niña conditions, together with a positive phase of the 
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (McCabe et al., 2004; Mo et al., 2009; Nielsen-
Gammon, 2012). Low rural soil moisture during the previous winter, also noted as a 
factor during the 2003 heat wave in Paris (Cassou et al., 2005; Dousset et al., 2007), 
may have enhanced the drought in North Central Texas (Hong and Kalnay, 2002). 
Anthropogenic land use changes could have further intensified the drought conditions 
(Cook et al., 2009). Historical trends (Fig. 2.2) suggest that droughts associated with 
prolonged heat waves have been more frequent in the last two decades. The risk of 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Dallas-Fort Worth annual consecutive 100° F days (NWS Dallas-Fort Worth). 
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wildfires is significantly higher under drought conditions (Texas AM Forest Service, 
2015a). 

  

 
 
Figure 2.3. Annual average surface temperature (a) and rainfall (b) anomalies as 
compared to the average between 1900 and 2010, in °C from NWS COOP station 
412242 (Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport). 

 

Figure 2.4. Severe 2011 drought in Texas as inferred from the U.S. Drought Monitor 
Texas (http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu).  
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The transportation infrastructure of the DFW area is highly sensitive to frozen 
precipitation (Fig. 2.5b, Fig. 2.6a,) because of limited plow capacity for highways, power 
outages for light rail signal systems, ice buildup on the light rail, and freezing switches 
for railroad. Extreme events like the Groundhog Day Blizzard of January 31 to February 
2, 2011; the ice storm of November 22-24, 2013; and the winter storm of December 5-7, 
2013, have led to significant traffic disruptions (Fig. 2.6b). In the recent decade, the 
cumulative snowfall increased (Fig. 2.6a) compared to the previous decades, which is 
consistent to the positive rainfall anomaly. Decadal variabilities such as the Atlantic 
Multidecadal Oscillation and the El Niño Southern Oscillation likely influence the 
changeability in the cumulative season snowfall. 
 
Severe extra-tropical and tropical cyclones can also contribute to infrastructure 
disruption (Fig. 2.5a and 2.7a). Frontal systems associated with the extratropical 
cyclones can lead to tornado formation, for example the Fort Worth tornado of March 
28, 2000, or the tornado outbreak of April 3, 2012. Straight-line winds (derecho) and 
associated microbursts (Caracena et al., 1987), e.g. the August 2, 1985 storm 
contributing to a crash of Delta Air Lines Flight 191 (Fujita, 1985), or the recent October 
3, 2014, Fort Worth-Arlington derecho, also cause significant damage. On average, 
there were annually eight tornado watches and 14 severe thunderstorm warnings over 
the period of 1999-2008 (Fig. 2.7b, NWS Storm Prediction Center, Norman, OK). 
Tropical storms like Hurricane Ike in 2008 can lead to significant rainfall and flooding 
events. Historical surveys indicate that the increasing trend in the strength of tropical 
cyclone precipitation is related to the long-term rise in sea surface temperature linked to 
climate change (Emanuel, 2005; Zhu, 2014). 

  

Figure 2.5. a) Annual total precipitation for the period 2007 to 2014, in inches, and 
rain-related crashes and b) annual snow accumulation for the period 2007 to 2014, in 
inches, and snow-related crashes.  
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2.2 Urban Heat Island of Dallas-Fort Worth 
 
Urban areas are generally warmer than rural locations (Howard, 1833), a phenomenon 
known as the urban heat island (UHI) effect (Oke, 1973). The UHI is commonly 
estimated by the difference in temperature measurements between weather stations in 
urbanized areas and rural areas. In this context, rural areas are defined as landscapes 
that are predominantly natural and not covered with buildings, parking areas, roads, or 
other man-made urban surfaces (Stewart, 2011). The hourly surface temperature 

a)      b) 

 

Figure 2.7. a) Surface pressure of significant storm systems (in hPa) passing the Dallas-
Fort Worth area and b) average annual number of tornado watches over the period 1999-
2008. Note that the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan area has about 8 tornado watches per 
year.  
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Figure 2.6. a) Annual cumulative snowfall for the period 2003 to 2014, in inches and b) 
service disruption in minutes of the commuter railway TRE. Note that no service data are 
available for 2010. 
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differences between DFW area urban and rural sites have been used to calculate the 
urban heat island from 2001 to 2011 (Winguth and Kelp, 2013). The UHI effect peaked 
after sunset, and was particularly strong during the drought and heat wave in July 2011, 
reaching a single-day instantaneous maximum value of 9.7 F° (5.4°C) and a monthly 
mean maximum of 6.1°F (3.4°C), compared to the 2001 to 2011 July average of 4.3 F° 
(2.4°C) (Fig. 2.8). The ground-based assessment of canopy air temperature at 
screening level has been supported by a remote-sensed surface estimate from the 
MODIS/Terra satellite, highlighting a dual-peak maximum heat island in the major city 
centers of Dallas and Fort Worth. Both ground-based and remote-sensed spatial 
analyses of the maximum heat island indicate a northwest shift, the result of southeast 
winds in July 2011 of ~4.5 mph (2 m s-1) on average (Fig. 2.8). There was an overall 
positive trend in the UHI of 0.2 °F/decade in the DFW area from 2001-2011, due to 
rapid urbanization. Superimposed on this trend are significant inter-annual and decadal 
variations that influence the urban climate. 
 

  

 

Figure 2.8. Maps of the average air temperatures (°C) at screen level at (a) 21:00, 
reported by TCEQ stations listed in Table II in Winguth et al. (2013). Wind barbs are 
in knots. Each short barb represents 5 knots and each long barb 10 knots. Contour 
lines show the magnitude of the urban heat island relative to the Kaufman station 
(CAMS 71). Contour line interval is 0.5°C. b) Daily maximum urban heat island in 
July 2011. 
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2.3. Projected Climatic Changes and Extremes in Weather 
 

 
 
Figure 2.9. Projected summer surface air temperature until 2100 predicted by the 
RCP8.5 scenario from CESM1.2. 
 
Recent reports from the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change support significant 
global and regional climate changes (IPCC, 2013). The historical trend as discussed 
above is already very likely influenced by these changes. For this Study, output from the 
Community Earth System Model (CESM) Version 1.2 from the National Center of 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is taken to assess historical and future trends until the 
year 2100.  
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The future climate scenario used is the RCP8.5 scenario, a “business as usual” 
scenario with the assumption that the anthropogenic radiative forcing will be 8.5 W m-2 
by the year 2100. Radiative forcing is used to compare and assess anthropogenic and 
natural drivers of climate change such as solar variability, greenhouse gas 
concentrations, and atmospheric dust composition. The predicted changes of surface 
air temperature for North Central Texas under this scenario are significant with an 8.1 
F (4.5 C) increase in summer temperature by the period 2091-2100 relative to the 
recent historical period of 1986 – 2005 (Fig. 2.9, IPCC, 2013). 

 

 
Figure 2.10. August mean temperature in F (blue bar) and August maximum 
temperature (red bar) for Dallas and Tarrant Counties predicted by CESM1 and CMIP5 
simulations (see text). 
 
The analysis of the climate simulation suggests an increase in mean July temperature 
to ~90 F for 2041-2050 in Dallas and Tarrant Counties compared to 85 F for 1991-
2000 (Fig. 2.9).  Mean August temperatures in theses counties would reach 94 F by 
2041-2050, thus daily extremes could likely exceed 120 F (IPCC, 2013), comparable to 
historical extreme temperatures of cities such as Phoenix, AZ (Western Regional 
Climate Center; http://www.wrcc.dri.edu). For the end of this century, the RCP8.5 
simulation with CESM1.2 predicts at least 2 months of mean surface air temperatures 
above 100 F, and 3 months of mean temperatures above 95 F, with extreme 
temperatures exceeding 13 F above historical extremes (Figure 12.13c in IPCC, 2013), 
or 126 F (Fig. 2.10), and comparable to extreme temperatures in Furnace Creek, 
Death Valley, CA (WMO, http://wmo.asu.edu). The likely impacts of such predicted 
extreme heat waves are an increase in wildfires along paved highways, heat-induced 
stress on bridges and railroads, air conditioning problems in public transport vehicles, 
and heat-related accidents by failure of individual vehicles and heat-related stress. 
These impacts can be translated into substantial mobility and economic loss. 
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Changes in soil moisture (Fig. 2.11) and rainfall (Fig. 2.12) can have a significant impact 
on infrastructure. Low soil moisture accompanied with severe drought favors cracking 
and premature loss of road/railway serviceability, partly because of an increase in soil 
suction (Puppala et al., 2011). A persistent U.S. southern drought, with the cumulative 
effects of low soil moisture and extreme temperatures, not only impacts pavement and 
its sub-grade materials/soils but also creates a higher risk of wildfires in general.  These 
effects were documented in experiences by the 2011 Possum Kingdom complex fires, a 
grouping of four wildfires that consumed about 148,000 acres in Palo Pinto, Stephens, 
and Young Counties northwest of Fort Worth, and the Bastrop County complex fire that 
burned nearly 34,400 acres in central Texas (Texas A&M Forest Service, 2015b).   

 

Figure. 2.11. Projected change of soil moisture until 2050, predicted by the RCP8.5 
scenario from CESM1.2.  
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The spread of wildfires is accelerated by high wind speed and dry air masses and can 
be amplified by firestorm or conflagration effects. Future climate prediction indicates 
significantly lower soil moisture for all seasons by 2050, in particular for the western 
counties of the DFW area (Fig. 2.11), because of the rise in temperature. Rainfall is 
predicted to be lower both in the winter and summer seasons; however, periods of low 
precipitation would be disrupted by single storm events that likely will be stronger in 
intensity (Fig. 2.12). An increase in rainfall would probably occur particularly during 
spring season, associated with the intensification of extra-tropical cyclones. There is a 
robust likelihood of increase in the number of days of severe thunderstorms by the end 
of the century (Fig 2.13, Diffenbaugh et al., 2013). Particularly during the spring season, 
severe thunderstorm likelihood increases to about 40% relative to historical values, 
leading to a heightened risk of disruption by high wind speed, hail damage, and 
flooding, especially in low-lying areas in or adjacent to the floodplain (see Chapter 2.1).   

 

Figure. 2.12. Projected change of rainfall until 2050, predicted by the RCP8.5 scenario 
from CESM1.2. 
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Figure. 2.13. Left column (A–D): Change in severe thunderstorm environments 
(NDSEV) for the last 3 decades of 21st century, predicted by CMIP RCP8.5 relative to 
the three last decades of the 20th century for winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA), 
and autumn (SON) seasons. Black (gray) dots indicate areas where the signal from the 
ensemble simulations exceeds one (two) Standard deviation(s) of the ensemble noise, 
referred to as robust (highly robust). Right column (E–H): Anomaly of NDSEV for each 
year in the 21st century expressed as a percentage value relative to the 1970-1999 
baseline for each individual CMIP model simulation (thin line) and ensemble mean 
(thick line) over the eastern United States (Figure from Diffenbaugh et al., 2013). 
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Enhanced rainfall by more intense tropical cyclones is likely for the summer-to-fall 
season (Knutson et al., 2001; Pielke et al., 2005 Emanuel, 2011). Predicted enhanced 
convection by more intense tropical storms will likely cause an increase in severe 
flooding. The flooding would exacerbate erosion and runoff characteristics in areas 
impacted by increased urbanization and/or drainage channelization, and put 
infrastructure both within and immediately adjacent to 100-year flood zones at greater 
risk for damage or incapacitation. 

A change in the hydrological cycle also affects the strength of the UHI. Figure 2.14 
illustrates the correlation between the Palmer Drought Severity Index and the maximum 
UHI. The calculated Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient is -0.734 and the ρ value is 
0.01, indicating that there is a significant correlation between the drought and maximum 
heat island (Winguth and Kelp, 2013). Two remarkable droughts with different 
characteristics occurred between 2001 and 2011, the 2005-2006 drought (Dong et al., 
2011) and the 2010-2011 severe drought (Nielsen-Gammon, 2012). Predicted reduction 
in the soil moisture (Fig. 2.11) will lead to significant increase in the urban-to-rural 
temperature gradient, thus amplifying the heat stress on the infrastructure as discussed 
above. 

 

 
Figure 2.14. Correlation between the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) and the 
maximum urban heat island (UHI) with a Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of -
0.734 and ρ value of 0.01 for North Central Texas for July between 2001 and 2011. 
Note that negative PDSI denotes drought conditions, for example, -2 is moderate 
drought, -3 is severe drought, -4 is extreme drought. The UHI is computed between the 
Dallas Hinton station (CAMS 60) and the Kaufman station (CAMS 71) (from Winguth 
and Kelp, 2013).  
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3. EXISTING AND PROJECTED INFRASTRUCTURE OF DALLAS AND TARRANT 
COUNTIES 
 
3.1. Introduction 
 
In order to complete Task 2, the Study team compiled an inventory of existing and 
future transportation infrastructure in Dallas and Tarrant Counties and ranked the 
importance of certain assets based on their capacity-based criticality. According to 
Mobility 2035: The Metropolitan Transportation Plan for North Central Texas – 2013 
Amendment, the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) region is projected to grow rapidly: 
approximately 45% increase in population, 44% in employment, and 55% in vehicle-
miles traveled from 2013 to 2035. Given this projected growth, the annual cost of 
congestion is expected to more than double from $4.7 billion to $10.1 billion (Table 3.1). 
The existing transportation infrastructure would require significant maintenance for 
aging and damaged structures and improvements in potential capacity to provide an 
adequate level of mobility/accessibility, maintain environmental quality, and prepare 
and/or adapt for more severe and frequent extreme weather events.  
 
Table 3.1. Projected growth of the North Central Texas region from 2013 to 2035  

 
Source: Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 Amendment (NCTCOG, 2013) 
  

3.2. Asset Inventory and Data Collection 
 
An inventory of current and future transportation assets was compiled focusing on 
roads, passenger rail facilities, and critical bridges in Dallas and Tarrant Counties 
primarily using NCTCOG’s existing inventories compiled from the region’s various 
transportation providers (Table 3.2; Fig. 3.1-3.4). Future projections of transportation 
infrastructure location and capacity was based on the Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 
Amendment. Geospatial data for roadway arterials, collectors, and local roads with 
attributes of functional classification, number of lanes, and annual average daily traffic 
(AADT) were assembled. Rail networks include both passenger and freight rail facilities. 

Regional Performance Measures 2013 2035 % Change

Population 6,778,201 9,833,378 45%

Employment 4,292,516 6,177,016 44%

Vehicle Miles of Travel 181,516,746 281,580,581 55%

Hourly Capacity (Miles) 42,593,607 51,288,092 20%

Vehicle Hours Spent in Delay (Daily) 1,165,512 2,489,440 114%

Increase in Travel Time Due to Congestion 32.1% 44.9% 40%

Annual Cost of Congestion (Billions) $4.7 $10.1 114%
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Geospatial data for annual passenger railridership were joined to rail lines operated by 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority (FWTA). 
Lastly, locations of airports were mapped and joined with 2013 passenger boarding 
data.  

In addition to transportation assets, FEMA 100-year floodplain maps were obtained to 
identify the assets that are more vulnerable to flooding in case of severe precipitation 
events. Likewise, temperature maps were created to identify assets that are more 
vulnerable to extremely high temperatures and potential wildfires, which would potential 
lead to increases in maintenance and repair costs. The floodplain and temperature 
maps were used in vulnerability and risk assessment (Chapter 4). 

Table 3.2. Asset inventory and data collection  
Assets Format Source Information Types 

Transportation Infrastructure 

Roads 

(2014 and 2035) 

 

GIS  NCTCOG 

 

AADT, functional classes, number of 
lanes 

Critical Bridges 

(2014 and 2035) 

 

GIS NCTCOG Location and elevation of bridges 

Rail Road Lines 

(2014 and 2035) 

GIS NCTCOG, 
DART, 
TRE, The T 

Annual passenger ridership 

 Airports (2007) 

 

GIS 

 

NCTCOG 

 

Airport passenger boarding (2013) 
from the Federal Aviation 
Administration 

Natural features 

100-yr Floodplain 

 

GIS FEMA Flooded area based on 100-year 
floods 

  River data GIS NCTCOG, 
TRA, USGS 

Stream flow 

  Temperature  GIS NCAR, 
TCEQ, 
NWS 

Meteorological stations and climate 
simulations 
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Figure 3.1. Current roadway network of Dallas and Tarrant Counties (2014). 

 
Figure 3.2. Current (2008) rail networks of Dallas and Tarrant Counties.  
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Figure 3.3. Future (2035) rail networks of Dallas and Tarrant Counties.  

 
Figure 3.4. Current location of airports in Dallas and Tarrant Counties.  
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3.3. Criticality Assessment  
 
Criticality was defined and assessed to prioritize each asset based on its relative 
importance for emergency preparedness, recovery, and maintenance. FHWA (2012) 
reports two major approaches used by the DHS National Critical Infrastructure 
Prioritization Program (NCIPP) in identifying the importance of assets: (1) consequence-
based criteria including: loss of life, economic costs, ability to re-route and length of 
detour, and time to rebuild if damaged; and (2) capacity-based criteria, which focus on 
the level of usage (e.g. AADT). Several previous pilot studies conducted by the Gulf 
Coast, North Jersey, and the State of Washington defined and determined criticality 
using qualitative (e.g. opinions from the workshop participants) and/or quantitative 
methods (e.g. assessing multiple criteria such as socioeconomic data, level of use, and 
health and safety) based on their regional characteristics and data availability. In this 
study, the capacity-based approach using AADT for roadways, annual ridership for 
passenger rails, and annual passenger boarding for airports is primarily used to 
determine the criticality of assets.  
 
Roadways 

 

AADT was normalized by number of lanes to better represent the functionality of 
roadways (Fig. 3.5) based on consultation among the project partners assembled for 
this Study.  Compared to using absolute values of AADT, this method captures the 
importance of isolated lower-capacity roadways with greater delay over time.  At many 
locations throughout the DFW area, many of these roadways with greater traffic delays 
are associated with fewer alternative routes and greater need for capacity 
improvements. For classifying AADT per travel lane, percentile ranks were used to rank 
each segment based on its current traffic volume and to highlight the relative standing of 
each critical segment compared to all roadways. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the roadway 
segments with top 1%, 5%, 10%, 20% of total roadways, and each class was assigned 
to a score as below: 

 27,201- 36,350 vehicles (top 1%) was assigned a score of 5. 
 20,968 – 27,200 vehicles (top 1 – 5%) was assigned a score of 4. 
 16,034 – 20,967 vehicles (top 5 – 10%) was assigned a score of 3.  
 7,751 – 16,033 vehicles (top 10 – 20%) was assigned a score of 2.  
 0 – 7,750 vehicles (top 20 – 100%) was assigned a score of 1.  

Currently, highways in the north and northeast areas of Tarrant County and broad areas 
throughout the northern half of Dallas County carry higher traffic volumes and 
experience frequent congestion throughout the day (Figure3.5). By applying the traffic 
classification as defined above, the 2035 projection (Figure 3.6) shows that congested 
roadways with high traffic volume largely expand over the entirety of both counties.  
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Figure 3.5. Current roadway traffic volume in Dallas and Tarrant Counties based on 
AADT and normalized by number of lanes. 

 
Figure 3.6. 2035 roadway traffic volume in Dallas and Tarrant Counties based on AADT 
and normalized by number of lanes. 
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Traffic volume near the middle of the two counties, particularly on highways near Dallas-
Fort Worth International Airport (DFWIA) is projected to significantly increase. 

Passenger Rail 
  

Currently, Dallas and Tarrant Counties have two passenger rail operators: DART and 
FWTA. Operated since 1996, the DART Light Rail System consists of four major lines: 
Red, Orange, Blue, and Green that connect suburban areas of Dallas County (as well 
as portions of Collin County to the north and Denton County to the northwest) to 
Downtown Dallas.  In 2013, annual passenger ridership of DART Light Rail was 29.5 
million passengers, with 96,300 persons identified as the average weekday ridership 
(DART, 2014). FWTA conducts a joint operation with DART for the Trinity Railway 
Express (TRE), a commuter rail corridor that travels between the central business 
districts of Fort Worth and Dallas.  The TRE also contains intermediate stops in the 
cities of Richland Hills, Hurst, Irving, as well as Fort Worth’s Centreport Campus which 
provides a bus connection hub to DFWIA. The 2013 annual ridership of TRE was 2.1 
million passengers, with an average weekday ridership of 7,550 persons (DART, 2014).  

Current and year 2035 projected annual passenger ridership by each DART/FWTA rail 
line were mapped and aggregated into railway segments that carry multiple lines (Fig. 
3.6 and 3.7).  Year 2035 annual average daily ridership for individual railway segments 
was classified into five tiers using a natural break classification, a method of manual 
data classification that achieves to partition data into classes based on natural groups in 
the data distribution. Each class was assigned to a score as below: 

 74,135 – 137,239 passengers was assigned a score of 5. 
 26,327 – 74,134 passengers was assigned a score of 4. 
 11,966 – 26,326 passengers was assigned a score of 3. 
 3,807 – 11,965 passengers was assigned a score of 2. 
 0 – 3,806 passengers was assigned a score of 1. 

Currently, the DART Orange and Red lines carry relatively high average daily riderships; 
railway segments in Downtown Dallas show the highest ridership because all four lines 
pass through a dedicated transit corridor. TRE lines carry the fewest passengers (Fig. 
3.7). By 2035, passenger ridership for all lines is expected to grow significantly, 
reflecting a nearly 50% increase of population and employment compared to current 
figures (Fig. 3.8). In particular, the highest number of passengers are projected to be 
carried by the Red and Orange lines for the section between Downtown Dallas and the 
City of Plano in Collin County. Future projections also indicate strong ridership for 
several new rail corridors to be developed prior to 2035.  TEX Rail, a 27-mile commuter 
rail line being developed by FWTA, will debut by 2018 to connect Downtown Fort Worth 
to the northern entrance of DFWIA along the southwest-to-northeast-oriented Cotton 
Belt corridor.   Ultimately, extensions to either side of this line will allow uninterrupted  
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Figure 3.7. Current annual ridership of passenger rail (DART and FWTA) in Dallas and 
Tarrant Counties. 

 
Figure 3.8. Annual ridership of passenger rail in 2035 (DART and FWTA) in Dallas and 
Tarrant Counties.  
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travel between southwest Fort Worth and the DART Red/Orange Line in the City of 
Plano.  Another highly-traveled commuter rail service is also anticipated for 
development along the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) corridor between the TRE 
South Irving Station and the City of Frisco in Collin County.  This interconnectivity 
enables ridership to increase across many railway segments throughout the North 
Central Texas region.  

Airports 

 
Airports are important transportation assets in the DFW area that connect passengers 
and cargo to various domestic and international regions.  Dallas and Tarrant Counties 
contain 19 airports, including DFWIA and Dallas Love Field Airport.  According to the 
Federal Aviation Administration (2014), DFWIA is ranked 4th for passenger boarding 
(annual enplanement of 29,038,128 persons) and 10th for landed weights of cargo 
(3,062,528,160 lb.) among the U.S. airports in 2013. Dallas Love Field was ranked 44th 
for passenger boarding (annual enplanement of 4,023,779 persons). Criticality of the 
airports was determined based on their passenger boarding figures for 2013 (Fig. 3.9). 
Airports are major sources of heat island formation because of their extensive 
impervious coverage (Houston Advanced Research Center, 2009) and extreme heat 
significantly air density, which impacts the minimum runway length for planes to take off 
(FAA, 2014). Extreme weather events such as storms with severe wind speeds, flooding, 
as well as snow and ice events, can also lead to significant flight delays.  

 
Figure 3.9. Current (2013) major airport passenger boarding (DFWIA and Love Field) in 
Dallas and Tarrant Counties (Source: US DOT Federal Aviation Administration, 2014).  
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4. VULNERABILITY OF DALLAS AND TARRANT COUNTY TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE TO EXTREME WEATHER AND CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
The definition of vulnerability and risk varies for different applications (Biging et al. 
2012). Climate change vulnerability is defined as the degree to which a system is 
susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including 
climate variability and extremes (IPCC, 2013). In the FHWA framework, climate change 
vulnerability is a composite of three factors: the exposure to climate effects, sensitivity 
to climate effects, and adaptive capacity to climate change (FHWA, 2012).  

Vulnerability = f (exposure, sensitivity, adaptive capacity). 

Exposure is determined by whether or not assets in question are situated in an area that 
is directly affected by climate change and extreme weather events such as severe 
precipitation and heat waves.  Sensitivity refers to the direct and indirect costs of 
potential impacts caused by climate change and extreme weather.  Adaptive capacity is 
estimated by whether or not there are sufficient local and regional resources (physical 
capacity, capital/materials for construction/maintenance, etc.) and policies (emergency 
management, operating procedures, etc.) that allow immediate and short-term 
responses to climate stressors. 

In assessing vulnerability to severe flooding, this Study focuses on identifying critical 
infrastructure located within the spatial extents of the 100-year floodplain.  It should be 
noted that some of the critical infrastructure located within the floodplain area may not 
be directly exposed or sensitive to flooding as a result of elevation, local drainage/runoff 
characteristics, engineering factors, or other conditions.  Information to verify such 
conditions for each facility could not be assessed for this Study due to time constraints 
and limited data availability from potential sources.  However, it is clear that large 
quantities of critical infrastructure in Dallas and Tarrant Counties are present in flood-
prone areas.  Therefore, vulnerability due to potential exposure is likely and substantial 
portions of the roadway network would be sensitive to potential impacts should they 
occur.  Criticality measures outlined in the previous chapter are incorporated into the 
vulnerability calculation as well.  Adaptive capacity is assumed constant in this 
assessment due to the lack of sufficient information and complexities in quantification 
directly pertinent to the North Central Texas region.  The presence of numerous 
transportation providers, local governments, and a wide range of interactions and 
linkages that support construction, maintenance, operations, and emergency 
management in the DFW area make it difficult to accurately determine adaptive capacity 
alternatives, as well as defining the comprehensive array of potential applications in 
various weather-related circumstances. 
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Risk assessment is defined in this study by the magnitude of impacts (consequence) 
and the probability (likelihood) of occurrence: 

Risk = f (magnitude of impact, the probability of occurrence). 

Vulnerability and risk to extreme heat is assessed by the following procedure: Surface 
air temperature maps generated from the climate simulations are overlaid upon maps of 
critical assets to identify infrastructure vulnerability to heat exposure. Gradients in 
surface air temperature are used to classify the likelihood of heat-related damage into 
low, medium and high classes.  

It should be noted that there is a lag in the time horizon between the projected criticality 
of transportation assets and the climate change projections identified in this study. Most 
long-range metropolitan transportation plans, such as the Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 
Amendment, have a time horizon ranging from 20 to 30 years whereas climate 
projections cover much longer time frames of about 30 to 100 years. In this study, the 
year 2035 projection from the Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 Amendment provides the 
longest infrastructure projection available for vehicle volumes and rail ridership. Climate 
projections for the horizon years 2050 and 2100 were used to determine the likelihood 
of extreme weather events and climate change. 

  
4.2. Critical Infrastructure in the 100-Year Floodplain 

Roadways 

 

Critical roadways within the 100-year floodplain were identified by overlaying 100-year 
floodplain coverage maps over the location of facilities with high annual average daily 
traffic (AADT) per travel lane based on the Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 Amendment (Fig. 
4.1). The results show that 635.7 center-line miles of roads, dependent on elevation and 
other physical/location characteristics, will have a higher potential for flooding and 
associated damage and/or disruption due to extreme precipitation events with runoff 
comparable to a 100-year flood. Critical roadways located within the 100-year floodplain 
are classified as follows based on future traffic projections: 

 The roadways that have a criticality score of 4 or 5 are classified as “High” 
criticality segments; 

 The roadways that have a criticality score of 2 or 3 are classified as “Medium” 
criticality segments; and  

 The roadways that have a criticality score of 1 are classified as “Low” criticality 
segments. 
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(a)  

(b)  
 

Figure 4.1. Critical roadway segments in the 100-year floodplain:  (a) Tarrant County 
(b) Dallas County (Year: 2035) 
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Figure 4.2. Length of critical road segments (center-line miles) in Dallas and Tarrant 
Counties located within the 100-year floodplain.  Low criticality denotes AADT per lane 
< 7,751, medium criticality denotes AADT per lane range of 7,751 – 20,967, and high 
criticality denotes AADT per lane > 20,967.  
 
Given the projected increases in traffic volume throughout the DFW area, the total 
length of “high” criticality roadway segments in the 100-year floodplain (the segments 
highlighted in red on the maps in Figure 4.1) increases from 17.1 miles in 2013 to 43.8 
miles in 2035 (Figure 4.2). The potential consequences of inland flooding on roadways 
include both structural (Appendix A) and operational problems (Appendix B) as listed 
below:  

 Affecting structural integrity of roads 
 Highway and bridge scour 
 Erosions of road and bridge supports 
 Disruption of traffic flows  
 Higher crash rates  
 Increased congestion 
 Delays in evacuation and emergency response 

Railroads 

 

Critical railroad segments located within the 100-year floodplain were identified using an 
approach similar to the one used for roadways.  The spatial extent of 100-year 
floodplain was overlaid upon the location of critical railroad networks based on the 
Mobility 2035 Plan – 2013 Amendment (Fig. 4.3). The GIS analysis shows that by 2035, 
39 miles of railway segments, dependent on elevation and other physical/location 
characteristics, are likely to be impacted by intense precipitation events that could 
generate a 100-year flood. Critical passenger railroad facilities in the 100-year floodplain 
are classified as follows based on potential ridership: 
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 The passenger railroads that have a criticality score of 4 or 5 are classified as 
“High” criticality facilities; 

 The passenger railroads that have a criticality score of 2 or 3 are classified as 
“Medium” criticality facilities; and  

 The passenger railroads that have a criticality score of 1 are classified as “Low” 
criticality facilities. 

The potential impacts of inland flooding on railroads include the following; 

 Flooding over railroads 
 Disruption of traffic, delay, increased risk of hazardous material spill 
 Damage to railways and track bed due to landslides and mudslides 
 Increased malfunction of track or signal sensors 
 Complete or partial loss of service 
 Drowning of passengers by accidents 

 
Figure 4.3. Critical railways located within the 100-year floodplain in Dallas and Tarrant 
Counties (Year: 2035). 

Airports 

 

A similar overlay-analysis was conducted to determine airport infrastructure located 
within the 100-year floodplain. The results show that the majority of the existing airports 
are unlikely to be inundated by extreme precipitation events that would result in a 100-
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year flood. For example, DFWIA shows a very small portion (0.1%) of overlapping area 
within the 100-year floodplain. Service roads and terminals could be affected by flooding, 
but the runways are typically higher than the surrounding ground and thus are not likely 
to be affected by an increase in precipitation. Higher precipitation associated climate 
change, as predicted for spring months in the future, will lead to an increase in delays 
and higher risk of aviation accidents. 
 
Although the results show that the impact of flooding on the runways would be 
inconsiderable, extreme precipitation and severe storms may impact airport operations 
such as airport closure, delays in passenger and cargo loading, and disruptions to other 
service-related operations. In addition, accessibility to the airports via the regional 
roadway and passenger rail network are also more likely to be impacted, thus 
influencing airport operations.  
 
Table 4.1. Airports vulnerable to severe flooding in Dallas and Tarrant Counties (Year 
2035) 

Airport Enplanement 
Impacted 
Area (ft2) 

Airport Area 
(ft2) 

Impacted / 
total area 

DFW International Airport 29,038,128 119,776 96,664,968 0.1% 

Dallas Love Field 4,023,779 0 25,443,514 0.0% 

Fort Worth Alliance 1,348 115,264 12,706,103 0.9% 
NAS Fort Worth Joint Reserve 
Base 1,072 1,547,774 19,286,536 8.0% 

 

4.3. Critical Infrastructure Vulnerable to Heat Risks 
 
Climate simulations project a significant increase in the mean and daily extreme 
temperatures during the summer season (see Chapter 2.3). While changes in mean 
temperatures would have long-term impacts on transportation infrastructure and 
services, the short-term impacts would be related to temperature extremes, based on 
both magnitude and frequency. Temperature extremes cause severe problems on both 
transportation infrastructure itself (as discussed in Chapter 2.3 and Appendix A) and 
associated operations (Appendix B; Savonis et al., 2008).       

In general, global climate simulations have a spatial resolution of 100 - 300 km; their 
original spatial resolution is too coarse to assess the specific climate impacts on 
regional/local transportation systems. In order to acquire finer resolution for mean 
temperature maps (e.g. 1 km), the pattern-scaling method was employed by assuming 
that the spatial pattern of change in climate variables would be consistent in time 
(Mitchell, 2003). The maps of mean summer surface air temperature for the period 
1991-2010 over the NCT region was generated using the NWS COOP weather station 
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data acquired from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) through Climate Data 
Online (CDO). Mean NWS COOP summer air temperature observations were 
seasonally averaged and spatially interpolated to produce a highly-resolved surface 
temperature map at 1 km spatial resolution. Changes in predicted surface air 
temperature were estimated from RCP8.5 CMIP simulations with the Community Earth 
System Model Version 1.2 (CESM) at ~1 x 1 horizontal resolution for the periods 
2041-2050 and 2091-2100 relative to the historical period (1991-2010). These surface 
air temperature anomalies predicted by CESM1 (Fig. 2.9) were added to the observed 
temperatures to generate the downscaled predicted temperature for the NCT region. By 
using downscaled surface temperature maps, local temperature variances including UHI 
effects were superimposed on the long-term climate change to assess the potential 
impact of heat stress on transportation infrastructure.             
 
Risk assessment matrix for extreme heat 

 
The Study team assessed the temperature-related risk on transportation infrastructure 
using a two-dimensional matrix, which classifies risks into three categories (low, 
medium, high) as a function of the likelihood of failure and the various potential 
consequences (Fig., 4.4). Although higher temperature is likely to increase the failure of 
transportation assets, determining the relationship between the probability of failure and 
the level of summer season mean temperature is complicated and uncertain. In this 
report, the mean temperatures were classified into five categories: 75-80 F, 80-85 F, 
85-90 F, 90-95 F, and above 95 F to estimate the likelihood of failure. 
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Figure 4.4. Risk assessment matrix categorized for low (white), medium (orange), and 
high risk (red). 

Roadways 

 

High temperature and heat risks on roadways were determined by using the above risk 
matrix (Fig. 4.4) considering the likelihood of failure (based on temperature class) and 
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the potential consequences (based on criticalities of roadways). The maps of mean 
summer temperature for the years of 2050 (Fig. 4.5) and 2100 (Fig. 4.6) were 
superimposed on the network of critical roadways.  

Higher temperature and extreme heats may pose the following risks to roadways: 

 Pavement rutting and migration of liquid asphalt 
 Buckling and/or warping at joints between pavement sections and at bridges 
 Greater pavement repair needs resulting in more frequent lane closures 
 Vehicle engine overheating and tire deterioration 
 Exceedances in air conditioning capacity; cooling system failures 
 Higher crash rates linked to mechanical failures and heat exhaustion/strokes 

Pavement distress caused by the 2011 heat wave and drought cost TxDOT $26 million 
in additional statewide maintenance activities that year (Baglin, 2014). With future 
climate simulations suggesting more extreme weather events and significant 
temperature increases, pavement degradation rates (Appendix A) are likely to 
accelerate. Coupled with the projected strong traffic volume growth for most principal 
roadway facilities across North Central Texas, these amplified stresses on pavement 
performance would result in substantially decreased lifespans for both roadways and 
their supporting sub-grade infrastructure. This will translate into major increases in 
roadway maintenance and construction material costs compared to current figures. 

 
Figure 4.5. Critical roadways vulnerable to heat risks in Dallas and Tarrant Counties for 
the period 2041-2050. 
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Figure 4.6. Critical roadways vulnerable to heat risks in Dallas and Tarrant Counties for 
the period 2091-2100. 

Railroads 

 

Passenger rail lines with higher ridership numbers are likely to experience more 
consequences from infrastructure failure or service disruptions by extreme heat. High 
temperatures and extreme heat can cause various impacts on rail tracks and rail-related 
transportation assets: 

 Rail bucking 
 Operational delay due to speed restriction 
 Catenary sagging and pulley failures 
 Switches and signal failures 
 Exceedances in air conditioning capacity; cooling system failures 
 Higher fire risk, particularly near wooded areas  

These weather-related impacts are high, particularly during summer season heat waves 
with frequent extreme temperatures (Fig. 2.9). However, accumulated stress may cause 
a reduced lifespan of rail infrastructure assets; maintenance and repair costs may 
increase accordingly.    

In 2050, the DART Red/Orange line between Downtown Dallas and the City of Plano 
(Collin County) is expected to be at a greater risk for impacts because of its high  
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Figure 4.7. Critical railways vulnerable to heat risk in Dallas and Tarrant Counties for 
the period 2041-2050. 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Critical railways vulnerable to heat risk in Dallas and Tarrant Counties for 
the period 2091-2000. 
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Figure 4.9. The length of railways at heat risk in Dallas and Tarrant Counties.  

ridership number and higher temperatures (Fig. 4.7). In 2100, all DART lines are 
expected to be at high risk because of the increase in temperature.  The north and the 
northeast areas of downtown Dallas are expected to reach average summer 
temperatures of 95-96  ̊F, which is higher than in other areas because of the UHI effect 
(Fig. 4.8).  The results of the risk assessment show that the length of rail tracks 
classified as “high risk” is expected to increase from 17.4 miles to 87.2 miles from the 
climate projection for the year of 2050 to that of 2100 (Fig. 4.9).  

Airports 

 

The high temperature risk for airports was assessed using the projected mean summer 
season temperatures (for 2050 and 2100) and enplanements. For this criterion, the 
study team did not classify the magnitude of consequence for individual airports 
because the differences in passenger boarding between the major airports (DFWIA and 
Dallas Love Field Airport) and other airports are significant. The mean summer season 
temperature projection for the years 2050 and 2100 was overlaid upon the airport 
location map (Fig. 4.10) to determine the potential impacts. Temperature projections 
indicate that the airports near the urban centers (e.g. the Dallas Love Field Airport) tend 
to have higher mean temperatures than the airports located away from the urban 
centers (e.g. Fort Worth Alliance). For DFWIA, the summer season mean temperature 
(currently 83.7 °F) is expected to reach 88.11°F by 2050 and 95.40°F by 2100 (Table 
4.2). For the Dallas Love Field Airport, the summer season mean temperature (currently 
84.9 °F) is expected to increase to 89.3 F by 2050 and 96.6 °F by 2100 (Table 4.2). The 
greatest temperature changes are predicted for August (Fig 2.9 and 2.10) with extreme 
maximum temperatures likely exceeding 120 °F for the mid-century and 125 °F by the 
end of this century. Consequently, airports near urban centers are expected to have 
relatively more heat-related disruptions.      
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Figure 4.10. Critical airports vulnerable to heat risk in Dallas and Tarrant Counties 
(Year: 2100) with passenger boarding of major airports (DFWIA and Love Field; see 
Figure 3.9). 
 
Table 4.2. Critical airports vulnerable to heat risk in Dallas and Tarrant Counties 

Airport Enplanement 
Summer Average Temperature (°F) 

Current 2050 2100 
Dallas Love Field Airport 4,023,779 84.92 89.30 96.59 
NAS Fort Worth Joint Reserve 
Base 1072 84.35 88.69 96.05 

DFW International Airport 29,038,128 83.71 88.11 95.40 

Fort Worth Meacham International 2894 83.57 87.93 95.27 

Fort Worth Alliance 1,348 83.41 87.84 95.09 

Addison 616 83.17 87.62 94.87 

Arlington Municipal 189 83.01 87.31 94.72 
 

 

Higher temperatures and extreme heat waves may pose the following risks to airports: 

 Heat buckling of runways 
 Effect on aircraft lift potential (by changing the surface air density) 
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 Payload restrictions, flight cancellations, and service disruptions 
 Exceedances in air conditioning capacity; cooling system failures 
 Increased pavement burdens due to longer runway take-off distances 

Because airports connect a wide range of locations (on a national and global scale), the 
impact of climate change and weather events on aviation transportation is not restricted 
to local weather extremes. It should be noted that extreme weather events or climate 
stressors in other areas (other states or other countries) could also cause delays on 
airports throughout the North Central Texas region as well.     
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This Study provided a comprehensive assessment on the potential effects of extreme 
weather and climate change on transportation infrastructure in Dallas and Tarrant 
Counties. The vulnerability and risk of critical infrastructure assets (road, rail, and 
aviation) was evaluated using a risk assessment matrix. Based on the analysis 
conducted, it can be concluded that by the end of the 21st century: 

 There is a robust likelihood of level of service disruption and damage to 
infrastructure assets by more extreme storms and higher precipitation leading to 
an increase in flooding, particularly during the spring season.  Due to the 
projected increases in traffic volumes and passenger rail ridership, more critical 
roadways and railroads are expected to be in the 100-year floodplain and may be 
potentially vulnerable to future impacts. 

 There is a high likelihood of greater heat-related risks for multiple infrastructure 
assets, particularly during the summer season.  Due to the projected increases in 
both temperature and mobility needs, more critical roadways and railroads are 
expected to be at risk to heat-related damage and/or disruption.  

To be proactive in both the preparation for and adaptation to increased weather-related 
effects, it is imperative to link the findings of this Study to various engineering guidelines 
for transportation infrastructure (range of normal operations or threshold of endurance) 
and incorporate potential implications into future long-range transportation plans.  
Based on the information provided there is a need to improve the monitoring of weather-
related stresses of the infrastructure (see Appendix A), enhance existing infrastructure 
maintenance, and protect future infrastructure construction projects so that extreme 
weather events cause less impacts to safe, effective, and efficient access and mobility.  
As transportation network performance measures continue to be integrated into long-
range transportation planning efforts, additional points of data and analysis regarding 
potential climate change effects/impacts will be of vital future importance to decision-
makers, particularly in a fast-growing region like North Central Texas where investment 
choices and quality of life implications between increased maintenance and additional 
capacity will need to be weighed considerably.  With continuing uncertainties in the 
availability of dedicated revenue sources for infrastructure over time, the ability for 
NCTCOG to assist the region in developing and implementing such an all-inclusive 
analysis provides greater transparency and accountability to help justify where, when, 
and why those choices must be made. 

Future investigations are required for a more accurate assessment of asset vulnerability 
that can fully incorporate regionally relevant exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity 
measures.  This will be necessary to determine exclusive risks/impacts for individual 
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facilities, identify potential mitigation strategies, and set action priorities through 
comparison of features with other needed projects.  For example, employing the use of 
temperature extremes and heat wave magnitudes could improve reasonability testing to 
assess the vulnerability to heat risks.  Precipitation can be more accurately projected by 
using high-resolution radar precipitation data from the CASA project.  Frequent data-
intensive monitoring of weather-related stresses and damages to infrastructure, and a 
refined highly-downscaled weather prediction system could lead to a better regional 
forecasting apparatus for extreme events.  Proliferation in the use of three-dimensional 
models, e.g. LiDAR, would significantly improve the vulnerability assessment of critical 
infrastructure to severe flooding and make the results more spatially explicit and 
reliable.  These actions can help ensure that asset management and comprehensive 
long-range transportation planning may strategically and effectively incorporate 
weather-related risks/impacts into decision-making (see Appendix B), enable expanded 
development of adaptation strategies based on priorities, and help prolong the 
functionality and demand accommodations of the complex and continually evolving 
transportation network for North Central Texas. 
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APPENDIX A  
 
A.1. Street Maintenance Plan and Pavement Deterioration from the City Of Dallas 

 
In assessing the vulnerability of transportation infrastructure to climate change and 
extreme weather events, it is important to also discuss the linkages between 
environmental impacts and the asset management process.  While comprehensive 
maintenance programs have long been a major component in the planning and 
budgetary processes for government operations from the local to the federal level, it is 
primarily in recent years where asset management has highlighted the significance of 
lifecycle maximization, particularly in the face of increasing financial constraints that 
have limited the scope and scale of needed infrastructure improvements (AASHTO, 
2011).  The City of Dallas, a primary partner in this Pilot Study, is just one of numerous 
local governments in the North Central Texas region, Texas, and the country, 
performing data collection and evaluation on a regular basis to extend and/or improve 
the quality and lifespan of its major capital assets.  Their experience illustrates that 
climate change/extreme weather is just one variable of many that affects roadway 
system performance, and like many other management systems, the focus is centered 
primarily upon the data that is most readily available, calculable, and easiest to 
communicate in terms of where and by how much desired performance levels are or are 
not being maintained.  This helps to address direct objectives for safety, level-of-
service, and state-of-good-repair, but it does not entirely address questions regarding 
what impacts are most likely to affect performance levels, what severity are those 
potential impacts, and why they are occurring.  It underscores the importance from an 
asset management standpoint of also attempting to achieve transportation system 
resiliency simultaneously with other factors, and this process in itself can affect an 
entity’s vulnerability and responsiveness to environmental factors such as climate 
change. 

The City of Dallas is the largest local jurisdiction by area and population of the more 
than 230 member governments comprising the 16-county North Central Texas Council 
of Governments’ (NCTCOG) region.  With a total area of 385.8 square miles and a 2013 
population estimate of 1,257,616 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015), the City of Dallas 
maintains a mature and complex roadway system to support the economic, mobility, 
and accessibility needs of its large size and continually growing number of inhabitants 
and visitors.  In addition to the substantial amount of state and federally-maintained 
roadways that pass into and/or across the City of Dallas, the local government is 
responsible for approximately 11,700 lane-miles of streets (City of Dallas, 2014), 
including 444 lane-miles of arterials (high-capacity roads), 4,507 lane-miles of collectors 
(low- to moderate-capacity roads), and 5,327 lane-miles of local facilities (streets for 
direct residential or business access).  These figures are similar in quantity to other U.S. 
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cities such as San Jose, Phoenix, Detroit, Indianapolis, and Miami/Dade County (City of 
Dallas, 2014). 

Like many major cities throughout the country, the City of Dallas has built and 
maintained its streets to support a typical life-expectancy ranging from twenty to fifty 
years.  Variables that can influence this range of functionality include pavement design, 
traffic loads, soil conditions, weather/precipitation patterns, and maintenance schedules.  
High travel demands and a large extent of responsibility has required the City of Dallas 
to make extensive investments over time in maintaining the quality and functionality of 
its roadway system.  Beginning in 1975, the city relied primarily on routine visual 
inspections by trained staff to evaluate street conditions (City of Dallas, 2014).  Through 
the years, daily ratings of streets were found to be typically subjective in nature, and by 
2008 a more robust and objective system of inspections was implemented.  This 
involved the development of a 24-month review cycle utilizing city-owned vehicles called 
Data Collection Vans (City of Dallas, 2014).  With equipment such as recording 
cameras, lasers for crack detection, laser profilers for roughness detection, ground-
penetrating radar to determine subsurface conditions, and use of visual surveys by a 
two-person team to confirm and supplement the mechanical readings, the vehicles 
enabled the city to record repeatable ratings for its streets consistent with the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International standards for Pavement 
Condition Index (PCI). 

PCI ratings for streets are based on the extent and severity of pavement distress.  This 
may consist of a variety of features such as roughness and low ride quality; longitudinal 
or transverse cracking within pavement blocks and/or edges, joint reflections; swelling 
and/or sagging which can cause rutting and/or potholes; and, patching discontinuities 
from actions such as utility cuts (Pierce et al., 2013).  The City of Dallas uses assigned 
letter grades based on ranges of PCI from A (best) to E (worst) to identify the level of 
distress for each evaluated street section (approximately 200,000 points of direct 
measurement), and the data is recorded into a database system for supplementary 
storage and analysis (City of Dallas, 2014).  The database system is then applied as a 
measurement tool to establish baseline settings for current street conditions, determine 
the effectiveness of regular maintenance operations over time, examine changes in 
roadway deterioration rates, and identify potential activities and quantities needed to 
achieve specific performance goals across defined geographic areas.  This process 
enables elected officials and their constituents to readily evaluate constraints that can 
impact performance limits for street conditions and better regulate budget 
considerations for maintenance investments which can have a direct influence on the 
city’s economic vitality and quality of life. 

In 2006, the Dallas City Council adopted street condition goals to set a lane-mile 
satisfactory rating of 87% citywide, and a minimum satisfactory rating of 80% across 
each of the fourteen City Council Districts (McDaniel, 2014).  This goal was set as the 
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result of completion of the city’s 2006 bond program in conjunction with a recently 
enhanced operations and maintenance program.  Information from the database system 
had shown the city had made significant strides throughout the 1990’s and early 2000’s 
to attain the 87% performance goal after many years below previous standards (Fig. 
A.1). However, several factors contributed together to create a reversal of the trend 
shortly after the 2006 goal was set (City of Dallas, 2014): 

 The worldwide economic recession that occurred between 2008 and 2012 
caused substantial budget changes for various departments throughout the city, 
and it led to increased amounts of deferred maintenance projects. 

 Development and implementation of a more precise condition rating system 
beginning in 2010 identified that the overall number of street sections meeting 
the satisfactory rating was actually lower than previous measured. 

 Despite the economic recession, the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area 
(including the City of Dallas) continued to grow at faster rate than all 
metropolitan regions nationwide contributing to increased traffic and vehicle-
miles of travel on the thoroughfare system. 
 

In addition to observations indicating the difficulty for the City of Dallas to maintain the 
87% satisfactory rating goal, comparisons with deterioration rates of various roadway 
 

 
Figure A.1. Trends and projections of the City of Dallas street condition (McDaniel, 
2014). Future projections are based on currently budgeted operation and maintenance 
budget. 
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a)   Deterioration of Concrete Streets of the City of Dallas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b)   Deterioration of Asphalt Streets of the City of Dallas 

 

Figure A.2. Comparison of street deterioration for a) concrete and b) asphalt streets 
between the City of Dallas and national surveys (City of Dallas, 2014) 

types from national data illustrated that the city’s streets were deteriorating at a faster 
pace than other localities.  City of Dallas PCI ratings for both concrete and asphalt-
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based streets diverged substantially lower than similar facilities from other cities, 
particularly beyond a horizon span of between fifteen to twenty-five years of age (Fig. 
A.2).  This translated to functional lifespan for various streets ranging from five to ten 
years less than those of other locations.  According to a presentation given to the 15th 
Annual S.A.M.E. Infrastructure Forum in December 2014, officials from the City of 
Dallas postulated that the reasons for the faster deterioration rate resulted from the 
following (City of Dallas, 2014): 

 Decreased city spending on non-essential services, including street 
maintenance. 

 National data that averages multi-city PCI ratings is updated on a five-year cycle, 
and the information may not have fully absorbed the widespread effects of the 
economic recession and impacts to government spending. 

 Specific pavement measures and emphasis on factors that vary to some degree 
from city to city. 

 Unique factors such as construction or maintenance practices, environmental 
issues, and street usage that may not be fully quantified and/or normalized for 
equal comparisons. 

For the previous fiscal year (FY 2014), the City of Dallas determined the overall 
pavement rating stood at just under 80%, with projections that the rate would fall to as 
low as 73.5% within four years (City of Dallas, 2014).  The city estimated that 
approximately $900 million in dedicated funds would be required over the next four 
years to return ratings to the 87% goal, however, the City Council only managed to 
approve $36 million in maintenance funds for FY 2015 (it should be noted that other City 
departments also allocate funds toward public works and street maintenance, but the 
combined resources still fall short of estimated needs).  Yet, the available funds were 
increased by 13% over the previous year to include major maintenance for high-traffic 
streets, judged to be a cost-effective strategy that would defer even greater capital costs 
in the future for potential reconstruction (McDaniel, 2014).  This situation reflects an 
often-repeated pattern for many municipalities nationwide who, according to the 
American Society for Civil Engineers’ 2013 Infrastructure Report Card, are seeing 
increased visual and functional examples of deteriorating transportation facilities but are 
more greatly constrained in the financial resources necessary to make substantial 
improvements (ASCE, 2013). 

It is plausible to conclude that a partial cause for increased street deterioration in the 
City of Dallas is due to some of the recent impacts of climate change, extreme weather, 
and urban heat island effects outlined within this report.  Major events like the ongoing 
drought from 2010 and the extreme heat during the summer of 2011, combined with 
widespread extent of high-plasticity soils within the city and their enhanced effects on 
shifting due to changing soil moisture conditions (Fig. A.3), can certainly contribute 
additional stresses to roadway performance and maintenance effectiveness (USDA, 
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2014).  Unfortunately, despite the robustness of the database system and its 
capabilities for the cataloging and manipulation of numerous points of data, it is 
currently not configured in such a way to indicate that extreme weather effects are a 
direct cause to specific street section degradation or failures (Jordan, 2014).   

Also, some weather events can be highly localized in nature, and for a jurisdiction as 
large as the City of Dallas, the timely and detailed recording of explicit impacts may be 
difficult to achieve on a regular basis.  More data collection and analysis is needed to 
identify particular impacts resulting from special events, examine if/when/how design 
and performance thresholds were exceeded based on the type of event in question, set 
benchmark conditions in order to validate and compare data with other municipalities, 
and determine measurable quantities in materials and time expended solely for 
weather-related maintenance compared to other work types.  These are important 
considerations for the future to ensure that ongoing capital development and 
maintenance programs, both locally in the City of Dallas and nationwide among other 
typical government entities, can bring more resources to bear in combating all potential 
variables that simultaneously impact effective asset management and affect 
vulnerability to climate change factors.   

 

Figure A.3. Soil plasticity map for Tarrant and Dallas Counties (USDA, 2014). 

  

1	

Examples	of	Useful	Data	Sets	
Drought-	and	Heat-Sensitive	Soils	(USDA	Soil	Types)	
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APPENDIX B.  
 
B.1. Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Severe Weather Action Plan 
 

This Pilot Study has highlighted recent occurrences where extreme weather events 
have impacted transportation infrastructure and provider services throughout North 
Central Texas, and it suggests that the region will become more vulnerable to potential 
damage and/or disruptions under projected climate change patterns up through the end 
of the 21st century. The frequency and intensity of various extreme weather occurrences 
have prompted some local governments and transportation providers to develop 
dedicated mitigation and/or contingency plans to outline how appropriate operations and 
maintenance processes should proceed. As one of the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) 
Metropolitan Area’s primary transit providers, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) 
developed a Severe Weather Action Plan (SWAP) in February 2008 to define roles, 
responsibilities, equipment, and supply requirements for the agency’s operating 
divisions essential for personnel to respond and allocate resources in the most effective 
manner (DART, 2015). The SWAP endured its most significant test to date during the 
major winter storm event of December 5-7, 2013. 
This extreme weather event was unusual in that after a combination of freezing rain, 
sleet, and snow fell with accumulations of up to five inches in some locations during the 
first 24 hours, daily maximum temperatures remained continuously below the freezing 
point for just over 60 hours (National Weather Service, 2014). Even for five days after 
the onset of the storm, when daily maximum temperatures were slightly above the 
freezing point, daily minimum temperatures at night were still below the freezing point, 
so that many locations in the northern portion of the DFW area had lingering icy 
conditions (Fig. B.1). Some of the major regional impacts from this storm on Tarrant and 
Dallas County infrastructure included the following (National Weather Service, 2014): 

 As many as 275,000 customers were without electricity at the peak of the storm 
 Most schools, particularly in the most severe impacted areas, were closed for 

several days 
 Thousands of local businesses were forced to close for up to two days 
 Hundreds of flights were cancelled at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport 

(DFWIA) and Dallas Love Field Airport leaving thousands of flyers stranded at 
these airports 

 Seven fatalities, including four in vehicles, two from exposure, and one from a fall 
on the ice 

 Hundreds of injuries were reported due to falls on the ice 
 Over $30 million in residential insured losses according to the Insurance Council 

of Texas 
 Recurring combination of vehicle compaction, melting/re-freezing, and various 

treatment applications resulted in the development of “cobblestone ice” causing 
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substantial damage to roads and bridges, personal property damage, and 
widespread traffic congestion 

For DART, all light-rail service was suspended for three days, primarily due to ice build-
up on power lines and catenaries (Aasen, 2013). Trinity Railway Express (TRE) service 
delays extended up to one hour at times for two days since maintenance crews were 
limited in their abilities to move quickly between rail switches for de-icing operations 
(Aasen, 2013). These effects occurred despite the agency’s activation of SWAP and its 
interactions with various utility providers and emergency response entities. The 
experience underscored the importance of adaptation in the planning and preparation 
for major events, and the realization that resource mobilization and responses need to 
be both flexible and concentrated to deal effectively with wide-ranging weather 
variables. DART identified that it was appropriate to apply lessons learned from this 
event and right-size operations to maximize potential service and minimize risk within a 
defined geographic area. 
In January 2015, DART prepared and released two operational scenario plans to 
govern how transit service could be provided under various winter weather conditions in 
the DFW area (DART, 2015). Operating Scenario One is developed around a partial rail 

Figure B.1.  Total accumulations of sleet and freezing rain during the winter storm of 
December 5-6 in 2013 (National Weather Service, 2014). 
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shutdown (Fig. B.2) allowing limited operations between rail stations inside the 
Interstate Highway (I.H.) 635 loop. Shuttle bus routes would operate to connect 
travelers between rail stations outside the loop. Operating Scenario Two describes a full 
rail shutdown.  In that case, only bus service would be available for travel to/from all 
light-rail stations and park-and-ride facilities. DART has indicated that internet, social 
media, and conventional media outlets can be sent implementation notices of either 
plan as much as six to eight hours prior to the start of service for each day of potential 
disruption, allowing for both sufficient public awareness and a more efficient deployment 
of staff and resources to help simultaneously maintain service and combat potential 
infrastructure impacts. 
Extreme weather events will continue to provide significant challenges toward 
infrastructure maintenance and service optimization. DART’s severe weather alert plan 
with alternate operational scenarios in the activation of its SWAP illustrates how 
vulnerability and risk can be mitigated through the continuous evaluation of current 
extreme weather condition, thus allocating necessary resources for these events. This 
is a critical consideration in determining the overall level of asset exposure and 
sensitivity to potential extreme weather and climate change. It highlights the need to 
ensure that infrastructure monitoring and action planning are comprehensively linked 
and implemented together. 

 

Figure B.2.  Map of DART light-rail network operating under Operating Scenario One 
conditions (DART, 2015) 
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Work Performed:  
 
Task 2: During this reporting period, staff continued to add to a performance measure 
assessment document and worked with department staff to develop sustainability-related 
performance measures. The system planning criteria that we have developed performance 
measures for so far include:  

 SP-1: Economic Development and Land Use 
 SP-2: Natural Environment 
 SP-3: Social  
 SP-5: Access and Affordability  
 SP-10: Air Quality  
 SP-11: Energy and Fuels  

 
The additional criteria that staff is developing performance measures for include:  

 SP-6: Safety Planning 
 SP-7: Multimodal Planning and Public Health  
 SP-8: Freight 
 SP-9: Travel Demand Management  
 SP-14: Transportation Systems Management and Operations 
 SP-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning  

 
Task 4: During the reporting period, staff continued efforts to link transportation asset 
management and planning on several major freeway corridors in the Dallas-Fort Worth region: 

 State Highway (SH) 161/President George Bush Turnpike (PGBT) – Irving:  Through 
coordination with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Dallas District, city of 
Irving, Irving Police Department, Pro Tow Wrecker Company, and the Texas 
Transportation Institute, staff worked to implement the Dallas-Fort Worth region’s first 
peak-period shoulder-use travel lane. The project was opened to traffic on September 14, 
2015. An operational agreement with Pro Tow Wrecker Company was enacted to stage 
tow trucks in the 6-mile corridor to help monitor/remove debris and relocate damaged or 
abandoned vehicles along the main lanes. Staff also assisted TxDOT with the funding, 
operational characteristics, and installation of new intelligent transportation system 
elements in the corridor such as cameras, new lane markings/signs, and changeable 
message signs as part of the project. 

 Interstate Highway (IH) 35E – Waxahachie:  Staff continued to work with the TxDOT 
Dallas District and the city of Waxahachie toward a September 2015 letting of the IH 35E 
Phase One Project, the first in the North Central Texas region to be developed using a 
coordinated asset management analysis. A multi-jurisdictional cost sharing plan for an 
aesthetics and enhancements package was approved to accompany the IH 35E Phase 
One Project. In addition, staff is monitoring preliminary TxDOT and consultant activities for 
an IH 35E Phase Two environmental and schematic development project that will build 
upon initial corridor improvements, and several preliminary meetings were held during the 
reporting period. 

 IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth:  Staff is continuing to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments in conducting a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Compilation and analysis of current asset data, demographic growth 
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projections, and future travel model analysis within six “focus zones” along the corridor 
was prepared, and potential near-term, mid-term, and long-term projects were 
recommended for future development. The study is expected to conclude at the end of the 
2015 calendar year and a draft project prioritization list is currently under evaluation for 
potential incorporation into the upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. In addition, an initial project 
package for Fiscal Year 2016-19 Proposition One funding has been prepared for 
stakeholder consensus at a meeting to be conducted during October 2015. 

Additional pilot studies for several other regional corridors are expected to begin in Fiscal Year 
2016. Data collection efforts and results from those studies will be beneficial in establishing a 
regional framework for asset management and performance measure assessments that will be 
incorporated into Mobility 2040.  Also, work is already underway to prepare an asset 
management chapter in the new metropolitan transportation plan that relates information from 
the studies, as well as a refined assessment of regional maintenance needs and its potential 
effects on other transportation investments. The chapter will also include reference to a project 
ranking and prioritization process that links goals and performance measures from both the 
metropolitan transportation plan and MAP-21.  It is important to note that these efforts primarily 
have been, and will continue to be, accomplished through funding resources external to the 
INVEST project; however, these and future activities will ultimately be compiled together in a 
final report to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages between 
asset management and long-range planning. 

Task 5: Through a separate Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) grant, and in partnership 
with the University of Texas at Arlington, city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation 
Authority, NCTCOG completed a Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study. This study focused on 
Dallas and Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail infrastructure at risk from damage or 
incapacitation due to climate change and/or extreme weather events.  Staff submitted report 
materials to FHWA in July to be part of a Web-based research link that includes materials from 
the nineteen other agencies nationwide that participated in the grant.  Results from the Pilot 
Study are being used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, maintenance, and 
improvements to critical infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into traditional planning 
and programming evaluations. These measures and potential policy/investment implications are 
being outlined in draft text and materials that remain under development for application in the 
upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. 

Task 6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation: Staff reviewed the changes to the System Planning criteria 
that were made with the release of INVEST 1.2. Staff also began to document new programs 
and initiatives that staff has been working on since Mobility 2035 was adopted to highlight the 
changes between Mobility 2035 and Mobility 2040.  
 
*Project Timeframe Update*   
Staff continues to work on the development of Mobility 2040; it is expected that a draft plan will 
be ready in January 2016 and that the policy board will approve it in March 2016. Since the 
conclusion of the INVEST Implementation Project is to evaluate our new mobility plan using 
INVEST, the project end date will need to be shifted back at least three months. The Mobility 
2040 Development Schedule is shown below for reference.   
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Mobility 2040 Anticipated Development Schedule 
 

Mar. 
2015 

Apr. 
2015 

May 
2015 

June 
2015 

July 
2015 

Aug. 
2015 

Sept. 
2015 

Oct. 
2015 

Nov. 
2015 

Dec. 
2015 

Jan. 
2016 

Feb. 
2016 

Mar. 
2016 

             

 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports.  
 
 
Project Completion Status: 
 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 60% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 90% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 85% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  70% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  10% 
7: Project Administration  50% 

 
 
Costs Expenditures:  
 
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $39,000 on project tasks.  

Plan Development 

Draft 
Recommendations 

for Review  

Official 
Comment 

Period 

STTC & 
RTC Action 
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Work Performed:  
 
Task 2: Sustainability Related Performance Measure Development  
During this reporting period, staff completed the Performance Measure Assessment (submitted 
via email on January 26, 2016). This report outlines the process staff underwent to develop 
sustainability-related performance measures for several INVEST criteria, how these and other 
performance measures are incorporated into the long-range transportation plan, and ideas for 
future performance measure tracking over time. Staff worked with team members across the 
Transportation Department to develop measures for the following INVEST System Planning 
criteria:  
 

 SP-1: Economic Development and Land Use 
 SP-2: Natural Environment 
 SP-3: Social  
 SP-5: Access and Affordability  
 SP-6: Safety Planning 
 SP-7: Multimodal Planning and Public Health  
 SP-8: Freight 
 SP-9: Travel Demand Management  
 SP-10: Air Quality  
 SP-11: Energy and Fuels  
 SP-14: Transportation Systems Management and Operations 
 SP-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning  

 
Staff also incorporated additional performance considerations into the draft Mobility 2040 
document. Mobility 2040 identifies 9 broad goals that guide the programs, policies, and projects 
recommended in the plan. The broad goals are categorized into four goal themes, which are 
listed below:   
 

Mobility Theme 
 Improve the availability of transportation options for people and goods. 
 Support travel efficiency measures and system enhancements targeted at congestion 

reduction and management.  
 Ensure all communities are provided access to the regional transportation system and 

planning process.  
 

Quality of Life Theme 
 Preserve and enhance the natural environment, improve air quality, and promote active 

lifestyles.  
 Encourage livable communities, which support sustainability and economic vitality.  

 
System Sustainability Theme 
 Ensure adequate maintenance and enhance the safety and reliability of the existing 

transportation system.  
 Pursue long-term sustainable revenue sources to address regional transportation 

system needs.  
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Implementation Theme 
 Provide for timely projects and programs aimed at reducing the costs associated with 

constructing, operating, and maintaining the regional transportation system.  
 Develop cost-effective projects and programs aimed at reducing the costs associated 

with constructing, operating, and maintaining the regional transportation system.  
 
The Regional Performance chapter highlights significant measures from each of the major 
sections of the plan. A catalog of all the performance measures documented in the plan is 
included in the Regional Performance Appendix. This catalog includes the related goal and 
associated goal theme, description of the measure, emphasis area within the Transportation 
Department, location within the document, and related INVEST system planning criteria, if 
applicable. The below figure shows an example of this catalogue. 
 

Mobility 2040 Performance Measure Catalogue Example  
 

Goal Theme Goal Measure Emphasis 
Area 

Document 
Location INVEST 

System 
Sustainability 

Ensure adequate 
maintenance and 

enhance the safety and 
reliability of the existing 
transportation system. 

Change in number of 
incidents involving 

hazardous materials 
Freight Chapter 7 SP-8 

 
 
The intention is to track each of the measures and report on the progress in future plan updates. 
Links to the draft Mobility 2040 Regional Performance chapter and appendix are included 
below. Staff is anticipating policy board approval of Mobility 2040 in March 2016.  
 
Links  
Draft Mobility 2040 Chapter 7 – Regional Performance  
pp. 138-143 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
 
Draft Mobility 2040 Appendix F: Regional Performance  
pp. 134-137 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040AppendixE-G.pdf  
 
 
Task 3: Planning and Environmental Linkages   
During the reporting period, staff launched the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) 
interactive mapping website. This site was developed in coordination with the FHWA 
Implementing Eco-Logical grant, but helps to meet the goals outlined in Task 3 of the INVEST 
scope. The REF website allows users to overlay the REF layers with other environmental data 
layers pertinent to efforts to conserve natural areas. The intended users are transportation, 
environmental, local government, and consultant partners.  
 
Information from the REF was also incorporated into the draft Mobility 2040 document. REF 
data layers were used to score the transit and roadway recommendations as a preliminary 
assessment of how the projects might affect the natural environment. The environmental 
scoring categories and questions are shown below.  
 

 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040AppendixE-G.pdf
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Mobility 2040 Environmental Scoring Categories and Questions 
 

Category  Question/Scoring Criterion  Data Source 

Water 

Within 1 mile of the 100 year floodplain?  NEPAssist Analysis 
Within 1 mile of an Impaired Water Segment?  NCTCOG REF 

Within 1 mile of an NLCD wetland?  NEPAssist Analysis  
Surface Water Percent GISST Analysis  

Ecology 

Within 1 mile of a federal/state park or wildlife area?  NEPAssist Analysis  
Within a Priority Conservation Area as designated by 

The Nature Conservancy? 
The Nature 

Conservancy  
Within 1 mile of an area with an REF Diversity score 

of 5?  

NCTCOG REF Within 1 mile of an area with an REF Rarity score of 
5?  

Within 1 mile of an area with an REF Ecosystem 
Sustainability score of 5?  

Land Cover 
% Wildlife Habitat 

GISST Analysis % Agriculture  
% Wetlands  

NEPAssist = National Environmental Policy Act Assist Tool (developed by EPA)  
GISST = Geographic Information Systems Screening Tool (developed by EPA Region VI)  
 
Links  
Regional Ecosystem Framework Interactive Mapping Site 
www.nctcog.org/ref (Click on ‘Launch Interactive Viewer’)  
 
Draft Mobility 2040 Chapter 4 – Environmental Considerations  
pp. 34-51 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
 
Draft Mobility 2040 Appendix C – Environmental Considerations   
pp. 50-112 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040AppendixA-D.pdf  
 

 

Task 4: Linking Asset Management and Planning  
During the reporting period, staff continued efforts to link transportation asset management and 
planning on several major freeway corridors in the North Central Texas region. These studies 
are being referred to as Capacity Maintenance or “CAPMAIN” pilot studies. 

State Highway (SH) 161/President George Bush Turnpike (PGBT) – Irving: NCTCOG staff 
continued to work with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Dallas District to 
ensure implementation of remaining intelligent transportation system elements. Several multi-
agency coordination meetings were held during the reporting period, and the Texas 
Transportation Institute delivered preliminary performance reports for the corridor as part of a 
continuing Before/After Study. Early findings have indicated that the effects of the shoulder-use 
lanes on congestion, speed, and safety in the corridor have been overwhelming positive. The 
success has led to discussion of implementing shoulder-use lanes in other corridors throughout 
the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area, including US 75 in Collin and Dallas County as an 
alternative to replace the current buffer-separated HOV/managed lanes. 

http://www.nctcog.org/ref
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040AppendixA-D.pdf
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Interstate Highway (IH) 35E – Waxahachie: The Texas Transportation Commission approved 
the letting of the IH 35E Phase One project during their September 2015 meeting. As a result, 
TxDOT will simultaneously add a third lane in each direction on IH 35E through all of Ellis 
County while remaining within the existing right-of-way footprint for the corridor. NCTCOG staff 
continues to monitor preliminary TxDOT and consultant activities for IH 35E Phase Two 
environmental and schematic development, and several project coordination meetings were 
conducted during the reporting period. 

IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: NCTCOG staff continues to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments to conduct a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Staff conducted a project coordination meeting with stakeholders on October 5, 
2015 at the TxDOT Fort Worth District office (agenda attached). At the meeting, staff presented 
updated information regarding compilation and evaluation of current asset data, demographic 
growth projections, and future travel demand modal analysis within the six “focus zones” 
identified within the corridor. Also, staff outlined a preliminary program of various short-term, 
mid-term, and long-term projects to be recommended for inclusion in the upcoming metropolitan 
transportation plan, Mobility 2040. Staff from the City of Fort Worth has asked NCTCOG and 
TxDOT to assist in preparing public meetings with several City Council members and various 
homeowner associations from neighborhoods along certain location where potential Proposition 
One projects could be implemented within the next couple of years. Those meetings are 
tentatively scheduled to occur during the first quarter of 2016, and it is anticipated that those 
meetings were formally conclude the NCTCOG pilot study and enable to TxDOT to proceed with 
environmental documentation and final engineering/design efforts. An example draft 
reconfiguration of one of the intersections along the corridor is attached.  

Other “CAPMAIN” Studies: Through the Mobility 2040 Project Planning and Prioritization 
Process (to be described further below), additional corridors have been formally identified for 
future CAPMAIN pilot studies. As shown to the Regional Transportation Council and the general 
public through informational meetings held in December 2015, the following map identifies the 
location of those potential projects in green. CAPMAIN studies are expected to begin in Fiscal 
Year 2016 for the several of those additional corridors.  
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Mobility 2040 Capital/Maintenance Corridor Recommendations  

 

Experiences and lessons learned during the initial CAPMAIN pilot studies, as well as analysis of 
other metropolitan area efforts to include asset management considerations in MTP 
development, helped inform the development of a Project Evaluation, Selection, and 
Prioritization Process used for Mobility 2040. All current and future freeway/tollway corridors 
were scored and ranked based on the seven national performance goals identified in the 
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), and the goals determined what 
criteria would be used to score the candidate projects. One of those goals referred directly to 
infrastructure condition, and this was the mechanism to help ensure that asset management 
was incorporated into the overall project evaluation process. Each of the performance measures 
was weighted on a level of priority based on feedback and polling data received from an 
informational meeting of the Regional Transportation Council. The attached presentation 
illustrates the process, analysis results, and draft text and diagrams expected to be included in 
the Mobility 2040 document.  

As stated before in previous progress reports, these efforts primarily have been, and will 
continue to be, accomplished through funding resources external to the INVEST 
project. However, these and future activities will ultimately be compiled together in the final 
INVEST submittal to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages 
between asset management and long-range planning throughout the INVEST study period. 
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Links 

Draft Mobility 2040 Chapter 6 – Mobility Options  
pp. 131-132 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
 
 
Task 5: Infrastructure Resiliency  
Through a separate Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) grant, and in partnership with the 
University of Texas at Arlington, city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority, 
NCTCOG completed a Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study. This study focused on Dallas and 
Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation 
due to climate change and/or extreme weather events. Staff submitted additional report 
materials and photographs to FHWA on separate occasions during the reporting period to help 
finalize a web-based research link that includes materials from the nineteen other agencies 
nationwide that participated in the grant. Results from the completed pilot studies nationwide are 
being used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, maintenance, and improvements 
to critical infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into traditional planning and 
programming evaluations, at both the project and regional levels. These measures and potential 
policy/investment implications are being outlined in draft text and materials that remain under 
development/consideration for application in the upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. The draft text 
prepared to date for Mobility 2040 is attached.    

NCTCOG staff is also evaluating the feasibility of incorporating weather data with available 
speed and traffic volume data from Ecotraffic to determine if a full regional-scale planning 
impact analysis can be performed on a regular basis. Staff has received presentations and initial 
demonstrations highlighting potential capabilities of the system. Additional inquiries and 
preliminary analyses will be conducted during the next reporting period. 

 
Task 6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  
Staff prepared scoring sheets for each of the System Planning criteria for other department staff 
to use once Mobility 2040 is finalized. The schedule for Mobility 2040 remains the same as the 
last progress report, as shown below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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Mobility 2040 Anticipated Development Schedule 
 

Mar. 
2015 

Apr. 
2015 

May 
2015 

June 
2015 

July 
2015 

Aug. 
2015 

Sept. 
2015 

Oct. 
2015 

Nov. 
2015 

Dec. 
2015 

Jan. 
2016 

Feb. 
2016 

Mar. 
2016 

Apr. 
2016 

May 
2016 

June 
2016  

July 
2016 

                 

 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. Staff also got 
approval from TxDOT to extend the project deadline to June 2016 to account for the later-than-
expected adoption of Mobility 2040.  
 
 
Project Completion Status: 
 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Re-Evaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 100% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 100% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 95% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  80% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  10% 
7: Project Administration  65% 

 
 
Costs Expenditures:  
 
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $46,000 on project tasks.  

Plan Development 

Draft 
Recommendations 

for Review  
Official 

Comment 
Period 

STTC & 
RTC 

Action 
Anticipated Federal 

Partner Review 



IH 20/IH 30 Strategic Management Systems Study (“CAPMAIN”) 

Selection Meeting for Proposition One Project Package 

TxDOT Fort Worth District Office – TransVISION Building 

Monday, October 5, 2015 – 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

AGENDA 

 

 
 

1. MM – Introductions & Action Agenda (“Cutting to the Chase”) 
 

2. NB/JD – Review of IH 20/IH 30 CAPMAIN Process 
 

3. CJ – Proposition One Funding 
 

a. Regional Selection Process 
 

b. Projected Available Funds (FY 2017-19) for Western Subregion 
 

c. Approval Schedule (RTC/TxDOT) 
 

4. NB/JD – Identification of Near-Term IH 20/IH 30 Project Package 
 

a. Description/Location of Projects 
 

b. Draft Cost Estimates/Overall Funding Distribution 
 

c. Metropolitan Transportation Plan Implications 
 

5. All – Summary of Information / Additional Data / Coordination Needs 
 

a. Schematic / Environmental Documentation Efforts 
 

b. Other Stakeholder Issues 
 

6. All – Next Steps and Future Coordination 
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The Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
for North Central Texas

Performance Planning

1



Performance Planning: Traditional, CAPMAIN, 
Safety, Major Rehabilitation

• STEP 1 – BUCKET IDENTIFICATION

ABSOLUTE DATA ANALYSIS –
Assign each corridor segment a project “Bucket” based on result of 
absolute measure below.

Performance Measure Absolute Measure

Volume to Capacity Ratio 2040 1.0

Pavement Condition 18% Fair, Poor, Very Poor Condition Score

Crash Rate (Fatal and Serious) 3.0 crashes per 100M Vehicle Miles Traveled

2



Performance Planning: Traditional, CAPMAIN, 
Safety, Major Rehabilitation

• STEP 1 – BUCKET IDENTIFICATION cont.
Project Classification “IF” Statements

V/C > 1.25 ----- CAPACITY 

V/C >= 1.0 and <= 1.25 ----- CAPMAIN 

V/C <= 1.0 and Safety >= 3 ----- SAFETY

V/C <= 1.0 and Pavement >= 18% ----- MAJOR REHAB

V/C < 1.0 and Pavement < 18% and Safety < 3.0 ----- DO NOTHING 

3
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Performance Planning: Traditional, CAPMAIN, 
Safety, Major Rehabilitation

• STEP 2 – BUCKET CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
IDENTIFY COMPLETED PROJECTS  – Ultimate Configuration and 

Capacity

IDENTIFY CAPACITY TYPE – Toll or Non-Toll Facilities based on 
traffic and revenue data

5



The Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
for North Central Texas

Project Prioritization
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Project Prioritization Methodology

• STEP 1 – RANK BASED ON COMPOSITE SCORE

RELATIVE DATA ANALYSIS –
Rank corridor segments based on the performance measures data in 
relation to the other corridor segments
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Project Prioritization Methodology

• STEP 1 – RANK BASED ON COMPOSITE SCORE cont.

SCORE CORRIDOR SEGMENTS –
Assign each corridor segment a score based on the rank and assigned 
weight for each performance measure.

8



Project Prioritization Methodology

• STEP 2 – SCREEN BASED ON REDUCED PROJECT DELIVERY 
DELAY

9

Composite Score Rankings (Step 1)
Funding Availability
Right-of-Way Constraints
Physical Barriers / Geometrics
System Continuity
Planning Status (NEPA, Previous MTP listings, etc.)
Phased / Staged Construction
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Mobility 2040 Plan 

Asset Management and Climate Change/Extreme Weather Resiliency Text (DRAFT) 

 
 
Allocating appropriate and timely resources to ensure a functional, reliable, and resilient 
transportation system is an increasingly complex undertaking.  Informed transportation 
decisions require significant quantities of information and distinct objectives that incorporate and 
balance numerous considerations.  Ultimately, the selection and prioritization of transportation 
investments should strive to align fiscal realities with mobility needs for passengers and freight, 
public expectations for system performance, and the attainment of social, economic, and 
environmental quality of life goals.  In such an intricate and dynamic region like North Central 
Texas, the integration of asset management within the traditional planning process is seen as a 
critical component to optimization of the area’s comprehensive vision for transportation. 
 
As defined by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO), asset management is “the strategic and systematic process of operating, 
maintaining, upgrading, and expanding physical assets effectively through their life cycle.  It 
focuses on business and engineering practices for resource allocation and utilization, with the 
objective of better decision-making based upon quality information and well-defined objectives.”  
Through the use of management systems, cooperative and interactive information exchanges 
between stakeholders and the general public, detailed engineering and economic analyses, and 
various other tools, transportation agencies can both broadly and inclusively examine the big 
picture, and then evaluate collected data thoroughly before making resource deployment 
decisions.  Asset management principles and techniques can be applied throughout the 
planning process, from initial goal setting and long-range planning to Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP)/Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) 
development, and to all pertinent activities related to system operations, preservation, 
maintenance, and capacity maximization. 
 
Throughout North Central Texas, many challenging circumstances, now more than ever, are 
putting demands and stresses on the region’s transportation networks.  The Dallas-Fort Worth 
Metropolitan Area has consistently been one of the fastest growing urban regions in the United 
States.  Projections indicate that regional employment and population are expected to grow by 
50% between current and year 2040 figures, and vehicle-miles of travel and annual congestion 
costs are forecasted to increase at greater rates, if current development patterns continue.  
However, approximately one-quarter of the funding necessary to eliminate the region’s worst 
congestion has been identified from previous metropolitan transportation plans.  At the same 
time, many burdens on the vast array of existing infrastructure are mounting.  These include 
increasing age and wear, with a substantial number of facilities operating near or even beyond 
their recommended design life.  Damage from vehicle accidents is another performance issue, 
with factors such as excessive traffic volumes, design variances, and increased possibilities for 
driver distraction contributing to reduced capacity, decreased levels of service, and enhanced 
asset deterioration. 
 
An additional burden that is under considerable scrutiny but with potentially profound effects is 
the vulnerability of the region’s infrastructure to climate change and extreme weather events.  
Prolonged drought, extreme heat, severe ice/snow storms, and flash flooding events in recent 
years have caused extensive damage to pavement, bridges, and various roadway and transit 
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operational systems, contributing to service disruptions, increased congestion, and greater 
maintenance costs.  During the record-hot summer of 2011, for example, the Texas Department 
of Transportation (TxDOT) estimated that $26 million in additional maintenance was necessary 
to repair on-system streets and highways damaged by persistent drought, unrelenting heat, and 
widespread wildfires across the state.  Following the ice/snow storms of February and March 
2015, street maintenance crews from local governments throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth 
Metropolitan Area worked numerous extra shifts for several months to patch tens of thousands 
of potholes, in some cities up to five times greater than normal patching activity.  Record rainfall 
and flooding during May and June 2015 resulted in more than $60 million in estimated public 
property damage or loss in Dallas County alone. 
 
Recent studies indicate that probabilities for further damage and loss of infrastructure 
nationwide are likely as a result of climate change and extreme weather.  This was also 
concluded locally in a 2015 report prepared by the North Central Texas Council of Governments 
(NCTCOG), University of Texas at Arlington (UTA), City of Dallas, and the Fort Worth 
Transportation Authority (FWTA) for the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Climate 
Change and Extreme Weather Vulnerability and Adaptation Pilot Study – Phase Two.  
According to UTA climate scientists, downscaled climate models suggest that mean summer 
temperatures may increase by 8oF and extreme temperatures as much as 13oF if current 
greenhouse gas emissions continue through the end of the 21st century.  The higher 
temperatures are expected to be accompanied with decreases in annual precipitation, but the 
rainfall is forecasted to occur 40% more frequently in the form of severe thunderstorms.  This 
will result in fewer opportunities for sufficient moisture recovery in area soils, as well as 
increased runoff volumes into regional watershed areas for streams and rivers.  Heat and soil 
moisture are important considerations in regions like the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area 
which have large distributions of high-plasticity soils, substances like clay which can expand and 
contract rapidly depending on the duration, intensity, and depth of water infiltration and 
evaporation.  The shrinking and swelling of these soils can have powerful consequences such 
as cracking, heaving, deformation, instability, and other distresses on structures like pavements, 
bridge pier supports, retaining walls, and buildings that may be constructed on top of them.  
These effects can result in reduced capacity and weight limits, unexpected damage to vehicles 
and operational equipment, disruptions to adjacent and/or underlying utilities, premature 
infrastructure failures, and other impacts which can escalate maintenance costs substantially. 
Additionally, the predicted climate changes may be further exacerbated by the North Central 
Texas region’s significant urban heat island (UHI) effect.  
 
The UHI is caused by the absorption of heat and other short-wave solar radiation during the day 
by large surface areas of concrete, asphalt, buildings, and other conductive materials in 
combination with waste heat generated from automobiles, air conditioning, industry, and other 
artificial sources.  This energy is transformed and released at night as long-wave radiation 
which inhibits cooling and creates an inversion layer above urban areas that prevents heat from 
escaping into the atmosphere.  Found to have a strong correlation with drought severity, the 
UHI effect will serve to increase the rate of moisture loss in soils since the mean urban-to-rural 
temperature gradient can range between as much as 6oF and 9oF.  Thus, this extra heat at night 
allows enhanced levels of evapotranspiration to continue in tandem with high values that occur 
during the day.  Furthermore, the UHI can also enhance precipitation rates during thunderstorm 
events.  This occurs due to the combined effects of increased potential buoyancy and lift of the 
warmer air mass over urban areas compared to rural locations, as well as a higher level of 
pollutants that leads to greater concentrations of condensation nuclei to form or maintain rain-
producing clouds.  
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Studies using ground and/or space-based radar and other remote sensing instruments have 
determined that rainfall rates over and downwind of major cities can increase between 28% and 
51% compared to upwind locations.  With more areas surrounding the Dallas and Fort Worth 
core counties continuing to convert from rural to suburban or urban land uses, this additional 
rainfall over an accumulation of expanded impervious surfaces (such as buildings and 
pavements), as well as increased drainage channelization in those areas, will lead to greater 
peak values for runoff and erosion characteristics.  These effects can put infrastructure both 
within and immediately adjacent to 100-year flood zones, as well as some in poorly drained 
areas completely away from streams and rivers, at greater risk for damage or incapacitation. 
These potential stresses, along with various other performance factors, underscore the 
essential need for regular monitoring, maintenance, and restoration of critical transportation 
facilities throughout North Central Texas.  Considering the size and interconnected nature of the 
region’s transportation system and the total number of infrastructure assets, including pavement 
and rail segments, bridges, and other ancillary assets such as guardrails, signs, and intelligent 
transportation system equipment, achieving a consistent state of good repair and reliable level 
of service is certainly a daunting task. 
 
In addition, such activities may frequently be in conflict with the also justifiably strong need for 
continued transportation system expansion to accommodate the demands of a rapidly growing 
population and its associated commerce.  To ensure that public and business expectations are 
met sufficiently, it is vitally important to ensure that decision-making can find an appropriate 
equilibrium between these two often competing priorities.  The application of asset management 
can help accomplish that balance, applying least-cost lifecycle analyses for the development, 
prioritization, and implementation of transportation preservation, rehabilitation, or replacement 
activities dependent on a comprehensive and interactive data repository, and an accountable 
goal-oriented investment process that is inclusive of all users and stakeholders. 
 
With transportation system condition and performance as a cornerstone for the nation’s current 
transportation funding authorization program, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century or 
MAP-21, asset management has been employed as a primary tool for evaluation and 
investment decisions.  One of the most important regulatory actions of MAP-21 was to require 
departments of transportation (DOT) for each state to develop and implement a risk-based 
transportation asset management plan (TAMP).  The TAMP would provide states with critical 
data to support specific investment and management decisions designed to preserve or improve 
the condition and optimize performance of National Highway System (NHS) assets (regardless 
of ownership).  The TAMP would also include strategies leading to a program of projects that 
could make reasonable progress toward achievement of state-assigned condition and 
performance targets for NHS facilities, as well as progress toward national goals for 
improvements to safety, congestion mitigation and air quality, and freight mobility.  Upon 
compilation of the state TAMP documents, the federal government would, in future surface 
transportation authorization programs, be able to define the minimum standards for states to 
use in developing and operating bridge and pavement management systems, and it would help 
guide states evaluations to determine if reasonable alternatives exist to roads, highways, or 
bridges that repeatedly require repair and reconstruction activities from emergency events.  
Formal MAP-21 rulemaking for asset management is expected to conclude in late 2015, and 
state DOTs will be required to develop, enact, and submit a TAMP to the FHWA within 18 
months of the effective date of the final rule. 
 
While metropolitan planning organizations (MPO) are not required to develop a TAMP 
themselves per MAP-21 guidelines, FHWA encourages state DOTs and MPOs to coordinate 
during the development, implementation, and potential future modifications to the TAMP.  This 
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is particularly important for the State of Texas which, with a total 313,000 centerline miles, 
contains the largest network of public roadways in the nation, and TxDOT operates and 
maintains just over one-quarter of those facilities.  Also, FHWA proposes that MPOs should 
integrate the performance measures and targets described in the State TAMP within the goals, 
policies, and agreements outlined within their metropolitan transportation plans.  The Mobility 
2040 Plan is geared to be established as a performance-based approach to transportation 
decision-making based on MAP-21 provisions, although some assessment processes, 
performance targets, and attainment strategies are being developed in advance of final rule 
approval and authorization.  Yet this step represents a readiness for NCTCOG to fully 
incorporate and comply with all regulatory actions and frameworks once complete MAP-21 
based modifications to state and metropolitan planning processes are fully launched.  In 
addition, new staff and additional resource needs are being addressed so that NCTCOG may 
assist all regional transportation providers in the regular collection, organization, monitoring, and 
evaluation of asset data enabling the most complete and comprehensive view of transportation 
system functionality. 
 
It is important to note that asset management is a great deal more than knowledge and 
compilation of the most updated figures for pavement condition and bridge ratings.  To function 
effectively as a business model and decision support system, the application of asset 
management and the multitudes of potential data associated with it must be organized to 
address five core questions: 

 What is the current state of physical assets? 
 What are the required levels of services and performance delivery? 
 Which assets are critical to sustained performance? 
 What are the best investment strategies for operations, maintenance, replacement, and 

improvement? 
 What is the best long-term funding strategy? 

 
Ultimately, the asset information and overall management process helps transportation 
agencies and local governments more thoroughly understand infrastructure planning and 
budgeting from the perspective of life cycle costs.  Similar to what a potential owner may 
calculate for a major purchase, like a car or house, asset management enhances the ability to 
process the total cost of owning an asset throughout its useable life. This includes not only the 
initial capital expenditure, but also maintenance and operational costs, and potential future 
capital costs – the sum total of which often greatly exceeds that of the initial capital cost.  This 
“iceberg principle” allows for a more holistic and risk-based view of the transportation system, 
enabling decision-makers to perceive and account for all possible costs and design-life 
changes, and not just those that may be more apparent (the so-called “tip of the iceberg” above 
the water line).  On a project level, this mode of thinking can allow for greater accommodation, 
modification, and/or maximization of use for existing assets so that attributes such as safety, 
accessibility, mobility, and others can be improved with more low- or moderate-cost techniques 
than replacement or reconstruction.  On a regional level, with an already complex, varied, and 
expansive distribution of transportation assets available and necessary for significant demands, 
asset management truly highlights the indispensable need for timely maintenance and the ability 
to identify and address any probable deficiencies and/or performance gaps. 
 
The development process for previous North Central Texas metropolitan transportation plans 
(MTP) has always focused upon maximizing functionality of the existing transportation system 
first, prior to construction of new strategic infrastructure investments that expand or add new 
facilities to the system.  Initiatives to enhance infrastructure maintenance, improve management 
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and operations, and promote more efficient growth, development, and land-use strategies have 
complied with defined regional goals for mobility, system sustainability, and effective 
implementation.  To ensure that sufficient resources are appropriately budgeted to preserve the 
existing system, the Mobility 2040 Plan will analyze current revenue forecast assumptions and 
compare their consistency with state revenue projections and asset performance-level 
approaches.    
 
This is a timely and critical exercise to conduct given the following factors: 

 Ongoing federal transportation funding sources have remained stagnant since the 
1990’s and the actual value of those funds will continue to decline as a result of inflation 
and improving vehicle fuel mileage. 

 Unit costs for construction materials will continue to increase at rates greater than 
inflation. 

 The proliferation of toll roads and managed lanes to supply new funds for maintenance 
and capacity expansion has resulted in increasingly negative public opinions. 

 There is high anticipation that potential new state revenues, allocated from oil/natural 
gas royalties and sales tax receipts, may be substantial enough to be primarily targeted 
for the expansion demands of a rapidly growing population and economic base.   

 
The primary document for direct comparison is the Texas Transportation Plan (TTP) 2040, 
adopted by the Texas Transportation Commission on February 26, 2015.  Serving as TxDOT’s 
long-range performance-based transportation plan, TTP 2040 is designed to address statewide 
planning requirements under MAP-21 and it is developed as a precursor or guiding document 
for the first Texas TAMP to be prepared following the effective date of final rule-making 
measures.  TTP 2040 includes a current and anticipated future infrastructure inventory with 
recorded/projected usage and service needs; future funding projections; descriptions of 
available financial resources and an analysis of potential alternative and innovative means to 
address shortfalls; and, a breakdown of asset performance goals, measures, and targets.  
Based on examination of TxDOT’s infrastructure inventory and demands, a thorough appraisal 
of all current and projected transportation revenues and various illustrative investment 
approaches prepared for public input, TTP 2040 identified the following conclusions regarding 
average annual revenue needs related to system performance: 

 Projected Highway System Revenue based on 2014 Revenue Forecast - $5.5 
billion/year 

 Maintain Current Conditions (including maintenance and congestion) - $10.5 billion/year 
 State of Good Repair (highways only) and Economic Competitiveness - $14.7 

billion/year 
 State of Good Repair for All Modes - $21.0 billion/year 

 
The figures above clearly show that Texas’ multimodal transportation needs far outstrip the 
average annual funding estimates expected to be available to fund transportation improvements 
in the State through 2040.  It also illustrates that projected estimates still fall well short of 
amounts needed just to maintain asset conditions and congestion levels experienced currently. 
 
It is important to note that throughout the State’s 2015 Legislative Session, TxDOT indicated 
that approximately $5 billion in additional annual revenues would be needed in order for the 
state to achieve some form of balance between maintenance and capacity expansion needs 
through 2040.  This figure was arrived through the evolution of a balanced investment approach, 
incorporating stakeholder input and feedback received through the public involvement outreach 
process for TTP 2040.  The approach began with the acknowledgment that total revenues 
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available through 2040 for all transportation modes in the state would likely be adequate to 
achieve performance goals in a preservation-focused strategy.  However, a substantial portion 
of those funds were already committed to various agency operations, debt service, and other 
projects.  Therefore, if the state continued to invest those revenues across investment 
categories similar to current allocations, and the additional $5 billion was spent as allocated by 
stakeholders and the public (representing a multitude of different transportation interests), it was 
possible for the state to meet current system conditions in regard to performance and average 
congestion levels.  TxDOT identified that this 25-year investment strategy of approximately $350 
billion in 2014 constant dollars would result in the following specific outcomes: 

 Bridges and pavements on the Interstate Highway system and other major roads would 
be kept in good condition, with some signs of aging.  The condition of bridges on other 
roadways would deteriorate further with only routine maintenance applied. 

 Buses, trains, and associated facilities in both urban and rural areas would be kept in 
good condition. 

 Bicycle and pedestrian enhancements would be provided in rural and urban areas. 
 Intercity passenger rail was not funded (excluded privately funded initiatives). 
 Highway freight needs were incorporated into the general highway, bridge, and 

expansion projects. 
 Transit and rail ridership in urban regions of the State would increase as transit services 

are enhanced to accommodate population growth and expanded to reach previously 
underserved areas.  Current ridership trends were assumed to remain the same for rural 
areas. 

 Urban area congestion would be worse than current levels however, strategic mobility 
investments and operational enhancements would be funded. 

 All statewide safety concerns would be addressed. 
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Work Performed:  
 
Task 2: Sustainability Related Performance Measure Development  
The Regional Transportation Council approved Mobility 2040 on March 10, 2016. The Regional 
Performance chapter highlights significant measures from each of the major sections of the 
plan. A catalog of all the performance measures documented in the plan is included in the 
Regional Performance Appendix. This catalog includes the related goal and associated goal 
theme, description of the measure, emphasis area within the Transportation Department, 
location within the document, and related Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool 
(INVEST) system planning criteria, if applicable.  
 
Links  
Mobility 2040 Chapter 7 – Regional Performance  
pp. 148-153 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
 
Mobility 2040 Appendix F: Regional Performance  
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf  
 
 
Task 3: Planning and Environmental Linkages   
The final Mobility 2040 document incorporates data from the Regional Ecosystem Framework 
(REF) tool. REF data layers were used to score the transit and roadway recommendations as a 
preliminary assessment of how the projects might affect the natural environment.  
 
Links  
Mobility 2040 Chapter 4 – Environmental Considerations  
pp. 40-57 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf 
 
Mobility 2040 Appendix C – Environmental Considerations   
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf  
 
 
Task 4: Linking Asset Management and Planning  
During the reporting period, staff continued efforts to link transportation asset management and 
planning on several major freeway corridors in the North Central Texas region. These studies 
are being referred to as Capacity Maintenance or “CAPMAIN” pilot studies. 
 
State Highway (SH) 161/President George Bush Turnpike (PGBT) – Irving: North Central Texas 
Council of Governments (NCTCOG) staff continued to work with the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) Dallas District to ensure implementation of remaining intelligent 
transportation system elements. The success of this pilot project has led to discussion of 
implementing shoulder-use lanes in other corridors throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth 
metropolitan area, including US 75 in Collin and Dallas County as an alternative to replace the 
current buffer-separated HOV/managed lanes. 
 
Interstate Highway (IH) 35E – Waxahachie: NCTCOG staff continues to monitor preliminary 
TxDOT and consultant activities for IH 35E Phase Two environmental and schematic 
development, and project coordination meetings were conducted during the reporting period. 

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/FRegionalPerformance.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/CEnvironmentalConsiderations.pdf
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IH 20/IH 30 – Weatherford to Fort Worth: NCTCOG staff continues to work with the TxDOT Fort 
Worth District and local governments to conduct a corridor-wide asset conditions 
assessment. Staff from the city of Fort Worth has asked NCTCOG and TxDOT to assist in 
preparing public meetings with several City Council members and various homeowner 
associations from neighborhoods along certain locations where potential Proposition One 
projects could be implemented within the next couple of years. Staff held a Neighborhood 
Meeting with the Lost Creek Home Owners Association Country Club in Fort Worth on  
March 23, 2016. The presentation from this meeting is attached.   
 
As stated before in previous progress reports, these efforts primarily have been, and will 
continue to be, accomplished through funding resources external to the INVEST 
project. However, these and future activities will ultimately be compiled together in the final 
INVEST submittal to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages 
between asset management and long-range planning throughout the INVEST study period. 
 
Links 
Mobility 2040 Chapter 6 – Mobility Options  
pp. 140-141 http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf  
 
 
Task 5: Infrastructure Resiliency  
Through a separate Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) grant, and in partnership with the 
University of Texas at Arlington, city of Dallas, and the Fort Worth Transportation Authority, 
NCTCOG completed a Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Study. This study focused on Dallas and 
Tarrant County roadway and passenger rail infrastructure at risk from damage or incapacitation 
due to climate change and/or extreme weather events. Results from the completed pilot studies 
nationwide are being used to determine strategies for enhanced monitoring, maintenance, and 
improvements to critical infrastructure that can be readily incorporated into traditional planning 
and programming evaluations, at both the project and regional levels. These potential 
policy/investment implications were incorporated into in Mobility 2040.  
 
 
Task 6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  
Since the adoption of Mobility 2040 in March, staff have sent the INVEST scoring sheets for all 
of the System Planning for Region criteria to the applicable department staff. Subject-matter 
experts throughout the Transportation Department will evaluate the development of Mobility 
2040 using the INVEST criteria. The following chart displays which department program area is 
responsible for evaluating Mobility 2040 and the anticipated number of staff working on each 
criteria. Once all the responses have been compiled, the INVEST project team will enter in the 
information to the INVEST Website and hold a follow-up meeting with all involved staff to 
discuss the changes between Mobility 2035 and Mobility 2040.  
 
 
  

http://www.nctcog.org/trans/mtp/2040/documents/Mobility2040Chapters.pdf
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INVEST Version 1.2 System Planning for Regions Criteria and Responsible NCTCOG Staff 
 

INVEST System Planning for 
Regions Criteria NCTCOG Program Area Anticipated 

No. of Staff 
SPR-01: Integrated Planning: 
Economic Development and Land Use Sustainable Development 2 

SPR-02: Integrated Planning: Natural 
Environment 

Transportation Planning; 
Environmental Streamlining  3 

SPR-03: Integrated Planning: Social  Public Involvement; Transportation 
Planning  3 

SPR-04: Integrated Planning: Bonus  

Transportation Planning; Public 
Involvement; Sustainable 
Development; Environmental 
Streamlining  

8 

SPR-05: Access and Affordability  Transit Operations; Transportation 
Planning  4 

SPR-06: Safety Planning  Congestion Management  1 
SPR-07: Multimodal Transportation 
and Public Health  

Transit Operations; Sustainable 
Development 3 

SPR-08: Freight and Goods Access 
and Mobility  Freight 2 

SPR-09: Travel Demand Management Congestion Management  1 
SPR-10: Air Quality and Emissions Air Quality Operations 5 

SPR-11: Energy and Fuels Air Quality Operations; Air Quality 
Marketing 6 

SPR-12: Financial Sustainability  Transportation Planning 1 
SPR-13: Analysis Methods Transportation Planning  2 
SPR-14: Transportation Systems 
Management and Operations Congestion Management  1 

SPR-15: Linking Asset Management 
and Planning Innovative Project Delivery  2 

SPR-16: Infrastructure Resiliency  Innovative Project Delivery  2 
SPR-17: Linking Planning and NEPA Environmental Streamlining  1 

 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports.  
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Project Completion Status: 
 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Reevaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 100% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 100% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 95% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  90% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  25% 
7: Project Administration  75% 

 
 
Costs Expenditures:  
 
To date, NCTCOG has spent approximately $53,000 on project tasks.  



Proposed Near-Term Improvements
IH 20/IH 30 (Tarrant/Parker County):

“How Can We Bring Funding Early to These Corridors?”

Presented By:
Jeffrey C. Neal

Jory Dille

March 23, 2016
City of Fort Worth / NCTCOG / TxDOT Neighborhood Meeting

Lost Creek Clubhouse – Aledo, TX
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Proposed Near-Term Improvements – IH 20/IH 30
Meeting Discussion Topics

 IH 20/IH 30 Corridor Background and Context for 
Asset Management (CAP/MAIN)

 IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis –
 Focus Zone Identification, Characteristics, and 

Recommendations

 Near-Term Project Concept Details

 Proposition One Funding

 Discussion and Next Steps
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IH 20/IH 30 Asset Management Context
NCTCOG - “Who We Are”

 NCTCOG is a voluntary association of local governments for the 
16-county North Central Texas region

 Regional Transportation Council (RTC)

 Independent transportation policy-making body of the Dallas-Fort Worth 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)

 12-county Metropolitan Planning Area

 44 local elected/appointed officials

 NCTCOG Transportation (RTC staff)

 Executive Board

 NCTCOG Fiduciary Agent

 18 local elected officials
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IH 20/IH 30 Asset Management Context (cont.)

Corridor History/Background

 1951 – First segment of West Freeway opens 
(SH 183 to Summit Ave.)

 1960 – “Lancaster Elevated” section opens

 1975 – Full freeway open between 
Weatherford & Fort Worth (IH 820 junction)

 1984-1986 – Widening from Spur 580 to US 
180 completed (IH 20 new-location route)

 1987-1990 – IH 30 reconstruction completed 
from Bryant Irvin Rd. to University Blvd.

 1993-2001 – Downtown Mixmaster relocation 
& “Lancaster Elevated” demolition

 2005-2015 – IH 20 Weatherford “Pass-
Through Toll” Program

 2011-2015 – IH 30/Chisholm Trail Parkway 
reconstruction
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 50% growth in population/employment growth through 2040

 Increased vehicle miles of travel, delay, and congestion costs, 
while numerous existing system burdens remain

 Mobility 2040 Plan – Capacity Maintenance (or CAP/MAIN)

 Asset Management applications

 Analysis of performance data

 Maximize existing asset usage

 Direct corridor deficiency response

 Early action opportunities

 Low/moderate cost projects

IH 20/IH 30 Asset Management Context (cont.)

“The Big Picture”

IH 20/IH 30 Pilot Study Corridor
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis
“Focus Zone” Location Map
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 Focus Zone #2 – Walsh Ranch Area (IH 20/IH 30 Merge)

 Limits/Length – Ranch House Rd. to Walsh Ranch Pkwy. (~ 4.5 miles)

 Capacity:

 Three to five mainlanes in each direction 

 Continuous frontage roads

 Current Issues:

 Massive residential/commercial development of large ranches expected soon

 FM 1187 expansion (Aledo) and traffic signal queues

 Constraints:

 Proposed Walsh Ranch projects not fully implemented

 All capacity/access needs can be accommodated in current right-of-way (ROW)

 Recommendations:

 Address future congestion with remaining Walsh Ranch projects

 Extend IH 20/IH 30 merge/diverge zone

IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

Characteristics/Recommendations – Focus Zone #2
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

Summary Map of Improvements – Focus Zone #2
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 Focus Zone #3 – West Fort Worth

 Limits/Length – Spur 580 to IH 820 (~ 3 miles)

 Capacity:

 Two mainlanes in each direction

 Discontinuous frontage roads 

 Current Issues:

 Crash rates higher than regional average

 Outdated interchanges

 Constraints:

 Few continuous parallel thoroughfare options

 IH 30/IH 820 interchange configuration limits capacity/access options

 Recommendations:

 Degraded/failing congestion with existing capacity

 Add capacity while utilizing existing assets where possible

IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

Characteristics/Recommendations – Focus Zone #3
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

Summary Map of Improvements – Focus Zone #3
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

IH 30/Spur 580 Interchange – Review of Current Issues
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

IH 30/Spur 580 Interchange – Draft Proposed Concept

RE-POSITION
FRONTAGE ROAD

FULL RIGHT-HAND ENTRY 
RAMP

TEXAS U-
TURNS

CONTINUOUS 
FRONTAGE ROADS

RE-POSITION 
BRIDGE

RE-ALLIGN AND ADD 
GENERAL PURPOSE 

LANE (EB & WB)
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IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

IH 30/Spur 580 Interchange – Wayfinding Example

1 STOP FOR 
FRONTAGE ROAD 

TRAFFIC

DIAMOND BAR TRAIL CAN SERVE AS  
ENTRANCE/EXIT POINT FOR SUBDIVISION 
TRAFFIC TRAVELING TO/FROM SPUR 580.

(WESTBOUND)
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Program of Proposition One Projects (cont.)

IH 30/Spur 580 Interchange – Wayfinding Example #2

cvLINKCREST DR EXIT
TEXAS U-TURN

LOST CREEK BLVD

IH 30 AND SPUR 580 INTERCHANGE
-- WAYFINDING TO SUBDIVISIONS(WESTBOUND)
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 $72.5 Million – Approved by RTC (October 2015)

 With existing TxDOT commitments, all Focus Zone #3 projects 
can be built

 $15.8 Million available for Focus Zone #2 projects

IH 20/IH 30 CAP/MAIN Analysis (cont.)

Proposition One Funding
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Discussion & Next Steps
Ensuring Consensus & Fast Implementation

 Obtain/respond to public feedback on proposed concepts

 Expedite TxDOT environmental approval

 Complete administrative tasks for Proposition One programming

 Identify construction timetable

 Evaluate other mobility needs:

 Eastern Parker County

 Western Tarrant County

IH 20/IH 30 Pilot Study Corridor



Contact Information:

Natalie Bettger
Senior Program Manager

(817) 695-9280
nbettger@nctcog.org

Jeffrey C. Neal
Program Manager

(817) 608-2345
jneal@nctcog.org

Jory Dille
Senior Transportation Planner

(817) 704-5644
jdille@nctcog.org

Michael Morris
Director of Transportation

(817) 695-9241
mmorris@nctcog.org

March 23, 2016
City of Fort Worth / NCTCOG / TxDOT Neighborhood Meeting

Lost Creek Clubhouse – Aledo, TX
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Work Performed:  
 
Task 4: Linking Asset Management and Planning  
During the reporting period, staff continued efforts to link transportation asset management and 
planning on several major freeway corridors in the North Central Texas region. Staff conducted 
meetings and held conference calls for the State Highway 161/President George Bush Turnpike 
corridor in Irving and the Interstate Highway 35E corridor in Waxahachie. These studies are 
being referred to as Capacity Maintenance or “CAPMAIN” pilot studies. 
 
Staff also prepared a summary for the final INVEST report. This summary highlights efforts that 
were made to link asset management and planning in Mobility 2040, including:  

• Added Capital Asset Management as a corridor improvement type in Mobility 2040;  
• Worked with partners on pilot Capital Asset Management corridor studies; 
• Incorporated a performance-driven project prioritization process for roadway project 

selection; and 
• Ongoing coordination with partners regarding collection of asset management data.  

 
 
Task 5: Infrastructure Resiliency  
Staff prepared a summary for the final INVEST report. This summary highlights efforts that were 
made to incorporate infrastructure resiliency considerations in Mobility 2040, including:  

• Determined critical Dallas and Tarrant County roadway and rail infrastructure at risk from 
flooding or excessive heat events; 

• Considered linkages between extreme weather events and the asset management 
process; and 

• Identified future data needs and partner coordination to more fully integrate infrastructure 
resiliency in the regional transportation planning process.  

 
 
Task 6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  
Transportation department staff completed their individual criteria evaluations in May. The 
project team compiled all of the responses and entered the results into the online tool. Figure 1 
depicts the results from the Mobility 2035 and Mobility 2040 evaluations.  
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Figure 1: Mobility 2035 and Mobility 2040 Results 

 
The majority of the criteria score increased from the 2035 to the 2040 evaluations. The 
emphasis area criteria increased significantly. An explanation of each of the criteria emphasis 
areas is included below.   
 
SP-2 Natural Environment and SP-17 Linking Planning and NEPA: SP-2 increased two points 
from the Mobility 2035 to Mobility 2040 evaluations and SP-17 increased three points from the 
Mobility 2035 to Mobility 2040 evaluations. Staff feels as though this is consistent with the 
increased emphasis on transportation and environmental coordination since Mobility 2035. 
Through a separate FHWA grant, NCTCOG has integrated an environmental data tool called 
the Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) into Mobility 2040, developed a REF website to host 
ecological data, and updated the environmental scoring analysis in the plan. 
 
SP-15 Linking Asset Management and Planning: SP-15 increased nine points from the Mobility 
2035 to Mobility 2040 evaluations. This is a relatively new topic in regional transportation 
planning that was not substantially addressed in Mobility 2035. Mobility 2040 included an 
increased emphasis on asset management through the creation of a performance-measure 
driven project prioritization process and addition of capital asset management 
recommendations. The project prioritization process was a technical process that evaluated 
each of the candidate roadway corridors based on factors related to the MAP-21 national 
performance goals like safety, congestion reduction, and infrastructure condition. Staff then 
categorized each of the corridors by project type; Capital Asset Management is a new project 
type in Mobility 2040. It describes smaller-scale, strategic improvements that can be made to 
roadways without total reconstruction. Examples of capital asset management strategies range 
from re-striping lanes or shoulders to replacing bridges.  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SP-17: Linking Planning and NEPA
SP-16: Infrastructure Resiliency

SP-15: Linking Asset Mgmt and Planning
SP-14: Transportation Systems Mgmt and Operations

SP-13: Analysis Methods
SP-12: Financial Sustainability

SP-11: Energy and Fuels
SP-10: Air Quality

SP-9: Travel Demand Mgmt
SP-8: Freight and Goods Movement

SP-7: Multimodal Trans and Public Health
SP-6: Safety Planning

SP-5: Access and Affordability
SP-3: Social

SP-2: Natural Environment
SP-1: Economic Development and Land Use

Mobility 2035 Mobility 2040
Mobility 2035: GOLD 

Mobility 2040: PLATINUM   
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SP-16 Infrastructure Resiliency: SP-16 increased eight points from the Mobility 2035 to Mobility 
2040 evaluations. Staff gave this criterion a score of 0 for Mobility 2035, which is representative 
of the minimal emphasis this issue was given during development of that plan. Since Mobility 
2035 was adopted, NCTCOG and partner agencies conducted an extreme weather vulnerability 
assessment to identify infrastructure in the region that is vulnerable to extreme weather events. 
This initiative was funded by a separate FHWA grant. The results of this study are documented 
in Mobility 2040.  
 
At the beginning of June, the project team conducted a final group meeting with all of the staff 
members that had evaluated Mobility 2040 using the INVEST System Planning for Regions 
criteria. During this meeting, staff discussed the results of the Mobility 2040 evaluation, specific 
improvements to the emphasis areas, scoring comments, and next steps.  
 
 
Project Administration: During the reporting period, the project team held internal meetings to 
discuss project timelines and deliverables and also prepared quarterly reports. Staff also 
compiled the final report to submit to the Federal Highway Administration for close-out of the 
grant. Finally, a staff member gave a presentation on NCTCOG’s experience with INVEST at 
the Texas Department of Transportation Planning Conference in Houston, Texas.  

 
 
Project Completion Status: 
 

Task Percent Work 
Completed 

1: Mobility 2035 Reevaluation 100% 
2: Sustainability-Related Performance Measure Development 100% 
3: Planning and Environment Linkages 100% 
4: Linking Asset Management and Planning 100% 
5: Infrastructure Resiliency  100% 
6: Mobility 2040 Evaluation  100% 
7: Project Administration  100% 

 
 
Costs Expenditures:  
 
As of June 24, 2016, NCTCOG has spent approximately $67,000 on project tasks.  



List of External INVEST Presentations  

1. Transportation Planning Conference – June 2016 
Sustainable Transportation in the 21st Century: Using INVEST to Evaluate the Dallas-Fort 
Worth Metropolitan Transportation Plan  

2. Transportation Research Board – January 2015 
INVEST: Evaluating Policy and Planning Options for DFW Region’s Long-Range Plan  

3. Transportation Research Board – January 2014 
Interactive Session on INVEST  

4. American Society of Civil Engineers – Green Streets, Highways and Development Conference – 
November 2013 

Transportation Sustainability in North Central Texas: Using INVEST to Evaluate the DFW 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan  

5. Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations – October 2013 
Transportation Sustainability in North Central Texas: Using INVEST to Evaluate the DFW 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan  

6. FHWA Green Streets and Transportation Workshop – September 2013 
Transportation Sustainability in North Central Texas: Using INVEST to Evaluate the DFW 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan  

7. FHWA INVEST Implementation Webinar: System Planning Module – September 2013  
Transportation Sustainability in North Central Texas: Using INVEST to Evaluate the DFW 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan  

8. Texas Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations – January 2013 
Transportation Sustainability in North Central Texas: Using INVEST to Evaluate the DFW 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan  
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